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EDITORIAL

ON MODI'S IGNOMINIOUS YET CUNNING RETREAT ON FARM LAWS

A DECEITFUL RETREAT, BUT A RETREAT NONETHELESS

BUT TO WHOM DID HE OFFER THE APOLOGY?
An election is coming,
Universal peace is declared.
And the foxes have a sincere interest in,
prolonging the lives of the poultry.
- George Eliot

Nothing feels more outstanding than to believe
that Modi is on a retreat trail. We first spotted it
when BJP was snuffed out and decimated in
Uttarakhand by-elections. It resulted in reduction
of some central taxes on petrol and diesel and
brought a halt in their price rise. Then came the
sudden increase in consumer's LPG subsidy
resulting in lowering of its effective price. It is true
that many of us were keenly watching this as
something spectacular was being expected after
this. We were able to smell something at a
distance, but never smelt such a big mole just
near our own feet. Truly speaking, we failed in
making sense of it well in advance. This time Modi
surprised us, too. But, could this glossy surprise
blind us or anyone else from seeing what is what?
Does anyone have any doubt about his real
intentions behind this highly sensationalized Uturn? I hope, none.
Yes, Modi has started retreating and has already
announced to repeal (annul) the farm laws in the
coming Parliament winter session. A bill to this
effect (to repeal the farm laws) is also reported to
have been approved by the cabinet and is being
expected to be passed by the parliament as
quickly as possible. The content of the bill is
however in the dark and is being awaited. Among
many reasons, it is of course aimed at averting the
not-so-distant
possibility
of
a
serious
confrontation of the state/government with the
farmers in the near future, while at the same time
it is also motivated by the short-term
opportunistic political calculations aimed at
securing a victory in UP elections for BJP. If Modi
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loses UP in the elections, its severe impact will be
felt in Delhi. UP and Delhi are adjacent to each
other, not only geographically, but also politically.
In case of defeat in UP, its shock waves will send
trembles to Modi and his government. It will
definitely signal the fall of his politics – Modi's own
brand of politics. He will have to think of using
other means to hold on to power or else he will
have to ready himself to quit if voted out in 2024.
Achche din for BJP are probably gone. In such a
complex situation, securing a victory in UP is the
easiest way to defend Delhi peacefully, and the
most peaceful way to secure a win in UP was to
declare at least a temporary ceasefire with the
farmers. But even for clutching a temporary
ceasefire, he needed to give in on some big issue.
Hence this well crafted display of artificial
benevolence. Modi, as usual when faced with a
difficult political situation, tried to play
sentimentalese by enacting a melodrama in his
speech to overreach the farmers and
outmaneuver them emotionally in a nerve racking
fight. He even tried to enact altruism in that
melodrama to show that he was ready to inflict
injustice to himself for the good of others. It also
seemed as if to show to the world that he also
respects popular dissenting opinions and for this
he can even allow a dent in his own carefully built
image of a never bending powerful leader if
''some'' farmers see benefit in the repeal of the farm
laws, which, according to him, would have been
of great benefit to the agrarian poor.
Keeping these things in mind, it is not difficult to
understand that Modi was left with no other choice
than announcing the repeal of the farm laws. In
this sense, it is a deceitful retreat. It is no doubt a
reversible retreat, but an important retreat
nonetheless. The most important thing about this
is that he has been forced to retreat. He didn't
voluntarily retreat. Hence it is a well-deserved
victory. The one who was supposed to be
invincible has been brought to his knees.
Inasmuch as it is a defeat on the part of Modi, it is
a victory for the agitating farmers. It has led their
fighting morale to a new height. It is a very
important victory for it has also enhanced the
morale of all the democratic minded and justice-

loving people and will definitely strengthen all
the social movements that are being waged
against capital and for democracy, justice and
liberation. It will trigger fresh life in social
movements to develop with renewed hope,
power and courage.
But the victorious farmers are still not the final
winners. The battle is still heavily poised in favour
of corporate and big capital. In the fight for
supremacy and forceful monopolisation of Indian
agriculture through these farm laws, the big
capital has only partially given in. To think that
they have given up will be a big folly. The farmers
have only held their reign, stopped it half-way in
the air, but it is still in their control. The state
power is only theirs. Their main accomplice Modi
is very much in power, well-entrenched there.
Being in power, he has thousand ways to reverse
his defeat into victory. Many would have been
already underway, otherwise he wouldn't have so
plainly offered apology, the purpose of which is
to conceal in its glaze what he is really up to.
The Economic Times, the mouth piece of India's
big capital writes this on its editorial page, - "Is
the repeal of the three farm laws the end of
agricultural reform in India? There is no reason
for such pessimism. … There are many roads to
Kashi. If one is closed, others beckon. In fact, we
have held that there are better ways to the needed
agri reforms than that held out by the three laws
that were passed in a hurry and now would be
repealed."(bold added)1
Farmers! Keep these words in your minds.
Insofar as farmers, the toiling farmers above
all, are still far away from the final liberation
from the yoke of the world-wide exploitative
system i.e. the victory over capitalism and
imperialism, achievable only under the
leadership of the proletariat in a joint effort
and alliance with all the toiling sections
including farmers, the present victory is not
going to be a permanent victory. It must be
remembered that the present farmers' fight,
undoubtedly the most important and
formidable fight so far against big capital, is a
part and parcel of a still greater battle being
waged for long that encompasses not only

1

What the 20th November 2021 Economic Times writes leaves no doubt as to how the mechanism of the farms laws was
built to serve the interests of the big companies and not the farmers. It writes, - ''The withdrawal of farm laws could impact
sourcing and expansion plans and dash industry's hopes of cheaper input cost.'' (bold added) It further writes that, -''The
Indian processed market is estimated at over 2.6 lakh crores and large companies were drawing up fresh plans to benefit
from sourcing directly from farmers.''
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farmers but all oppressed and exploited
sections of the people. Although it is true that
the farmers have played a pivotal role in this
dark phase, but it is equally true that this is not
the peasants' fight alone, just as the farm laws
weren't just anti-farmers. It wasn't being
driven by typical narrow minded dreams. The
farmers' clarion call that they won't allow the
bread to be imprisoned in the Iron chests of the
Corporates proves that the movement could
not have travelled such a long distance without
arousing the poor masses' aspirations for a
complete end of exploitation; it couldn't have
been so popular and widely acclaimed cutting
across all strata and sections of the people
without striking a chord with the poor people's
dream and expectations; it proves that it isn't
their movement alone and hence it is not their
business alone to decide and declare as to
when and where this movement will stop. The
sympathy of all the oppressed and exploited
sections to this struggle was and is a key
question so far as the moral strength of this
movement is concerned. Farmers must better
not forget it for their struggle is not finished as
yet. The enemy is right at their door. Their
miseries too are not over. They also can't be
over without the elimination of this capitalist
system. Without these things stitched
together, such a huge appeal was impossible.
And without such huge appeal it would have
been impossible for this movement to become
as much invincible.
So, the movement or struggle against capital/big
capital is not going to cease or stop with this.
Hopefully, farmers aren't going stop half-way. But
even if they do so, which is not impossible given
too many unfavorable conditions2, their life
conditions will again force them for the fight, will
bring them again to the battle ground. So, the
fight against capital will go on without any
significant break, till the final victory, even if
farmers are ready to partially quit after certain
more demands are met giving them temporary
relief. In that case, other sections will continue the
fight based on their strength and preparedness.
No one can say right now with full clarity as to
what will happen after then. Even the working
class may be forced to come on the centre stage,

take up the cudgel and rekindle new hopes of
liberation in the hearts of all other oppressed and
exploited classes. Many things are in the dark as
of now. Only one thing is as clear as day light – the
general crisis of capitalism which is the outcome
or result of complete dominance of finance capital
in the whole economy is not going to yield and
this will force all without exception to come and
choose sides in the battle ground.
And the things can also be seen so far moving in
the right direction. Farmers aren't quitting.
Reports coming from them suggest that they
understand that any half-way victory can be
overturned so long as capitalist system is in place
and it is not overthrown. They know that this
victory has arrived partly because important state
assembly elections are round the corner, but
more importantly because the state was in no way
comfortably poised to deal with the farmers'
movement without taking extreme steps i.e.
unleashing heavy repression. But this wasn't a
viable option before the state as it posed serious
threat to the stability of both - the government as
well as the state. Such an extreme step was
fraught with these dangers that scared the
capitalist class as a whole. The state also knew that
a countrywide reprisal of all the oppressed
classes is also awaiting. The frustrations and grief
of countless number of people are but heaps of
ready-made gun-powder lying just few inches
below the surface. The heap is getting larger as
the unprecedented and barbaric economic loot of
the big capital is being carried more and more
nakedly and unashamedly. The people's anguish,
depression and frustration may any day blast.
What is needed is just a small spark to ignite the
accumulated anger. If the state had acted
irresponsibly i.e. let loose bloody repression on
peasants as it tried to do in Lakhimpur Kheri, it
could have sent thousands of sparks flying in the
air capable of setting the whole forest on fire. The
kind of uproar that instantly raised in the whole
country following the Lakhimpur Kheri massacre
was a pointer to this threat and Modi along with
his Masters didn't fail to grasp it. They timely
understood that ''people'' can’t be taken for
granted and duped all the time by communal
politics and hate-mongering. Modi and his clique
rightly anticipated a people’s revolt in the making.

2

one being the weakness of the working class forces in overcoming its historical defeat they suffered at the hands of capital
long back in the 50s of the last century beginning with the rise to power of the arch-revisionist Khrushchev in the Soviet
Union after the demise of comrade Stalin.
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We may ignore it, and out of frustrations due to
organizational weaknesses we do ignore it, but
ruling classes don’t. Those who only see elections
as the reason of Modi’s retreat are profoundly
mistaken.

***
Has this situation changed with the announcement
of withdrawal of the farm laws? Has the threat of
people's revolt disappeared with this? Has the big
capital loot subsided with this? Will it ever
subside if capitalist system is not done away with?
Will the corporate quit its effort of monopolising
the economy including the agriculture sector?
Will not the second or higher phase of capitalist
development in agriculture continue to take place
even after the repeal of the farm laws?
The finance capital leading the economy always
means the monopoly of big over small. And
monopoly capital can't survive for long without
establishing monopoly. This is the quintessence
of new capitalism – the monopoly capitalism of
21st century. That's why we have always said that
today's capitalist system – capitalism of 21st
century - can not withdraw the farm laws in
essence. Similarly, the monopoly capitalist state
cannot give the legal guarantee of MSP which
would actually mean giving a guarantee of
purchase of all crops of all farmers by a capitalist
state. Then how can we reconcile the withdrawal
of the farm laws with this?
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First of all, it doesn't mean that it is impossible in
any condition. No sensible person will ever say
so. When we say that that India's capitalist state of
today cannot withdraw the farm laws ever or
accept the demand of statutory guarantee for
MSP, we only indicated the historically
imposed limit upon capitalism under
which the state dominated by big
capital can't ever roll back its drive for
growth of capitalist monopoly as it will
amount to foregoing the inner general
laws of capitalist accumulation concentration and centralisation. The
tendency of capitalist accumulation is
towards the concentration of all capital
in a single world trust. But it must be
understood as a tendency and not an
accomplished fact. Other factors work
as counteracting factors. Mass upsurge
against deprivation, hunger, poverty,
displacements and dispossession etc. –
which are all but the outcome of
capitalist accumulation – work as a big
counteracting factor. Politics works
here on this tendency. Either it puts
temporary limit on this tendency or the
resulting intensification of contradictions within
the system due to this tendency may altogether
lead to a complete seize of the economic system
and finally it may cause an internal blast that will
turn capitalism into its opposite i.e. socialism. This
is how this tendency works. If a strong
counteracting factor emerges so that it forces this
tendency to take a slow, zigzag and turnstile path,
the capitalist state has to put brake on this
tendency i.e. retreat from going further ahead
with the same speed. What does it lead to? Does
it lead to the negation of the historical limit? No, in
no way. It only means that with every such
compromise and retreat, the capitalist system is
left with lesser space for itself to maneuver when
such a counteracting factor appears next time
once again. It means that the space between
where the capitalist system stands now and where
the last wall signifying its historical limit
diminishes and accordingly its maneuverability
to deal with such crises as created by
counteracting factors is heavily dented.
Therefore, the chances of using repression as a
method to quell the mass upsurge (the
counteracting force and factors), and therefore
chances and possibility of precipitation of the
revolutionary crisis which also threatens its
existence, for avoiding which it had earlier
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retreated many times in the past, becomes
imminent and non-negotiable in the last.
Coming to the present movement, we have been
saying that the state can accept the main demands
of the movement only in case when the capitalist
state itself is threatened of its existence i.e. when
the movement becomes such a potential force that
it is capable of unleashing a revolutionary energy
that can overthrow not only the present
government but also the social system itself. Did
this condition exist before Modi was forced to
retreat? Yes, it certainly did. Not only that this
condition existed before Modi chose to retreat,
seeing the angry mood of the people at large
against Modi's deceitful character we can say that
the threat of a serious revolutionary crisis still
exists, even after the declaration of the repeal of
the farm laws. People are still disenchanted on a
large scale. Anger is still pouring out in plenty.
Our statement that a capitalist state can accept
such demands that collide with its boundary only
when the movement threatens its existence stands
fully vindicated as Modi retreated only when such
a threat existed, though in its original form which
cannot be the photo copy of what its theoretical
treatment presents it to be. It is important to see
the difference between the shape which a
historical incident may actually and originally
take and the one that the theoretical presentation
of that incident presents in its purest form. It is
naturally that both look different from each other
but only in external appearances. Any original
incident occurs only thus, and not in the copy
paste fashion of its theoretical presentation.

***
Now there are two possible situations confronting
the capitalist state as of now, after the withdrawal
of the farm laws. Firstly, Modi, the bluff master, as
he is known for, may opt to still continue to cheat
the peasants by enacting a law in its place which
is similar in spirit to the old farm laws. Secondly,
he may opt to really put brakes on the big capital
and its monopoly for some time and leave it to
general economic and market forces to do the
rest for them, which will also bring the same result
but spontaneously, as the farm laws would have
brought forcefully using the force inherent in the
laws.
Let us discuss these two options. In the first case,
the peasants won't withdraw from the struggle,
not even in the least possible sense. It will further
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accentuate the pitch of movement leaving no
option for the state other than to use force in the
last. But that will again be fraught with dangers
that would threaten the very existence of the state,
given that the extreme repressive measure may
ignite accumulated anger of the people at large,
and not only that of farmers. In the second case,
the loot and growth of monopoly capital will be
seriously challenged. That will fuel the finance
capital's tendency to outflow. This will lead to
collapse of the whole economy in a big way
precipitating huge mass unrest.
This is what I could have discussed in it in the
fewest of words. We have been saying there is no
middle path possible here, neither for the farmers
whose constantly deteriorating life's material
conditions have brought them into struggles and
whose morale has been led to new height with this
nominal victory, nor for the capitalist state which
is reeling under decade's long unyielding
economic crisis. There are only two possible ways
to salvation for the ruling capitalist class. One, if
farmers just run away from the scene by
accepting ignominious defeat for themselves or
the leadership turns traitor and backstabs the
farmers. Another is that the unrelenting crisis is
anyhow overcome for a considerable time of
period so that enough economic space is at the
disposal of the big capital to economically satisfy
at least a large section of the population. But both
seem unlikely. Given the permanently crisisprone, too much aged, and seriously moribund
condition of capitalism, which is ailing with
untreatable cancer, it can in no way, not even by
magic, resurrect itself into youthful old days and
acquire new teeming life and fill its body with new
fresh strength. We know both the options are not
available. So long as it can survive, and so long as
people are allowing it to survive, it has been
surviving only as a cancerous outgrowth on the
body of the society.
Even if, for the sake of avoiding fatal confrontation
with the farmers today, the capitalist state accepts
the demand of statutory guarantee (meaning for
all farmers) of MSP for all crops, it will
immediately lead to another round of not one big
confrontation, but many big confrontations,
which, if not led by mature revolutionary forces
with a clear working class revolutionary
perspective, may lead to chaos and anarchism,
though its chances are meager given that a strong
and comparatively much more matured leading
centre, learning quickly and positively from
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experiences, has emerged. It means that the need
of revolutionary transformation of society will be
even much more visible than ever before. This is
what it's most natural result will be, when the
historical limit of capitalism, under whose
constraint the capitalist state can't accept such
demands as ones that collide with its boundary,
confronts and comes in acute contradiction with
the political necessity of compromising and
retreating in the face of a stubborn mass
movement i.e. a counteracting force or factor.
Political deftness has a limit and here it can't
rescue the big capital. It is of some use only in the
arena of political struggles that usually build up in
and around bourgeois political parties that swear
allegiance and subservience to the same class of
big capital. Once a counteracting force or factor
grows out of this arena so that it collides violently
with the boundary of capitalism, such things as
political deftness become obsolete.
That's why we are able to say that when
their further demands will be met, it will
instead of satiating them, enhance the
people's appetite for more. It will ignite
the much needed fire in their hearts
making them aspire for their dream of
final liberation come true. This is exactly
how a revolutionary crisis like situation
unfolds the hidden energy of the masses
and forces them to come on the top of the
surface, if other favourable conditional
are of course present. In this sense only,
the achieved victory will have any
meaningful worth. This is how this victory
can exhaust its worth. Any other course
that it will take will turn this victory
useless or null and void for the farmers as
nothing precious is going to happen in their life
even after the repeal of the farm laws. This takes
us again to the same turn. If farmers aren't made
aware of ill effects of the existence of the capitalist
state and if they are not called upon to overthrow
it, the whole movement will become worthless.
All such exercises to continue the movement will
prove to be of no avail.
That's why, till the final victory, it must be
taken and regarded as a reversible and
temporary victory. But it is nonetheless a great
victory. The enormity of its importance in
these dark times can be easily understood. It
is palpable and can be plainly comprehended,
though in a limited sense, by the appreciable
increase in moral strength of those who have
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been fighting against fascist onslaught on the
ground. Streets thronged by ''People'' have
emerged superior to the corridors of power,
yet again. The revolutionary idea of
supremacy of ''People'' stands vindicated, yet
again. It is proved beyond doubt once again
that ''People'', and not the parliament, is
supreme, and law or an institution is pious
only till ''People'' has willed it. ''People'' can
unlaw any thing, even the Parliament or a
government. ''People'' can make even the
most powerful, bite the dust. Parliament can
be taken over by the fascist goons and bluff
masters from within, but not the streets where
the soul of democracy resides, where people's
will resonates, and where people's power
reigns. To take over the streets, fascists need
to take over or enslave people. As soon as they
begin doing it, an ignominious defeat awaits
them, sooner than later.

***
Modi, while retreating, also offered apology. But
for what? He apologised for not being able to
convince a section of the farmers about the
benefits of the farm laws! But, to whom did he
offer the apology? There is no clear answer. It
has however been interpreted as well as
propagated with a purpose by the media, Godi or
otherwise all alike, that he has offered apology to
the farmers.
But this interpretation is misleading. The theory of
Modi apologizing to farmers is a hoax, a complete
imposturous prank. It is a bluff of a fully grown
bluff master that Mode in all these years has so
proficiently proved he is. To say that 'Modi' has
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offered apology to farmers because he couldn't
convince those same farmers about the benefits of
the farm laws is awkward, meaningless and above
all a sinister game to still hoodwink the people
into thinking that he respects people.
It is true that he could not convince the farmers.
He also could not convince other people, though
he tried hard to drive home his pet idea that the
farm laws are for the poor. He could not convince
anyone about the utility of the farm laws in
bringing down the prices of the eatables. People
at large could see through skyrocketing prices
the real design and mechanism inbuilt in Modi's
policies. Working class could also see how the
farm laws and labour codes are closely related
and geared in one direction and with a single
purpose of providing the freest ever ground for
the big capital and the magnets of finance capital
to monopolise both the sectors agriculture and
industry, and thus strangulate the whole working
people. It was quite natural that he could not
convince even the city dwellers and middle
classes. As of now, no one believes in his so called
pious intentions behind his announcements of
repeal of the farm laws.
But in this discussion, where and how does the
question of his convincing or not convincing the
peasants arise? Did he ever try to convince the
farmers at all? With what could he convince
the farmers after all? Was there anything
precious in the anti-people farm laws? The fact
is that he never, not even once, tried to
convince the farmers for there was nothing
precious or advantageous for the farmers in
the farm laws with which he could do the
convincing. We have seen how his agriculture
minister Narendra Singh Tomar did it and
what transpired from this. What he and his
men did all along during the movement, since
its beginning and till the last minute, were
aimed at bullying and harassing them every
now and then. We can see it happen since the
very beginning. We know how he and his men
abused and harassed them willfully, threw
cold water canons when they were marching to
Delhi in the winter season. When this didn't
deter the farmers, they even dug the highways
to stop their march. Only firing bullets on the
farmers was wanting. When nothing of this
sort watered down their courage and the
farmers reached the borders of Delhi from all
directions, they blocked the roads with huge
cemented barricades, barbed wires and later
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erected sharp nails on the road to prevent them
from entering Delhi, their own capital. They
kept harassing them by stopping water and
electricity supply at the Delhi borders where
they were staying. They also hatched up
conspiracies through hired goons on 26th
January to defame their movement as antinational and slapped hundreds of the front line
farmers leaders and activists with fabricated
heinous police cases, labeled the agitating
farmers with the most notorious adjectives
such as Khalistani, Chinese, Pakistani,
foreign agents and what not, tried to divide
them on caste and communal lines, and finally
tried to use the last tactics of shedding hot red
blood of farmers on the streets by crushing
them under the wheels of the ''Thar'' Jeep, by
none else than the son of his trusted lieutenant
and state home minister Ajay Mishra Teni. If
Modi actually wanted to offer apology to
farmers, he would have done this quite
gracefully, for all the dirty words and worst
behaviour meted out to the farmers by him or
his men. But he didn't even mention any of
these things, nor did he speak a single word
expressing grief for the death of more than 700
farmers. On the contrary he in a way defended
what he and his men did as pious intentions.
He also defended the farm laws. What kind of
apology is this if we suppose it is an apology
offered to the farmers? Doesn't it looks like the
apology of a crook, a crooked apology?
Then, to whom did he offer the apology? He
apologised to the monopolist capitalists like
Adanis and Ambanis. He apologised to the
farmers only apparently and by doing so, he
was apologising to the likes of Adanis and
Ambanis who till the last were hoping that his
trusted and brought up Modi-Shah regime will
anyhow pave the way to victory of the farm
laws. It is their investment of thousands of
crores in building hundreds of multipurpose
and mostly air-conditioned class one
warehouses and cold storages around the
whole country that has been at stake. And this
is the reason to believe that unless a policy of
implementing the same isn't put in place, the
three farm laws wouldn't have been
withdrawn. If Modi has announced to
withdraw the farm laws, it indicates that
something new has already been put in place.
This is how things will work out to be on the whole.
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STATEMENT

ON THE WITHDRAWAL OF FARM LAWS
COMMUNIST WORKERS PARTY
Thanks to the forthcoming assembly elections in
Uttar Pradesh and Punjab Narendra Modi
Government at last yielded to the long drawn
historic struggle of the farmers. It has decided to
withdraw the farm laws. Political parties throughout
the country are claiming that the victory of the
farmers are also their victories for the reason that
they also had supported the
farmer’s movement. Despite
the euphoria the farmers
have not left the site of their
agitation. They contend that
this victory is only partial,
And the withdrawal can also
be believed only when
suitable action is taken to
implement the decision in
the
Parliament.
They
declare that their agitation
will be continuing till their
other demands are also met.
Indian media that has been
partial and parochial all
along in covering the views
and news of this movement
in favour of the Central
Government
that
has
promulgated these laws
through
undemocratic
means starts contending that
the
lesson
for
the
Government to be learnt
from this is that while
bringing reforms like this, the Government should
take care and adopt a cautious attitude. By saying so
they indirectly contend that the acts now withdrawn
are in the main in the right direction of reforming the
farm sector. But the means adopted to bring them
about are not correct in not taking all the
stakeholders into confidence. The capitalist
controlled media is trying to imbibe thus into the
minds of its viewers and readers that the full play of
the market forces can only be the long standing
solution to the problems faced by the country in
economic matters in general and the agricultural
sector in particular. Apparently they are not taking
into account what the market economy has done for
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the toiling millions not only of our country but also
of all the countries of the world in the past and at
present.
The struggle of the farmers teaches us the lesson
that not elections but movements and struggles
alone solve the problems faced by one and all of the
toiling millions. Some political
parties contend that in this
way the other Acts passed
recently in Parliament by the
BJP led Central Government
such as the Citizenship
Amendment Act etc., are also
to be repealed. Definitely
almost all the acts that have
been passed by the BJP
Government
after
it's
assuming office need to be
withdrawn since they are all
anti people and pro corporate
in one way or another. But all
these parties have forgotten to
mention one glaring anti
people
Act
the
BJP
Government. has passed in
Parliament. Yes, They forget
the passing of the labour
codes. The labour Codes are
brought about with the intent
of depriving the workers of all
their hard won rights and
thereby paving the way for the
capitalist to unleash attacks upon them to implement
hire, tire and fire policy in fields and factories. The
right lesson to be learnt by the working class in this
regard is that the workers throughout the country
should organise themselves the way the victorious
farmers have done with thorough preparation and
come forward to launch a protracted and long
standing struggle for the withdrawal of the out and
out anti- worker labour codes.
Comrade A. Anandan
General Secretary of South India,
Communist Worker’s Party, Tamilnadu
20th November 2021
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REMEMBERING THE GREAT NOVEMBER REVOLUTION

TOILING MASSES OF RUSSIA, WHEN,
STORMED HEAVEN
S. V. SINGH
ON THE REVOLUTION’S 104 ANNIVERSARY (7 NOV 1917-2021)
TH

On Wednesday, November 7, 1917, at 12 noon,
cannon from the Peter-Paul Fortress on the
banks of Neva River in Petrograd, the then
capital of Russia, roared, and the Russian
workers, toiling peasants and the masses
oppressed for centuries, stormed the Winter
Palace. The legendry, massive blow of the iron
fist of the proletariat had struck and struck
really hard. The whole world had, indeed,
shaken. All other centers of power, such as
Telephone-Telegraph Exchange, Post Office,
State Bank were taken over by the Bolshevik
Red Guards on the night of November 6 and 7
itself and red flags were fluttering, gloriously,
over there. Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, Lenin, the
great leader, teacher and guide of the world
proletariat exhorted the workers, peasants,
armed
detachments
of
the
Bolshevik Red
Guards
and
the sea of
oppressed
masses
of
Russia to forge
ahead
and
take
state
power in their
hands without
losing
any
time. They, as
if waiting for
the command of their beloved leader, stormed
the streets of Smolny and turned into an
invincible army. All the preparations for the socalled interim government of Kerensky to arrest
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TH

Bolshevik leaders, fell apart like sand castles in
front of the roaring army of the proletariat. The
mercenaries of the 'provisional' government
fled like cowards. The whole world was
stunned. What has happened? State power has
always belonged to the 'Lord', the slave owners,
the kings and emperors, the Jille Elahis or the
‘Gentlemen’ Capitalist money sharks. How
come, these unwashed, the untidy, wearing
sweat-smelling clothes have occupied the royal
Winter Palace? What have they to do with the
state power?? Distinguished journalist John
Reid, one of the founders of the American
Communist Party, was an eyewitness to this
historic moment. He writes in his iconic book
'Ten Days That Shook the World' that how even
after capture of power, the employees of the
State
Bank
refused to obey
the orders of
Smolny's
Commissar and
denied
payment
of
required cash
for government
work to even
the
armed
Bolshevik red
guards.
'Such
people cannot
be government
officers,
they
murmured!!' Bolshevik Red Guards had to break
the lock of the safe with a rifle shot!! Bourgeois
rulers of the world thought this is a dream, a
scary dream, a nightmare, it cannot come true,
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it will soon be shattered. The reality could be so
bitter, they could not believe. It was an epochmaking event, as if suddenly a bright light had
lit up in the darkness. An event that, under the
inherent law of nature, dialectical materialism,
occurs when a quantitatively changing society
takes that epoch-making leap for the qualitative
change. Just like the temperature of heating
water quietly increases by one degree and
suddenly as soon as it moves beyond 90
degrees, water starts gurgling, jumping and
suddenly and disquietly turns into steam,
making thereby a qualitative change. In the
same way, the proletariat, which is subjected to
daily oppression for seeking job, forming
union, demanding wages and allowances
increase, for its dignity, honor; turns into a
disciplined soldier after getting organized and
armed with revolutionary theory of MarxismLeninism. Working class recognize its power
and then rises in revolt, shouting, this is enough
and then settles all pending scores with their
robbers, once and for all. The working class
rises as one unit and breaks loose to take on the
exploiters who fill their coffins by stealing their
labor power and their managing committees,
the governments who come in the way,
simultaneously. This decisive battle is not for
any salary-allowance, bonus-insurance, but to
pull the robbers from power by force and to
launch themselves into the seat of state power.
It is the epoch- making moment that comes but
in ages, when expropriators are expropriated.
There is no ‘middle path’ acceptable that day,
no panchayat sits, no commission-committee
deceit is tolerated, no farce of 'compromise
formula' is taken into consideration on that day.
Only the final settlement is aimed. That time had
arrived in Russia. The proletariat of Russia, a
very backward and terribly oppressed country,
organized itself under the truly revolutionary
leadership of its great leader, Lenin, was at a
point in history where the leading proletariat of
developed Western Europe could not reach.
The great Russian working class was writing a
new script for the proletariat of the world to
follow. The heaven was, indeed, stormed on the
day by the proletariat-peasant combine of
Russia.
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GLORY OF FIRST ATTACK ON HEAVEN WILL
REMAIN WITH BRAVE COMMUNARDS OF PARIS
COMMUNE
By the way, November Revolution was not the
first event in history of gaining power by the
toiling masses by pulling the robbers down
from state power and overthrowing them lock,
stock and barrel. Heroic Communards of Paris
had established that feat in the year 1871, 46
years before 1917. Revered Pakistani poet Faiz
Ahmed Faiz has written so well;
Poor have always been wrestling with oppression
Neither their rituals are new, nor our customs new.
We have always blossomed flowers in the fire
Neither their defeat is new nor is our victory new

(यूँ ही हमेशा उलझती रही है ज़ल्ु म से खल्क; न उनकी रस्म नई है, न
अपनी रीत नई
यूँ ही हमेशा खखलाये हैं हमने आग़ में फल; न उनकी हार नई है न अपनी
जीत नई)
Valiant Communards of Paris, who had no
precedent of any such battle, who were
treading the virgin path on a terrifyingly
challenging road, displayed the indomitable
courage while confronting the French National
Guards on 18 March 1871. They defeated them
in straight battle and stormed the Bastille, the
bastion of French power. They established
world's first working class government at the
famous, De Ville Paris. Our first great teachers
of the proletariat, Karl Marx and Friedrich
Engels, themselves, witnessed that historical
French war. Karl Marx, who, did not agree with
the strategy adopted by the communards, but
when the war broke out, he underscored the
importance
of
this
unique
historical
experiment, saying, 'Workers of France have
stormed the heaven', supported and guiding
them. At the same time, taking lessons from that
war, he made an important change in
Communist Manifesto that the proletariat
cannot use a ready-made system of government
after seizing power from the bourgeoisie. While
destroying it completely, they will have to set
up their own alternate system. Working class
government that lasted only 72 days was the
first, novel and innocent experiment that
stunned the world. On 28 May 1871 the dice
had, however, turned. Thiers, the butcher, took
reins of the power and let loose his mercenary
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army on the defeated Communards. The
kindness displayed by the communards to the
enemy bourgeoisie was avenged in such a way
that, after regaining power from the workers,
executioner Thiers shot dead over 20,000
workers and 750 soldiers of the army who had
supported the workers. Streets of Paris were
drenched with the worker’s blood. A total of
38,000 workers were arrested, most of them
were hanged or shot dead and 7,000 workers
were deported.
The boldness of the communards was
unmatched, but they made several grave
mistakes. Besides being kind and benevolent
towards enemy, they failed to draw peasants to
their camp and weaken the enemy camp
headed by the bourgeoisie, not only before the
insurrection but even after assuming power.
They did not seize the Bank of France where all
the looted money of the capitalist bandits was
deposited and they relied on the same old
rotten and corrupt system which is designed to
perpetuate the class rule of the bourgeoisie.
Revolution is, in fact, a battle for supremacy and
domination by one class over another and any
strategic error, during the course, matters
extremely seriously. Frederick Engels, the
great teacher and leader of the proletariat
writes on March 18, 1891 on the 20th anniversary
of Paris Commune.
“The hardest thing to understand is
certainly the holy awe with which they
remained standing respectfully outside the
gates of the Bank of France. This was also a
serious political mistake. The bank in the
hands of the Commune – this would have
been worth more than 10,000 hostages. It
would have meant the pressure of the whole
of the French bourgeoisie on the
Versailles government in favor of
peace with the Commune…”

bewilderment. Any mistake in this do or die
battle proves fatal.
Lenin studied Paris Commune events very
minutely. He grasped every possible
interpretation of each line that Karl Marx wrote
in 'Civil War in France' and ensured that there
remains no shortcoming of the Paris Commune
in November Revolution. Taking stock of the
experience of Paris Commune and evaluating
Russia's failed revolution of 1905, Lenin writes
in 1908,
"Though these glorious revolts of the
working class were crushed, there will be
further rebellions and the proletariat will
compete with them. All the forces of its
enemies will be rendered ineffective and
the proletariat will emerge out of them
completely invincible.”

NOVEMBER REVOLUTION IS IMMORTAL –
ALWAYS A GREAT INSPIRATION FOR THE
WORKING CLASS
Karl Marx had mentioned that future proletarian
revolutions would occur earlier in industrially
developed countries because industrial
development drives the proletariat to become
conscious and organized and thus creates its
own grave-digging army. While criticizing
Bakunin, Marx writes,
“The revolutions that bring about
qualitative changes in the society are tied
to the historical conditions of economic
development. That is, it is possible only
where capitalist development and the
industrial proletariat have achieved a
specific position.”

They could not foresee the baseness of
the bourgeoisie, its treachery and the
fact that the poisonous roots of power
are encrypted on the entire state
structure. Communards had to pay with
their blood quite literally for these
mistakes. How the French and German
robbers, fighting each other like mad
dogs, got united overnight to crush the
workers; the Communards watched in
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That is why he predicted that the socialist
revolutions would happen first in England or
France as the industrial proletariat is far ahead
there both in terms of number and organization
compared to other countries. A leader who
memorizes Marxism like a dogma would not
have even considered the possibility of a
socialist revolution in Russia because capitalism
was the least developed there. Industrial
proletariat was very few in number. The New
Economic Policy was introduced there to
develop capitalism two years after assuming
power by the proletariat. A leader who fails to
understand essence of Marxism and mugs up it
as a parrot would have said that the socialist
revolution in Russia is several generations
away. We are in the pre-revolutionary era. We
shall only dig trenches and revolution will be
done by the generations to come!! Lenin, the
great leader and teacher of the world
proletariat, however, understood Marxism as a
guiding principle to action. That is why, he was
able to enrich it. He realized from his in-depth
study that capitalism has attained its next and
final stage, imperialism in course of its
development. Not only has the centralization
and concentration of capital reached alarming
proportions and it has entered the stage of
monopolistic financial capital, but this process
also has intensified the underlying law of the
uneven and chaotic development of capitalism.
In such a situation, it will be easy to break this
vicious chain from where the link is the
weakest. The special feature of this assessment
what makes Lenin truly great, raising his stature
and positioning him as the 'Leader of the
Revolutionary Leaders of the World', is that
while proposing this, his bottom line was not
that 'look, Marx could not understand this even'
but it was that this is today's Marxism.
Development of capitalism to the stage of
imperialism is what Marx meant by capitalist
development.
Russia is an industrially
backward country, here the industrial
proletariat is not yet in majority among the
oppressed masses but the revolutionary
consciousness among all the oppressed class is
the highest here and most importantly, it has its
own alternative system of governance, the
Soviet, which is not there in any other country.
These peculiarities, hence, make the chain
weakest here. In such a situation, averting the
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revolution in Russia would be a grave mistake,
a gross anti-Marxist act. Not only this, he like a
seasoned scientist, a surgeon, laid down the
diagnostic symptoms to recognize that the
objective conditions have ripened for a
revolutionary action. What is a revolution, how
does it happen, how to recognize that the
objective conditions are ripe for revolution;
explaining all these questions in a very precise
and convincing manner, Lenin writes like a
scientist in his important article in 1915 on the
topic 'The Collapse of the Second
International':
“To the Marxist it is indisputable that a
revolution is impossible without a
revolutionary situation; furthermore, it is
not every revolutionary situation that leads
to revolution. What, generally speaking,
are the symptoms of a revolutionary
situation? We shall certainly not be
mistaken if we indicate the following three
major symptoms: (1) when it is impossible
for the ruling classes to maintain their rule
without any change; when there is a crisis,
in one form or another, among the “upper
classes”, a crisis in the policy of the ruling
class, leading to a fissure through which
the discontent and indignation of the
oppressed classes burst forth. For a
revolution to take place, it is usually
insufficient for “the lower classes not to
want” to live in the old way; it is also
necessary that “the upper classes should
be unable” to live in the old way; (2) when
the suffering and want of the oppressed
classes have grown more acute than usual;
(3) when, as a consequence of the above
causes, there is a considerable increase in
the activity of the masses, who
uncomplainingly allow themselves to be
robbed in “peace time”, but, in turbulent
times, are drawn both by all the
circumstances of the crisis and by the
“upper
classes”
themselves into
independent historical action.”

Goal of revolution never disappeared from
Lenin's mind even for a minute. February
Revolution broke out on 8 March 1917, it was
called the February Revolution because at that
time Julian calendar was used in Russia, which
was 13 days behind the Gregorian calendar
prevalent around the world. Therefore, 8 March
meant 24 February, as the November
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Revolution which burst out on 7 November is
also called October Revolution because
according to Julian calendar it started on 25
October. After 1918, the same Gregorian
calendar was adopted in Russia as well. The
February Revolution was not a revolution
organized by any revolutionary party.
Autocratic dictatorship of the Tsar and the dire
situation of severe hunger and deprivation in
Russia during the First World War forced the
people to revolt spontaneously and there were
food riots everywhere in Russia. Hungry masses
brought the brutal Tsar regime down. The
oppressive autocratic regime of Tsar Nicholas II
that had been going on for centuries got swept
away. Flame of hunger is never doused by
assurances. It turns into an inferno that reduces
brutal empires to ashes. As generally happens
in spontaneous movements, when the
oppressed ruler is surrounded and cornered,
he does play one last trick, whereby he vacates
the chair but plants its henchmen in his place.
Exactly, same happened in Russia. 'Aristocratic
Capitalist Democracy' was established by the
tsar's stooges like Milyukov and Guchkov.
There was no significant change in the
imperialist war policies of the Tsar regime.
Lenin was in Switzerland when that revolution
happened. Even that fractured, aristocratic
democracy opened the way for his return to
Russia. He reached Petrograd on 3 April and
lost no time in taking over reins of organizing
and providing leadership to the revolutionary
forces in Russia. What should be the road ahead
for the revolutionary class of Russia, he laid
down in his famous 'April Thesis'. He clarified
that the democratic revolution stage as it is, has
been achieved. The first stage of revolution has,
therefore, been completed and Russia has now
entered into the stage of proletarian revolution
because power has reached the hands of the
Russian bourgeoisie. He did not say that the
proletariat now has to fight along with the
bourgeoisie to bring about a healthy and
‘vibrant’ democracy. As in our country in 1947,
after transfer of power by the British to the
Indian capitalists, many revolutionaries are
making this mistake till date, and how long will
they go on doing it and remain in democratic
revolution stage, they only know. On 21 April
1917, Russian working people revolted again.
Now against the authority of the Romanov Tsar's
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stooges Guchkov-Milyukov and overthrew
them. Now in its place a mixed power of
Mensheviks and socialist revolutionaries took
over, in which the power of the Soviets
increased. Even after this, Lenin clearly said
that there is no difference in the character of
state power. The question of the Bolsheviks
being a participant in this power does not arise.
Bolsheviks now have to embark upon the path
of socialist revolution to overthrow bourgeoisie
from power. The democratic revolution has
already been completed and the unfinished job
of the democratic revolution will now be
completed only in the socialist state headed by
the proletariat. Capitalism does not bring
democracy with any noble cause of social
welfare, it does so only under its economic
compulsions. That is why after attaining the
reactionary position, it does not bring
democracy, but gradually or in one stroke, it
works to snatch whatever democratic space as
is available as is happening everywhere, more
so in India, today.
In view of the conditions that are present around
the world today, whatever Lenin wrote during
the period between February Revolution and
November Revolution has to be read and reread by all the activists of the revolutionary
movement. Raising the slogan 'All power to the
Soviets' in February, March and April,
dropping that in May, June and July after the
temporary occupation of the soviets by the antirevolutionary forces, and then again raising the
same vociferously after the Bolsheviks attained
majority, shows the flexibility in approach
required by the revolutionary leader as per
changing material conditions. Revolution
means defeating enemy class which is
entrenched in power, decisively and
comprehensively, gaining power and then not
allowing its condition to be like that of the brave
but inexperienced communards of Paris. For
this, keeping a close watch on the enemy's
every move and adopting correct revolutionary
line, strategy and approach is what ultimately
matters. Revolution is also an art to tread
through the sharp, curved turns and hoisting the
red flag on top of the seat of power. Vision of the
revolutionary leader has to be crystal clear,
able to see far ahead and strategy has to be
extremely flexible as the situation is always
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fluid during the last critical phase. Behaving
like obstinate pony is a sure recipe of
apocalypse. After the Bolsheviks attained
majority in the Soviets of Petrograd and
Moscow, it was unambiguously clear to Lenin
that the historic time for a decisive
assault to seize power has arrived. Lenin
wrote an extremely important letter to
the Central Committee of his Bolshevik
Party, titled "The Bolsheviks must now
take power in their own hands".

Lenin was absolutely convinced that this was
that very moment when history takes a leap in
its course of development, as if a society going
through labor pain is yearning for childbirth.
Any delay, even for a moment to launch a

“The Bolsheviks, having obtained a
majority in the Soviets of Workers’ and
Soldiers’ Deputies of both capitals, can
and must take state power into their own
hands.
They can because the active majority
of revolutionary elements in the two
chief cities is large enough to carry the
people with it, to overcome the
opponent’s resistance, to smash him,
and to gain and retain power. For the
Bolsheviks, by immediately proposing a
democratic peace, by immediately giving the
land to the peasants and by reestablishing the
democratic institutions and liberties which
have
been
mangled
and
shattered
by Kerensky, will form a government
which nobody will be able to overthrow.
The majority of the people are on our
side. This was proved by the long and painful
course of events from May 6 to August 31 and
to September 12.[2] The majority gained in the
Soviets
of
the
metropolitan
cities resulted from the people coming over
to our side.
The
wavering
of
the SocialistRevolutionaries and Mensheviks and
the
increase in the number of internationalists
within their ranks prove the same thing.
The
Democratic
Conference
represents not a majority of the revolutionary
people, but only the compromising upper
strata of the petty bourgeoisie. We must not
be deceived by the election figures: elections
prove nothing. Compare the elections to the
city councils of Petrograd and Moscow with
the elections to the Soviets. Compare the
elections in Moscow with the Moscow strike
of August 12. Those are objective facts
regarding that majority of revolutionary
elements that are leading the people.”
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decisive attack will be a crime because this
historical clock will not remain static at this
place. If we miss today, we will just miss, can’t
say how long. He made his best efforts to
convince the Central Committee of his party,
but majority in CC was not agreeing. Annoyed
Lenin, then, announced his resignation from the
Central Committee. Party was stunned and his
proposal was seriously considered again and
he, eventually, got majority. The entire party
cadre and all its front organizations,
sympathizers and supporters were asked to be
fully prepared. A confidential meeting of the
Central Committee was held to decide the exact
time of storming the Winter Palace, and 1
November (ie 19 October 1917) was fixed for a
decisive attack, but the opposing minority
group of the Central Committee represented by
Zinoviev and Kamaniev betrayed as they wrote
an article in a paper revealing the top secret
plans. Lenin was furious. Party felt that now this
whole program would have to be abandoned
but Lenin did not want to let that historic
moment of revolution pass. So the date was
extended by just 6 days to 7 November 1917 (25
October 1917 according to the old Russian
calendar). The toiling masses of Russia under
the leadership of the proletariat stormed the
Winter Palace. The state power of Russia fell
into the hands of the Russian proletariat and
toiling peasantry without any bloodshed.
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November Revolution, the light of which spread
far and wide and has become the inspiration for
millions of oppressed people around the world.
It gave strength to the freedom movements
against colonial slavery everywhere and it
scared oppressor rulers across the world.
Today, when the capitalist plunder has been reestablished in Russia by counter-revolution by
traitors of the working class, even now the
Great November Revolution remains and will
continue to be a source of inspiration to the
working class. Reviewing success of the
November Revolution, Lenin humbly writes,
“We have always realized that it was not on
account of any merit of the Russian
proletariat, or because it was in advance of
the others, that we happened to begin the
revolution, which grew out of world-wide
struggle. On the contrary, it was only
because of the peculiar weakness and
backwardness of capitalism, and the
peculiar pressure of military strategic
circumstances, that we happened in the
course of events to move ahead of the other
detachments, while not waiting until they
had caught us up and rebel. We are now
making this review so as to take stock of our
preparations for the battles that will face us
in the coming revolution.”

A special feature that every activist associated
with the revolutionary movement should
understand is that on 7 November 1917, the
Bolsheviks had won power by over throwing
the Kerensky's government from power, but at
that time, the class struggle could be waged
only in the cities. Class struggle in the vast
tracts of the countryside was carried out in a
systematic manner by the proletariat after
revolution using the instrument of state power.
The first phase of the revolution was to gain
power and hold on to it, which proved to be
easy. But after that; first the terrible civil war
and then the eradication of the kulaks by
waging a class struggle in agriculture stretched
up to 1930s, that is till 13 years of gaining power
proved to be very tuff and full of difficulties and
challenges. Until 1930, there were all four types
of farming in Russia, the individual farm, the
cooperative farm, the collective farm and the
government farm. Socialist system in
agriculture, theoretically, means only the
government farms and this stage could be
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attained in the thirties only. If one thinks that
socialism will be established by defeating the
exploiting class in one stroke while
simultaneously conducting class struggle in
cities and countryside in vast countries like ours
then it is nothing but day dreaming.
It is pertinent here to refer to the historic
farmers movement going on in our country and
congratulate the brave and determined farmers
for winning the first round of the gritty battle
and forcing arrogant fascist Modi government
to take back the black, anti- farmer, anti-poor
agricultural laws. Cautioning them, however, at
the same time that they are up against a fascist
power. Fascists too retreat if cornered but only
strategically, to gain time and look for the
opportunity to fight back more menacingly.
Victory over fascist state power means
defeating them lock, stock and barrel and this
is, certainly, not that moment. There is another
reason also to examine this farmers movement.
A micro segment of the communist movement is
taking a position that simply because the
leadership of this farmers movement is with the
rich farmers, that is why, opposing it is a
revolutionary feat!! Even if, while doing so, one
is found lying in the lap of the fascist BJP
government which is brazenly subservient to
the monopoly corporate class!! How this
movement is causing deep fissures within the
ruling class as formidable farmers segment is
falling apart irretrievably with every step
forward that it takes, how that rift is getting
wider, deeper and unbridgeable, how the base
of fascist power is colliding with a formidable
wall of peasant-worker unity; these are
unnoticeable, ignorable and insignificant facts
for this segment of ‘revolutionaries’. Not only
this, how the farmers are persistent,
uncompromising and determined even after
defeating fascist Modi government in first,
crucial round to continue fighting and go to any
extent for realization of their demand to enact a
law to guarantee government purchase of their
entire produce at a fixed price; this also does
not matter to this segment. The fact that
bourgeois governments can never take such
guarantee to purchase entire produce, be it
agricultural or industrial, and if this demand is
pursued till its realization, then the movement
will transgress capitalist system. How the bond
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between the peasantry and the proletariat is
becoming stronger and deeper by each
passing day. All these are extremely significant
facts for a genuine revolutionary as they
weaken the enemy camp and strengthen
revolutionary camp tremendously. In case a
revolutionary does not find any revolutionary
kernel in all this then God save us from such
revolutionaries!! Heroic and diligent farmers
have confirmed that farmers' movement sites
cannot be destroyed, farmers will never crawl
on their knees in front of Sarkar Bahadur
pleading for mercy and they have frustrated
every move of fascist Modi government to buy
them or make them fight and finish themselves.
Anyone harboring such dream can only be
pitied.
In countries, as vast as ours, revolution means
upsurge of millions and millions of destitute
masses, it cannot be accomplished in a prestructured, classical form, copy book style.
Such mass upsurge cannot be confined to a
structured and pre- decided trajectory. Even
the mandatory condition of revolution,
existence of a country wide revolutionary party
will happen but not necessarily in the classical,
bookish style that a revolutionary party will
spread in one state after another. It is possible,
rather likely that since the objective conditions
are ripe everywhere and the whole world is
sitting on a pile of gunpowder, some event may
trigger a spark and fueled by the immense mass
anger, it turns into an inferno and a
revolutionary front comes into existence and in
midst of that revolutionary turmoil, there
emerges a revolutionary party or a
revolutionary front. That is why it is said that a
successful revolution in every country makes
some specific contribution to the science of
Marxism-Leninism and a new leader of the
world communist movement is born out of it.
'Let the small farmers be destroyed first, because
this is the fate of small capital, and only after all
the peasants have been completely destroyed,
the proletarians will give a call to revolution', let
us see what the great leader of the proletariat
and a worthy disciple of Lenin, Comrade Stalin
has to say on exactly this issue in his famous
article 'The Economic Problems of the Soviet
Union'.
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“We cannot, of course, regard as
an answer the opinion of certain halfbaked Marxists who believe that
under such conditions the thing to do
is to refrain from taking power and to
wait until capitalism has succeeded
in ruining the millions of small and
medium producers and converting
them into farm labourers and in
concentrating
the
means
of
production in agriculture, and that
only after this would it be possible to
consider the assumption of power by
the proletariat and the socialization
of all the means of production.
Naturally, this is a "solution" which
Marxists cannot accept if they do not
want
to
disgrace
themselves
completely.
Nor can we regard as an answer
the opinion of other half-baked
Marxists, who think that the thing to
do would be to assume power and to
expropriate the small and medium
rural producers and to socialize their
means of production. Marxists
cannot adopt this senseless and
criminal course either, because it
would destroy all chances of victory
for the proletarian revolution, and
would throw the peasantry into the
camp of the enemies of the
proletariat for a long time.”

The most significant contribution of November
Revolution is that it proved that it is not
necessary
that
the
revolutions
are
accomplished first in the industrially developed
countries of the Western Europe. Revolutionary
conditions can flare up anywhere in any
backward,
colonial
country
and
the
revolutionary forces can not only overthrow
colonial rulers there but can also bury
capitalism along with it and can establish
socialism. This is the reason that it is around
1917 only that communist parties emerged in
almost every country and the communist
movement reached its zenith. In our country
also, the Ghadar movement flourished in the
same decade and as a result of this, Shaheed-eAzam Bhagat Singh and his comrades, a band of
valiant revolutionaries formed the Hindustan
Socialist Republican Army and following the
Marxist-Leninist path, not only visualized the
rule of the workers-peasants in India but also
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marched towards that destination. Historical
circumstances, however, did not give them the
opportunity to form a revolutionary party in this
vast country. Communist Party was also formed
in the twenties only, even though that party
deviated from the path of revolution. Not only
this, the colonial rulers who robbed poor
countries in a very barbaric manner by
colonizing also understood that the freedom
struggles of the nations are now going to turn
into a revolutionary war against rule of capital
and this ultimately led to almost all countries
across Asia, Africa and Latin America attain
freedom in the post 1917 period. Colonial
robbers began winding up their exploitation
infra structure fearing Bolshevik Revolution.
Success of national movements in all colonial
countries has to be attributed to November
Revolution also. Not only did the revolutionary
forces learn from the November Revolution, but
as generally happens, capitalist-imperialist
bandits, who were frightened by the revolution,
also learnt a lot. It should, therefore, come as no
surprise that even fascist organizations were
formed in the twenties only. Not only in Italy,
Germany, Japan, Spain but the fascist Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) was also established
in our country in the twenties. November
Revolution was truly an epoch-making event
that affected the whole world and will continue
to influence it in the future. In fact, no other even
in history made such wide spread impact the
world over as the glorious November
Revolution.

REVISIONISM IS THE REAL ENEMY OF
REVOLUTIONS
The conditions of revolution in Russia had fully
matured in November and the Bolsheviks had
chosen the right time for the decisive attack,
which is why they gained power very easily on
7 November 1917 without any bloodshed. After
securing power, however, they had to face very
serious troubles one after the other. With every
challenge that new proletarian state faced, it not
merely came out victorious but got stronger.
Immediately after attaining power, the nascent
working- class state was subjected to black
mailing by the world's biggest imperialist thug
of those days, Germany, in view of Russia's
weakening conditions in the First World War
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and forced it to sign a very humiliating Brest
Litovsk Treaty. After that, socialist Russia had to
fight terrible, bloody civil war in which 15
imperialist robber rulers of the world
surrounded it as they wanted to finish
revolution by aiding and abetting the counter
revolutionary forces inside Russia. Under the
strong and able leadership of Lenin and Stalin,
Bolsheviks drove all the traitors of the
revolution to their graves and raised the
prestige of the working power in the eyes of the
working people around the world. In the
twenties there was a bitter class struggle among
the peasants in the country side. After death of
Lenin in January 1924, his capable successor
Stalin spread the revolution to every corner of
the country, as well as raised a hungry poor
country to the pinnacle glory, both in terms of
grain production and industrial production. In
thirties, another serious problem had to be
fought. Com. Kirov, a senior member of the
Central Committee was assassinated on 1
December 1934, and the investigation into that
murder found several frightening skeletons of
the conspirators, traitors, Trotskyites and
mercenaries in the Communist Party colluding
with German Nazis, which, if not taken seriously
and harshly, would have led to another disaster
and would have finished the Soviet Union. Stalin
rose to the occasion and enemies of the
revolution of all shades and varieties were
finished. The biggest challenge, however, was
yet to be faced when Nazi Fascists conspired
with America, England and France imperialist
powers to destroy Soviet power in World War
II, in which Hitler launched a fierce attack on the
Soviet Union. Soviet Union suffered the
incalculable losses of life and property in that
fierce world war, but the whole world was
stunned when Hitler's cataclysmic war machine
was destroyed to dust by the valiant Russian
Red Army and raised the power of the
proletariat to the highest glory in history so far.
The red flag was waving gloriously over about
half of the world. No challenge howsoever
insurmountable could dent the nascent socialist
state even a bit but after only a couple of years,
after Stalin's tragic death on 5 March 1953, the
hidden traitors in the Communist Party, led by
Khrushkov, destroyed this fort of the workers'
aspirations. The task which the whole world
could not do together was done by the insider
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traitors and the workers of not only USSR but the
whole world felt cheated and devastated. Just
like the failure of the Paris Commune, a correct,
objective and unbiased assessment of this
counter-revolution is the responsibility of the
communist movement so that the root of the
disease can be diagnosed and treated. This
ruthless introspection rising above emotions
will strengthen the communist movement and
this important task is yet to be accomplished.
The deadly disease of revisionism is very old in
the communist movement. The movement
cannot be strengthened without effective
prevention of this disease. Revisionism is not a
new disease, Marx-Engels had to fight this
menace since the 1840s itself. In an article titled
'Marxism and Revisionism' written on April 3,
1908, Lenin describes how Marx and Engels
had to fight attempts to distort Marxism by
young Hegelians, Praudon, Bakunin, Bernstein,
Narodists, Düring, etc. Leadership of the
revisionists afterwards was taken over by
Koutsky and Plekhanov and this tribe is
flourishing during these days of reaction and
eroding the revolutionary movement. Defining
the basis of revisionism, Lenin writes,
“There is a well-known saying that if
geometric axioms affect human interest
then surely an attempt will be made to
refute them. Theories of natural history,
which clashed with the old preoccupations
of theology, met, and are still facing the
fierce opposition. It is no wonder,
therefore, that Marxist theory, which
directly serves to enlighten and organize
the advanced classes in modern society, It
identifies the tasks to be faced by this class
and shows the way for a definite overthrow
of the existing system (on the basis of
economic development) by a new program.
—No wonder this principle has struggled to
advance at every stage of its life.”

In fact, apart from the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, capitalism also gives rise to several
layers of the middle class. The small-scale
production owner, the farmer, however small, is
the owner of the capital as well as innumerable
small shopkeepers-traders who join the working
class at the time of the revolution but are unable
to get rid of their middle class, petty bourgeois
mentality. They create fertile ground for
revisionism. We see every day that many people
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who have become or are certainly going to join
proletariat class, wish to stand away from the
workers; I am not a laborer, I am the owner of 2
acres of land, or I have my own shop, or I get one
lakh salary every month. This mentality if not
cured by taking part in mass movements, drives
them to find a middle path between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie. There is no middle path as
what appears as ‘middle path’ is, in fact, a
bourgeois path that certainly leads to the
bourgeois gutter, sooner or later. Concluding his
said article, Lenin writes;
“The ideological struggle waged by
revolutionary Marxism against revisionism
at the end of the nineteenth century is the
prelude to the great revolutionary fight of
the proletariat, which, despite all the
weaknesses and shortcomings of the lower
bourgeoisie, is marching towards the
ultimate victory of its objective.”

Comrade Stalin had spotted this disease in Soviet
Union, had also diagnosed it properly, but history
did not give him time to complete this vital task.
Responding to Comrade Yaroshenko's letter and
rejecting his request that he be given the task of
compiling the 'Political Economy of Socialism',
Comrade Stalin writes on 20 March 1952, just a
year before his death,
“Comrade Yaroshenko is mistaken when
he asserts that there is no contradiction
between the relations of production and the
productive forces of society under
socialism. Of course, our present relations
of production are in a period when they
fully conform to the growth of the
productive forces and help to advance them
at seven-league strides. But it would be
wrong to rest easy at that and to think that
there are no contradictions between our
productive forces and the relations of
production. There certainly are, and will
be, contradictions, seeing that the
development of the relations of production
lags, and will lag, behind the development
of the productive forces. Given a correct
policy on the part of the directing bodies,
these contradictions cannot grow into
antagonisms, and there is no chance of
matters coming to a conflict between the
relations of production and the productive
forces of society. It would be a different
matter if we were to conduct a wrong policy,
such as that which Comrade Yaroshenko
recommends. In that case conflict would be
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inevitable, and our relations of production
might become a serious brake on the
further development of the productive
forces.”

Fears of Com. Stalin, the great leader of the world
proletariat, unfortunately, proved to be
absolutely correct. The traitor and liar
Khrushchev and his gang started overturning
every correct policy one by one in the name of
fighting the 'Stalin Cult' and that dream of the
proletariat was shattered, the fort built with blood
and sweat of millions of revolutionary workers,
collapsed. This is not, however, the last round of
fight between the labor and capital. Final decisive
battle, the knockout round, is yet to come, and in
it, the massive punch of the invincible army of the
proletariat, which is rapidly increasing by fast
melt down of the middle class and even upper
class, will demolish this rapacious, profit driven,
inhuman political system known as capitalism as
it is only the proletariat who is empowered to take
the society forward. Capitalism-imperialism that
is holding all means of production captive would
be forced to release them as they belong to the
whole society. The coming fight back of the
proletariat is going to be menacing for the
parasite class of the bourgeoisie. Let there be no
confusion.

CAPITALISM CANNOT BE THE FINAL STAGE OF
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, IT HAS TO GO
On 7 November 1927, the tenth anniversary of the
Great November Revolution was celebrated
spectacularly in the Soviet Union. Revolutionary
leaders from all over the world were invited to a
special program in Moscow. There came an open
carriage decorated with flowers, which read
"Welcome to the Land of Lenin (V Strane
Lenine)" which was followed by a tramway to the
square decorated to resemble a giant coffin with
an inscription surrounded by four candles: “Here
lies Russian capitalism, to be joined by world
capitalism”. Even though there has been a slight
delay because of the traitors within the
revolutionary camp but the program stays on
course. Capitalism too will be confined to the
coffin as predecessors, feudalism and slavery
have been done, howsoever hard it’s band
masters may be orchestrating. Proletariat is a
mighty force. It will weed out traitors and march
on. The capitalist-imperialist-fascist robbers
cannot escape their ultimate fate. They are today
sitting on the gigantic mountains of capital built
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by the plundered labor of workers but they are
simultaneously preparing their own funeral
pyres. Production is getting socialized at an
unprecedented faster pace now and its individual
appropriation is becoming an irritating stumbling
block and this ligament is set to burst asunder.
'Socialism has failed', Marxism-Leninism is out of
date, look what happened to USSR. now only
capital's orgy is going to reign', the hysteria
created by the paid servants and running dogs of
the bourgeoisie has died down on its own.
Bubbles don’t have long life. The leap from
capitalism to socialism is comparatively more
difficult than all previous leaps in history as it
doesn’t leave any room for the previous tribe of
bandits to change their costume and continue
robbing as was the reality in all previous
revolutions. The point to be noted, however, is
that proletariat, the revolutionary class of the
present times is far more revolutionary than all
other classes on previous occasions. Difficult
tasks too are performed, may be with higher
energy, may be overcoming more hurdles, may
be encountering more reversals.
Handful of monopoly corporate sharks have
usurped almost all sources of production. The
pace of the process of accumulation of capital in
fewer and fewer hands is getting accelerated by
each passing day. Space for maneuvering for the
bourgeois governments to tide over the capitalist
crisis is getting extinct, resulting in the crisis
getting deeper, terminal and systemic.
Governments are brazenly siding with the
monopoly corporates who dominate the ruling
class to sustain the system, leaving other sections
of even the capitalist class to their fate. Ruling
class is falling apart under its own burden. It is
getting more and more vulnerable. Who would
have thought that a day will come when fascist
Modi government will abandon rich farmers, its
pillar of strength and not even talk to them and
will, eventually, turn them into its worst foes? Who
would have imagined that the rich and middle
farmers, major bullwork of Modi regime in the
country side, both in 2014 as well as in 2019, will
lead the large and formidable army of all class of
farmers who will stand united like a rock and
would not be intimidated even after getting
crushed under monstrous SUVs? Who would have
visualized that the same farmer army will force the
arrogant, power drunk, trigger happy fascists to
bite dust and force them take back black
agricultural laws unconditionally and with open
apology before the nation? Could anyone have
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imagined even in dreams that the farmers who
were called traitors, Khalistanis, Andolanjeevis
would be celebrating their victory on Delhi
borders by distributing jalebis to the utter shame
of Sanghis? No one would have ever imagined that
Modi would ditch Adani even if temporarily!!
Unresolvable crisis of the capitalist system is
turning unimaginable, unthinkable into stark
reality. These harsh objective conditions are not
only making fascist Modi government think
sensibly but also making the rich farmers wise
that Modi government has abandoned them, that
they are peanut in front of corporate sharks, that
their fate is also going to be the same as that of
small and marginal farmers and above all that
they alone can’t do anything, couldn’t have forced
the government to take back these farm laws. That
is the reason that sobriety and humility is dawning
upon them. They are able to see the writing on the
wall very clearly and learning to share not only
their hokkaas with the poor peasants and
agricultural laborers but are also learning to be
led by the working class. There are several
factors that have contributed to this first round
victory of farmers. Joint panchayat of the farmers
in Gurgaon which top SKM leaders like Darshan
Pal and Joginder Singh Ugrahan participated and
industrial workers led by the trade union leaders
of the Bell Sonika Auto Company at Gurgaon held
on 14th November will go a long way to show the
form of worker-farmer joint movements in days to
come. Widening crack between corporate
controlled fascist Modi government and farming
community is like losing one of its legs for the
ruling dispensation. Interestingly, the same is
happening in every country. The economic crisis
of the system is grave and unresolvable. This will
widen the crack and will further aggravate
vulnerability of the exploiters. This is, on the other
hand, cementing unity between workers and
farmers-peasants.
This
glorious
farmer’s
movement is making indelible mark on Indian
political landscape. Farmers are going to be an
important part of all the future working- class
movements. They are going to play vital role in
Indian revolution. One can close one’s eyes to this
stark reality at one’s own peril.
What else is the combative build-up of the
revolutionary forces, if this is not?
Expropriators can buy time but cannot escape
expropriation!!
Long live glorious November Revolution.
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FIDEL CASTRO
REMEMBERING THE LEADER
OF CUBAN REVOLUTION ON
HIS 5TH MEMORIAL DAY

13th August 1926 – 25th November 2016
Our country does not drop bombs on other
people; nor does it send thousands of planes
to bomb cities. Our country does not have
nuclear weapons! Our country does not have
chemical weapons! Our country does not
have biological weapons! The tens of
thousands of scientists and doctors in our
country keenly understand that when ones
calling is to save lives, it would be
absolutely contradictory for a scientist or a
doctor to produce substances like bacteria
or viruses that are capable of causing
human death. … Tens of thousands of Cuban
doctors have taken their services
internationally into the most remote and
inhospitable places. One day I said, that we
could never, and would never carry out
surprise attacks against any lost corner of
the world, but instead, our country will send
the necessary doctors to those most lost
corners of the world.
Doctors not bombs! Doctors, not smart
weapons that hit their target, because after
all, a weapon that kills by treachery is
absolutely not an intelligent weapon!
(Excerpt from Fidel Castro’s speech at University
of Buenos Aires in 2003)
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TRIBUTE

JOHN REED
AN EYE WITNESS TO THE GREAT NOVEMBER REVOLUTION
(22nd October 1887 – 17th October 1920)

S. V. SINGH
On the 134th birthday of the revolutionary journalist-activist and author of the historic
book ‘Ten Days That Shook The World’ presenting a firsthand account of the November
Revolution of 1917.
John Silas Reed, popularly known as ‘Jack’
among friends, an esteemed writer of the iconic
books ‘Ten Days That Shook the World’, ‘The
War in Eastern Europe’ and
‘Six Red Months in Russia’
was born into a rich family
in
Goose
Hollow
neighborhood,
Portland,
Oregon, USA on October
22, 1887. His mother
Margret Green came from a
rich industrialist family and
she was very conscious that
his son plays with children
from rich families only. His
father
Charles
Jerome
Reed, employee with an
agricultural
machinery
manufacturer could not get
college education but he
wanted that his son goes to
Harvard. Reed was easy
going, fun loving handsome
boy, member of the football
team, occasional poet but
not very smart in studies.
He got admission in
Harvard College in his
second attempt.
Active in student association, drama, debate;
Reed also joined the Socialist Club in his
college. His friend Walter Lippmann who later
became a famous writer, reporter who coined
the word ‘Cold War’, was president of that
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Socialist Club. First political activity that can be
attributed to Joh Reed was that he convinced the
Socialist Club to file a petition with the college
administration for not paying
the worker’s salary on time.
Interestingly, he, on behalf of
the club, also made a
representation to college
management that ‘socialism’
should be included in
college
syllabus.
Unsurprisingly,
college
turned down the petition
leaving Reed disappointed
and irritated. It was 1910
when Reed graduated and
realized that the outside
world is not as dull as college
atmosphere. He shared his
thoughts
with
Professor
Charles Townsend Copeland
who later became famous
writer
with
the
name
‘Copey’.
The
Professor
encouraged Reed saying,
yes, a lot is happening in
outside world and that he
should go and visit Europe to
find out. Professor, whom Reed liked the most
also advised him that it will be further thrilling
if he, first, works to earn money to finance his
tour. Reed worked in a cattle farm as labor and
embarked to see the ’outside world’, England,
France, Spain, Germany.
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REED AS JOURNALIST
His maiden Europe visit induced Reed to
become a journalist. His college time
progressive journalist friend, Lincoln Seffenns,
helped him get a junior journalist job with ‘The
American Magazine’. Reed enjoyed his job and
established himself as famous journalist on
social issues. He, then, graduated into the sociopolitical issues and also joined a leftist
magazine ‘The Masses’ in 1913. There
happened one famous strike in New Jersey Silk
Mills that time and Reed was deputed to cover
that. Reed was deeply touched by the worker’s
plight. He not only wrote a very sensitive article
on that strike but also delivered an emotional
speech on behalf of the workers. This was
Reed’s first attempt to ‘cross’ the line of a
journalist and go to the side of a political
activist. He had to pay for this ‘misadventure’
and the Paterson New Jersey police arrested
him along with striking workers for his
‘unwanted political activities’. Reed, therefore,
landed in jail for a brief term but that was
enough for him to take his first lesson in the ‘leftpolitics’ from the trade union activist workers.
Reed enjoyed his first lesson in politics
thoroughly and after coming out of jail, he went
straight to the office of the famous union in
America, ‘Industrial Workers of the World’ to fill
membership form. He, then, wrote his first
really famous article ‘War in Paterson’ on the
issue of workers strike. Reed had by now
become a famous journalist on workers strikes
and this prompted IWW union to send him to
Mexico to cover Mexican Revolution. Reed was
now one of the most esteemed freelance
journalists and war correspondents in America.
His stories were read, enthusiastically, all over
America.

LUDLOW MINING WORKERS MASSACRE
TRANSFORMED A JOURNALIST INTO A
COMMUNIST
Colorado is a coal mineral rich state on the west
coast of USA. There are series of coal mines.
Coal mining workers were the most brutally
exploited segment of workers in America. In
September 1913, workers of coal mines
decided to form a union affiliated to United Mine
Workers Union of America and gave a call for
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strike. About 1200 coal mining workers’
families were residing in Ludlow Colony over
there. Mine owners were alarmed on this
‘daring’ of workers to form union and to teach
them a lesson, they jointly formed an army of
strike breakers called Colorado National
Guards. A brutal attack was launched on mining
workers in Ludlow Colony. Hundreds of mining
workers, women, children were butchered in
cold blood and their houses were set on fire.
Furious workers held a meeting, got united and
decided to fight back to avenge the massacre
and pay those bloody hounds in the same
currency. A bloody battle ensued in which
scores of strike breaker national guards and
mine owners got killed in that ferocious counter
attack. There were 199 killings as per official
record, actual figures were, however, many
times that figure. Ludlow Colony massacre is
known as the bloodiest labor dispute in
American history/ bloodiest civil insurrection in
America since the civil war. John Reed had
reached Ludlow Colony on April 13, 1914 to
cover that massacre and he was aghast at the
severity of brutality on the mine workers and he
understood firsthand what the class struggle
and class war, are. John Reed reached Ludlow
Colony as journalist but returned as a
Communist.

WAR CORRESPONDENT
John Reed covered First World War extensively
and his report on that bloody war titled ‘The
Traders War’ published in The Masses is
considered one of the most authentic reports of
World War I. He covered war fronts risking his
life. He interviewed Karl Liebknecht, a
renowned communist leader of Germany who
was, that time, organizing a mass movement
against the atrocious war credits by which the
imperialist bandits were taxing common
masses to recover the war expenses. Reed
participated in those resistance mass
movements. That was the period when Second
Communist International was collapsing. Reed
supported the stand taken by Lenin that
working class should not fall victim to national
jingoism and should never support their ‘own’
imperialists in war. In December 1914, Reed
returned to America.
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Europe was the most happening place during
those days and Reed could not keep himself
away from there for long. In 1915, he reached
Europe again. Tales of inhuman atrocities and
devastation were coming from Serbia, Romania,
Bulgaria and Reed could not resist going there.
He was appalled seeing conditions of Jews and
he joined resistance movement against that
barbarism for which he was arrested in Chelm
city on charges of espionage and would have
been shot dead but for the successful
intervention of the American Ambassador. The
most happening place those days was
Petrograd in Russia and Reed wanted to be
there. But before he could reach there he was
arrested again in Romania. As the war was
raging and he was constantly on move. This
time, ironically, American Ambassador himself
suspected him to be a spy. He could save his life
as Robinson, person arrested along with him
was a British citizen and British Ambassador
pleaded before the authorities that they are not
spies, they are only stupid!! He was forced to
return to America where he wrote his
experiences in a book, The War in Eastern
Europe, published in 1916. This time he also
visited his native place Portland where he fell in
love with Louise Bryant and they got married for
rest of their life. Reed and Bryant joined antiwar crusade in America even if Reed lost his job
in the process.

REED-BRYANT IN RUSSIA – EYE WITNESS TO
THE GREAT NOVEMBER REVOLUTION
To seek permission from US government to
travel to war devastated Europe on August 17,
2017, Reed and Bryant had to submit an affidavit
that they are not going to take part in the
Socialist Conference in Stockholm. They were
allowed to visit Russia to report from there as
journalist as a lot and of a very serious nature
was happening over there on the daily basis.
The couple reached Petrograd on the day when
a really big event, the infamous Kornilov Revolt
happened. That was Alexander Kerensky’s last
desperate attempt to finish Bolshevism by
engineering a bloody military coup known as
Kornilov Revolt. “The last month of the Kerensky
regime was marked first by the falling off of the
bread supply from 2 pounds a day to 1 pound, to
half a pound, to a quarter of a pound, and, the
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final week, no bread at all. Holdups and crime
increased to such an extent that you could hardly
walk down the streets”, reported John Reed. On
the call of the Military Revolutionary Committee
of the Soviets dominated by the Bolsheviks,
Winter Palace, the seat of power of Kerensky
government was fully secured by workers and
peasants by 7 pm November 7, 1917.
Reed, delighted as he was at the success of
socialist revolution, continued to pursue his
desire to strengthen the nascent socialist state.
He translated most of the decrees into English
and most importantly, he worked with the
department of the commissar of foreign affairs
and prepared pamphlets to be distributed to
German soldiers in their trenches on the war
front. Everyone was expecting that just like
Bolshevik Revolution, revolution is going to
break out in Germany as well. Reed’s dream to
meet his beloved leader Lenin came true on
January 18, 1918. A few days later, counter
revolutionary
forces
attacked
foreign
commissar office. Reed got so furious that he
took up a rifle along with Bolshevik red guards,
throwing away his diary and pen. He attended
third Congress of the Soviet Deputies in which
he delivered a short speech that he will work to
have similar government in America. After that
meeting, another American journalist, Edgar
Sisson told him that he is being used by the
Bolsheviks.
He
agreed
gleefully
and
commented, ‘yes I know that and I like that I am
being used by the Bolsheviks’. Both Bryant and
Reed returned to America in 1918. He wrote
another excellent book, ‘Six Red Months in
Russia’ that was published in 1919.
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REED AS FOUNDER OF COMMUNIST LABOR
PARTY OF AMERICA
Reed had left Socialist Russia physically in 1918
but Bolshevism was not prepared to leave his
mind for a moment. He could not resist
propagating Bolshevism in America for which
he was arrested several times and tortured.
Doing propaganda was no crime in USA, that is
why the government could not get him
convicted. He became famous as an American
Bolshevik and was appointed editor of a
weekly, New York Communist run by the leftist
groups
in America.
National Socialist
Convention was held in Chicago in which Reed
wanted to participate but the rival faction did
not allow his group of socialists and that led to
split which ultimately led to the formation of two
communist parties in America, Communist
Labor Party of America by Reed group and
Communist Party of America by the opposing
group. Reed wrote manifesto of CLPA and was
editor of its party organ, Voice of Labor. Reed
denounced western democracy as being
bourgeois democracy for only the few and
explained through his writings that Dictatorship
of the Proletariat is the real democracy.
American intelligence agencies were after him
as he was a declared Comintern Agent in
America and he was about to be arrested. Reed
could read state intentions and fled America in
early October 1919. He boarded Scandinavian
ship as a worker and landed in his dream state,
Socialist Russia once again after passing
through several states of Europe not deterred
by his arrest or even killing.

UNABLE TO LIVE AWAY FROM SOCIALIST
RUSSIA, REED REACHED PETROGRAD AGAIN IN
1919
On his initiative, Soviets organized a convention
for formation of United Communist Party of
America in Feb 1920 in Moscow. For gathering
support for the same, Reed tried desperately to
reach America in disguise through Finland. He
was, however, caught by Finnish custom officials
as he was hiding in a coal bunker. Even after
brutal torture he did not reveal names of
Bolshevik contacts in Finland. He could not reach
America and had to reach Petrograd again to
recover from his failing health. He requested
Bryant to join him in Russia to which she agreed.
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Reed took active part in the Second Comintern
Congress in 1920. During the course of
deliberations in that congress, Reed had heated
arguments with Karl Radek and Grigory Zinoviev
and Zinoviev held grudge against him since then.
A Congress of the People of the East was going to
be held in Baku. Reed was sick and did not want
to go there but Zinoviev was adamant that he has
to go, saying, “the Comintern has made decision,
obey”. Reed obeyed as a discipline soldier. Fiveday journey to Baku proved fatal to Reed as his
health was failing alarmingly. Zinoviev’s behavior
disheartened him. He came back to Moscow in
September when Bryant had arrived there. His
health did not improve and he breathed his last in
Moscow on October, 17, 1920. Reed was buried
with full state honor in Kremlin. Only two other
Americans had the honor to be buried at Kremlin,
C. E. Rudenberg, founder of the Communist Party
of USA and Bill Haywood, founder member of the
Industrial Workers of the World.
“With the greatest interest and with never
slackening attention I read John Reed’s
book, ‘Ten Days that Shook the World’.
Unreservedly do I recommend it to the
workers of the world. Here is a book which
I should like to see published in millions
of copies and translated into all
languages”,
writes
Lenin
in
his
‘Introduction’ to the magnum opus.

Nadezhda Krupskaya writes in her ‘Introduction’
to the Russian edition,
“John Reed was not an indifferent
observer, but a passionate revolutionary,
a Communist who understood the
meaning of the events, the meaning of the
great struggle. This understanding gave
him that sharp insight, without which
such a book could never have been
written… John Reed associated his life
with the Russian Revolution. Soviet
Russia became dear to him. He died in
Russia of typhus and was buried in Red
Square, beneath the Kremlin wall. The
man who described the funeral of the
fallen heroes of the revolution as well as
John Reed did, deserves this great honor.”

‘The Truth’ pays its respectful tribute and red
salute to John Reed, the great journalist, and a
passionate Communist on the occasion of the 104th
anniversary of the Great November Revolution.
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POLITICAL ECONOMY

MODERN MONETARY THEORY
CHARLATAN ECONOMICS IN SERVICE OF CAPITALISM
M. ASEEM
Till the economic crises of capitalism were
periodic with booms following busts, classical
bourgeois political economy explained these
as General Gluts created by disequilibrium or
imbalance of the markets, which gets rectified
on its own through the movement of prices
since ‘supply creates its own demand’. Hence
any outside (government) intervention in the
self-correcting markets was frowned upon.

and 30s devastated the capitalist economies,
the Keynesians were the first off the ground.
Keynes himself was a bourgeois economist
concerned with preserving capitalism against
the socialist challenge; but precisely for that
reason he recognized what he considered the
fatal flaw of capitalism, that it was afflicted with
intolerable levels of unemployment, and
advocated State intervention to mitigate it.

However, as the crises became endemic and
persistent with the growth of monopolies and
capitalism
became
moribund
bringing
proletarian revolution on the agenda of history,
umpteen attempts have been made by the so
called ‘left wing’ of the bourgeoisie - the social
democrats, democratic socialists, Green
Socialists, just ‘the socialists’, the greens and so
on - to provide remedies to the economic crises
of capitalism, which would seem to ameliorate
the woes of the working class within the existing
bourgeois democracy, obviating the need for
sharpening class struggle and overthrowing
capitalist rule to establish a planned socialist
society under a working class state.
Various theories have been floated how full
employment can be achieved within capitalism
through monetary or fiscal interventions by a
truly
benign
government
elected
democratically in a bourgeois parliamentary
democracy. Such theories of resolving
capitalist economic crises are fundamentally
driven by the ‘underconsumption’ - ‘low
purchasing power’ resulting in fall in aggregate
demand - explanation of the capitalist economic
crises. Therefore, the remedy of increasing
expenditure or consumption through state
intervention to manage aggregate demand in
the economy. As the Great Depression of 1920s
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DEFICIT SPENDING - KEYNESIANISM
Keynesians argued that a market economy
suffers recession when the aggregate demand
is low, and inflation, when demand is high and
these can be mitigated by economic policy
responses coordinated between fiscal policy
actions of the government and monetary policy
actions by the central bank, stabilizing
economic output, inflation, and unemployment.
Expansionary monetary policy by the central
banks can reduce interest rates by increasing
money supply which will encourage large
consumer sales through debt (houses,
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automobiles and consumer durables on EMIs)
as well as more productive investment by the
capitalists as demand picked up and capital
became cheaper and thus ‘grow the economy’.
Expansionary fiscal policy consists of
increasing net public spending by the
government through taxing less and spending
more on infrastructure raising demand for
commodities and in turn, wage labour. The
government finances the extra expenditure by
borrowing from capital markets issuing
government bonds, called deficit spending.
This initial government spending, in turn,
creates a multiplier effect as the workers and
capitalists re-spend their wages and profits.
The Keynesian multiplier as described by
Samuelson and other Keynesians gives the
impression that making society richer is the
easiest thing in the world: the government just
needs to increase the total expenditure.
However, it is impossible under the classical
bourgeois economic theory since the level of
expenditure is limited by the economy's
income/output. Hence, they raised objection
that such expenditure through fiscal deficit will
‘crowd out’ the private expenditure. However,
Keynesians like Joan Robinson and Richard
Kahn explained the falsity of these claims by
showing that the private capitalists have exactly
the same amount of profit saved with them after
their own consumption as the multiplier effect
raises the incomes (Rs 100 remainder profit with
capitalists as the total income rises by Rs 400
with the increased expenditure of Rs 100, and
this Rs 100 is held by the same private
capitalists as claim on government for bonds).
Hence, increased government expenditure is
beneficial for private capital and has no
‘crowding out’ effect on it.

‘TAX THE RICH’ – SOCIAL DEMOCRATS
While agreeing with the basic proposition of the
Keynesians, Social Democrats oppose financing
the increase in expenditure through fiscal
deficit, asking to ‘tax the rich’ instead. We quote
Prabhat Patnaik, “the Left says, quite rightly,
that a fiscal deficit does not lead to any
“crowding out” or to any inflation (in an
economy with unutilized resources), but on the
contrary increases demand and hence output
and employment; but the Left opposes a fiscal
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deficit because it gratuitously increases
capitalists’ wealth for nothing that they have
done. … the government’s spending of Rs.100,
while it raises output and employment,
increases capitalists’ wealth by Rs.100 which
they hold in the form of government bonds, i.e.,
claims upon the government. If the government
did not resort to a fiscal deficit, but instead
taxed this additional wealth, which in Keynes’
own words is a “booty” landing in the lap of the
capitalists, by imposing a wealth tax of Rs.100,
then nothing else will change: the additional
output generated by government spending will
still be Rs.400; the increase in employment will
be exactly the same as before, the increase in
the wage-bill will be exactly the same as
before; but there will be no extra wealth for the
capitalists, no “booty” landing in their lap.” As
if the other profits of the capitalists are hard
earned and not result of surplus value extracted
from the wage workers!
Both the Keynesians and the Social Democrats
claimed credit for the so called “Golden Age of
Capitalism” post-World War II. However, as the
crisis returned with greater intensity along with
the
weakening
of
the
working-class
movements, bourgeois political economy since
1970s has largely been dominated by the neoliberal economic thought backed by all
powerful finance capital. It is opposed to State
intervention to raise employment. It would
much rather have the State providing all kinds
of incentives to capitalists to induce them to
invest or spend more through the state creating
and managing demand for monopoly capitalists
through orders for building infrastructure, Real
Estate construction, much of it unproductive
like Central Vista in Delhi or the ghost cities of
China, and the biggest of all, increased
expenditure on armaments and militarisation.
The State must not take over the capitalists’ role,
they think, for then tomorrow the people may
ask: if we need to have the State to intervene for
increasing employment, then why do we need
capitalists at all? Moreover, the higher
employment increases bargaining capacity of
the workers and creates what the neo-liberals
call ‘wage inflation’ and reduces the rate of
profit for capitalists. Hence bourgeois
economists and media have propagated the
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theory of balanced budgets through austerity
and low corporate taxes as a sacrosanct creed.
This does not mean that neo-liberals are
opposed to state intervention in economy. They
are against state intervention only if results in
any ‘welfare’ for the working class or creates
public facilities like education, healthcare,
homes, etc for the people. They support state
intervention if it helps in raising profits of the
capitalists. For the neo-liberals, the interest of
the capitalist class is the interest of the whole
society as the increased profits of the capitalists
will in turn help working class through trickledown effect.
However, as the economic crisis in 21st century
became almost unending (‘permanent’) the
complete bankruptcy of neoliberal policies of
austerity have become apparent to most
people. After a decade of crisis and cuts,
workers, peasants, youth, etc all are rightly
calling into question the neoliberal consensus
that has continued to hold court, despite the
seemingly never-ending ‘Great Recession’.
With economic growth stalling, business
investment stagnant, and monetary policy
stretched to its extreme limits, even some
mainstream capitalist economists are now
challenging the demand for balanced budgets.
After all, with austerity failing and interest rates
at 0%, what other monetary weapons do
governments and central banks have left in
their arsenal?
Now entered on the scene ‘left-wing’ leaders
like Bernie Sanders and Jeremy Corbyn
promising a ‘democratic socialism’ within the
bounds of bourgeois democracy, which will
have full employment and public housing,
education, healthcare, etc. for all, indeed a
‘Green New Deal’ within the capitalist system.
Quite naturally, the ‘right wing’ of the
bourgeoisie has raised the counter argument of
practicality or affordability – from where the
resources will be mobilised to meet the
humongous expenses to implement these
programmes? That’s where comes the Modern
Monetary Theory (MMT) with its supporters
citing it as an answer to all the questions. It has
been advocated by leading lights of the
Democratic Party in the USA, such as
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez as an easy rebuttal to
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critics who ask how these ‘radical’ policies will
be paid for since MMT promises a way of
funding everything –free healthcare, public
education, mass investment in green energy,
municipal homes. Simply create more money!
What has helped MMTers to gain some traction
and credibility is the fact that ever-deepening
crisis has completely discredited the
neoliberals and their macroeconomic theories.
“MMT is appropriate only in exceptional
situations,” claimed John Llewellyn, a former
chief economist of the OECD, “where
economies are far from full employment,
deflationary pressures are in evidence, and
interest rates are at the zero bound”. The
problem for Llewellyn and his cohort, however,
is that these “exceptional” conditions are the
‘new normal’ now, very much like that which the
world economy has faced for the past decade or
more. Those criticising MMT from the right,
therefore, aren’t in a very strong position to do
so.

WHAT IS MMT?
However, as Marxists we need to make an
objective analysis of Modern Monetary Theory
which is neither much of a theory nor
particularly modern. It’s just Keynesianism in a
new bottle. This eclectic theory has almost as
many versions as are its followers. These
include, amongst others: Stephanie Kelton, a
senior ex economic adviser to Bernie Sanders;
Bill Mitchell, a vocal MMT advocate in Britain;
and Richard Murphy, a prominent tax
campaigner and political economist in the UK.
Most fundamentally, MMT asserts that:
1. A government that issues its own sovereign,
‘independent’ currency can never run out of
money, since it can always choose to pay for
any debts by creating more money.
2. Inflation will not kick in if such a government
spends freely and runs a budget deficit, till
there is spare productive capacity in the
economy.
3. Taxes do not fund public spending.
Governments, therefore, do not need to tax
first to spend later. Indeed, the real process
at play (we are told) is the opposite –
governments spend on goods and services,
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and then adjust tax rates to manage demand
in the economy.
MMT has been latched upon by reformist ‘leftwingers’ for what it essentially means – freedom
for the governments from worrying about
balancing the books as they can always find the
money to foot any bills, supposedly enabling
them to ameliorate, if not eliminate, the
sufferings of the working class through
monetary tools without the necessity to attack
the foundations of the capitalist system itself.
Indeed, this has been explicitly spelled out by
leading MMT proponents. For example,
rhetorically asking “Can we afford a Green New
Deal?”, Stephanie Kelton replies: “Yes. The
federal government can afford to buy whatever
is for sale in its own currency.” Richard Murphy,
has stated that: “What this [MMT] means is that
there is no requirement per se to balance the
government’s books. Indeed, it is not just
illogical but completely economically perverse
to seek to do.”

IS UNDERCONSUMPTION THE REAL CAUSE OF
CAPITALIST CRISES?
Before discussing MMT further, we need to look
into the cause of capitalist crises, to see whether
MMT or any monetary theory can provide a
remedy to these crises. Marx said, “The
superficiality of (bourgeois ~ added) Political
Economy shows itself in the fact that it looks
upon the expansion and contraction of credit,
which is a mere symptom of the periodic
changes of the industrial cycle, as their cause.”
(Capital, Volume 1) It is true that capitalist
crises appear as crises of overproduction when
markets are glutted with unsold commodities,
money supply becomes scarce and credit
vanishes, but it is not the real root cause of
crises. Stalin said, “The source and cause of
economic crises of overproduction lie in the
capitalist system itself. The source of crisis lies
in the contradiction of the social nature of
production and the capitalist nature of
ownership of products.” Hence the crises are
inevitable in capitalism. How is this basic
contradiction manifested in practice?
The purchasing power of workers is not the
basic determining factor of market demand
since it itself is determined by the capitalist
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relations of production. Purchasing power of
workers is equivalent to the variable capital
(wages paid to workers) advanced by the
capitalists themselves. This is equal to the value
of their labour power, that is, necessary labour
time required to produce value equal to the
value of minimum commodities required for
their own reproduction. Hence, they can never
purchase or consume more than the variable
capital deployed by the capitalist. The value
produced in the labour time surplus to the
necessary labour time is appropriated as
surplus value by the owners of capital and is the
source of all the profit, interest and rent
accruing in the hands of the capitalist class.
Therefore, the commodities equivalent to the
surplus value can only be consumed by the
capitalist class either as personal consumption
of basic and luxury commodities or as
productive consumption, that is, consumption
as constant capital for extended reproduction in
the next productive cycle. Of course, the credit
is used as steroid to increase the consumption
but for the workers it is really the current
consumption from future wages minus interest
cost of money. Hence, this pumping up is
artificial and temporary. However, till this goes
on capitalists can keep on using the surplus
value for productive consumption and the
whole of commodities produced in a cycle can
be realised into money capital. This creates a
period of temporary boom as more investment
in productive capital creates more demand for
workers and increases wages. But every
capitalist tries to produce the greatest number
of products at the least possible cost they keep
increasing the organic composition of capital or
the ratio of constant capital to that of the
variable capital, that is, quantity of labour
power employed in the production process.
Hence, while the individual capitalist enterprise
functions as well organised and minutely
planned, social production in capitalism is
chaotic and anarchic as every individual
capitalist increases production for maximum
profit without any coordination between total
demand (purchasing power) in society on the
one hand and total production on the other
hand. This dislocation and anarchy sooner or
later inevitably give rise to overproduction.
That is why capitalist crises usually occur not
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when unemployment is high and wages low but
its exact opposite.
Therefore, crises of capitalism are not the result
of underconsumption of workers owing to their
low purchasing power but of the basic
contradiction of socialised production versus
private appropriation in the capitalist relations
of production. Hence, the solution of these
crises demands, in addition to the socialisation
of production itself, socialisation of the
ownership of means of production, i.e., a
socialist system of economy based on planning
of production for the fulfilment of collective
social needs and not for profit of private
property owners.

MMT AND THE CONCEPT OF MONEY
The origins of MMT lie in a theory of money
known as ‘chartalism’ by a German economist
Georg Friedrich Knapp, who put forward a
hypothesis called ‘the state theory of money’.
Knapp asserted that the state creates money
through its acts or charters – and then creates a
demand for the currency by insisting on its use
as a ‘means of payment’ of taxes.
However, to truly understand the concept and
function of money we must turn to Marx. In
Capital, Marx noted that “the progressive
development of a society of commodityproducers stamps one privileged commodity
with the character of money. Hence the riddle
presented by money is but the riddle presented
by commodities”. In other words, to understand
the role of money in society, we must first
understand its real origins in commodity
production and exchange. Marx explained that
money’s history is tied to the rise of the
commodity: goods and services produced not
for individual consumption of the producer, but
for exchange. All commodities, therefore, have
an exchange value. This is a relationship – a
ratio – between commodities, expressing how
much of one commodity would (on average)
will be exchanged for another.
Marx also explained that the value of a
commodity comes from the labour embodied
within it. This labour consists both of the ‘dead
labour’ contained within the raw materials,
tools, etc. required for its production, and the
‘living labour’ added in the production process
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by the worker. Marx called this total labour the
‘socially necessary labour time’ - the usual time
required to produce a given commodity, based
on the current level of technology and industry,
etc. within a society. Marx explained in
Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy
how money serves several functions:
1. As measure of value. In money terms, this is
represented by prices.
2. As medium of exchange
3. As store of value - allows wealth to be
accumulated and preserved over time.
4. As means of payment, allowing debts to be
settled and taxes to be paid.
Money, therefore, is representation of
exchange value - the ultimate expression of the
generalisation of the law of value; the logical
conclusion of the development of commodity
production and exchange, which requires a
universal or standard measure against which
the value of all other commodities can be
expressed. Money arises historically during the
development of commodity production. It
began as a ‘money commodity’, such as the
precious metals, with a value of its own, but
later developed to be a mere symbol of value.
Today, money is predominantly not metal coins,
but paper cash and notes or credit and numbers
in digital accounts. Therefore, many people
tend to miss the real nature of money. But the
reality is that even today, in a real crisis of
payment, it needs to be settled by a commodity
with real value, say the bullion. For example,
during the 1991 import payments crisis in India,
tonnes of real gold were loaded on aircrafts and
shipped to banks in Switzerland to be pledged
to get the ‘money’ which could be used as
payment for import of goods, and not some
money created and printed by Reserve Bank of
India without any underlying value.
Marx also emphasised that money is a social
relation. Money itself is not wealth but is a claim
to a portion of the total social wealth created in
production –by the labour of the working class.
But MMT offer no analysis of value, or of
commodity production and exchange. As a
result, it misses the essence of capitalism, and
of money’s role within it.
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CAN STATE CREATE MONEY?
The MMTers are technically correct to say that
the state can create money. But the state cannot
guarantee that this money has any value.
Without a productive economy behind it, paper
or digital money is meaningless as it is only a
representation - a token - of value. And real
value is created in production of commodities,
through expenditure of socially necessary
labour time. The money that a state creates,
therefore, will only be of any worth in so far as
it reflects the value that is in circulation in the
economy, in the form of the production and
exchange of commodities.
Hence, it is not the state that creates the demand
for money, but the needs of capitalist
production. The state can of course choose what
unit of measurement to use when accounting for
the value in its economy, just as Americans
choose to measure distances in feet, whilst
Europeans choose metres. But this does not
alter the objectives distances between objects
in the real world. Similarly, a society does not
get wealthier by imagining itself to be so, by
printing money or otherwise.
Besides, under capitalism, the vast bulk of
money in circulation is not created by
governments or central banks but by
commercial banks, in the form of bank
deposits/loans. This money is created in
response to demands from consumers and
investors, as credit and loans – the process
known as money multiplier function of the
banks. If this demand dries up, in terms of
falling household consumption and/or business
investment, so too does the demand for money.
The quantum of this demand is determined by
the gross value of commodities put in
circulation in a production cycle and the
velocity of money (number of times piece of
money changes hands in a period) in a society
– it is directly proportional to the gross value
produced and inversely proportional to the
velocity of money.

DEMONETISATION – NO ARBITRARY STATE
CONTROL OVER MONEY
The demonetisation of 86% of the currency
notes by Narendra Modi government in 2016 is
a glaring example of the misconception that the
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quantum of money in a society can be
determined by arbitrary decisions of a
government instead of being the outcome of
objective conditions of commodity production
and circulation. Hence, the sudden flushing out
of the most cash from circulation obstructed the
whole circuit of production and circulation
exacerbating the existing economic crisis and
creating huge misery of unemployment in the
lives of the people, especially the working
class.
It’s true that technically the state can create
money through printing of paper notes or
creation of digital entries in the electronic
ledgers. But it cannot ensure how this money is
used. The vast programmes of Quantitative
Easing conducted across the advanced
capitalist world since the 2008 crash are a
testament to this. Several trillions have been
pumped into the economy by central banks
over the past decade, and to what effect?
Similarly let us take 8-12 trillion rupees on an
average of excess liquidity every week in
Indian banking system for more than 2 years
now. What is the result? Investment and GDP
growth remain subdued. Still, the asset prices –
of
equities,
bonds,
property,
gold,
cryptocurrencies, even artworks – have been
going up and up. In short, the speculators are
having a field day, whilst ordinary people
struggle.
In brief, it is not the state that creates the
demand for money, but the needs of capitalist
production system which is ultimately driven by
profit. Capitalists invest, produce, and sell to
make a profit. Where the capitalists cannot
make a profit, they will not produce. But MMT
has nothing to say about profit, the motive force
of the capitalist system. As a result, it cannot
explain the real dynamics of the economy
under capitalism.

NO INDEPENDENCE AND SOVEREIGNTY UNDER
GLOBALISED CAPITALISM
MMTers state that ‘sovereign’ government that
runs its own ‘independent’ fiat currency cannot
go bankrupt as it can pay any claims on it in its
own currency. Yes, it is true that ‘theoretically’
a government such as in the USA, UK or India –
where the currency is not pegged to some other
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currency, and where the central bank can
increase the money supply – can always choose
to print (or create digitally) money to meet its
debt obligations or fund a budget deficit.
But, where in the world is a government and its
currency that is truly ‘independent’ and
‘sovereign’? Let us forget the ‘developing’ or
‘emerging’ countries, most of which are
burdened heavily in debts to the big imperialist
powers. Let us also forget the well-known
examples of Argentina, Zimbabwe, Venezuela,
Russia after capitalist restoration, East Asian
countries, etc, when the currencies of these
countries were decimated by the capital
markets. Let us also decide to forget Salvador
Allende of Chile in 1973, or Patrice Lumumba of
Congo, or Thomas Sunkara of Burkina Faso, or
many such examples from Africa, Asia and Latin
America where ‘independent’ governments
were toppled through brutal bloody coups
sponsored by imperialists for the very serious
and
unforgivable
crime
of
pursuing
‘independent’ economic policies benefiting
their own people.
Instead, let us take the example of the oldest
imperialist country - the UK. There also the
monetary independence is illusory. Yes, the
Bank of England can set interest rates, print
money, and lend to the government in its own
currency. But can a radical left-wing
government use this power to run large deficits,
fuelled by loose monetary policy, and carry out
large-scale public programmes? No, this would
quickly shake the markets and would lead to an
economic catastrophe. The rich would move
their money out of the country; the capitalists
would carry out a strike of capital; and the
government would be forced to hike up interest
rates to attract investors. The currency would
quickly be deemed worthless, leading to
rampant inflation – inflation that would hit
workers hardest as real wages became eroded
by rising prices. This actually happened in
1976. Labour won the 1974 election on a
promise to nationalise the top 25 monopolies, in
the midst of a world crisis of capitalism, with the
economy in a state of stagflation as a result of
decades of failed Keynesian policies. But once
in power, Harold Wilson called for cuts, which
were rejected by the Labour left. Wilson had to
resign. His replacement James Callaghan,
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worried by a run on the pound, was forced to go
cap-in-hand to the IMF for a bailout of $3.9
billion – the largest loan ever requested from
the IMF at the time, of course, with strings
attached. And so, instead of nationalisation,
Labour found itself carrying out neoliberal
austerity.
We can also look at the experience of another
imperialist country – France where Francois
Mitterrand was elected in 1981 on a ‘left-wing’
Keynesian
programme,
promising
nationalisations, a rise in the minimum wage,
and a 39-hour week. But after just two years,
facing a flight of capital and a fall in the
competitiveness of French industry, he was
forced to undertake a turn to austerity to fight
inflation and regain the confidence of the
markets. All of this took place whilst France was
supposedly a ‘sovereign’ country.
The same can also happen in the USA. The
dollar’s ability to act as a world currency arises
from
America’s
relatively
hegemonic
imperialist position. Only for this reason is the
dollar deemed ‘as good as gold’ by
international investors. If the US’ ‘strong and
stable’ economy was to be called into question
by the financial markets, the dollar too could
quickly fall. Commenting on the calls for higher
government
spending
in
2019
The
Economist had
remarked,
“The
dollar’s
dominance is not guaranteed to last
indefinitely. When the pound sterling lost its
pre-eminence in the early 1930s, Britain, with a
debt-to-gdp ratio in excess of 150%, faced a
currency crisis. And there is no reason why
history could not repeat itself regarding US
capitalism and the dollar.”
In short, there is no such thing as economic,
financial, or monetary ‘independence’ or
‘sovereignty’ for any country, neither
domestically nor in international area, within
capitalism, which is a truly global system today,
based on a thoroughly integrated world market
and the domination of the finance capital, major
imperialist powers and the multinational
monopolies. Each and every government, in
each and every country, today must submit
to the dictates of the domestic and
international financial capital. Only by
breaking with this system – through the
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socialist transformation of society – can any
country be truly independent and free to
carry out the economic policies that a
society needs to fulfil the collective interests
of its people.

CAPITALISM OFFERS ONLY ANARCHY, NO FREE
LUNCH
Even if we accept MMT’s claim that certain
countries are monetarily ‘independent’ and
free to print money, does this really mean that
there is no financial barrier standing in the way
of a ‘left-wing’ government to implement propeople policies? The MMTers themselves
correctly highlight that there is a limit to any
government’s ability to create and spend
money – a limit beyond which there will be
ramifications in the form of inflation. This limit is
the productive capacity of the economy - the
economic resources available to a country in
terms of its industry, infrastructure, education,
population, healthcare, and so on. Stephanie
Kelton writes that in theory government could
afford to give every American a pony, only
constraint being whether they could breed
enough ponies. The actual dollar amount
needed is not an issue. Hence, in their view,
inflation is not caused by supply side
constraints in the economy.
However, MMTers are now faced with the
problem that post-Covid inflation has already
exploded to record levels for decade(s) even
though there is huge excess unutilised capacity
and economy is just beginning to reach precovid capacity utilisation levels in most parts of
the world. So, Joe Wiesenthal, another of MMT
advocates, writing in Bloomberg Markets
Newsletter on 22nd November, questions the
very usefulness of Capacity Utilisation as an
economic metric! Whatever contradicts MMT is
to be discarded since to explain it will require
investigation into the very system of capitalist
mode of production which creates such anarchy
where on the one hand people have vast
unfulfilled needs while on the other productive
capacity lies unutilised.

MONETARY EXPANSION AND INFLATION
If expansion in government spending pushes
demand above that which can be supplied, then
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market forces will push up prices across the
board – that is, it will generate inflation. If this
point is reached, MMT advocates say, then it is
the job of government to stop the economy from
‘overheating’ by reducing demand. This they
claim, is the role of taxes – to suck money back
out of the economy. But can governments
simply create money at will and then tax it to
control demand? Value and demand cannot be
created out of thin air. Value is created in
production. While the state can print money, it
cannot print food, medicines, houses, schools,
or factories. Of course, if these things are not
being produced by the private sector, then the
government can provide them directly through
the public sector. But the logical conclusion of
this is not to create more money, but to take
production out of the market by socialising the
economy as part of a socialist transformation.
Till the economy remains capitalist, any money
pumped into the system will go to pay for
commodities – food and shelter, etc. – that are
produced by the capitalists. In other words, all
this money will end up in the hands of
profiteers.
The aim of the working class, therefore, should
not be to strengthen the commodity and money
system, but to abolish it. Implementing MMT
might end up devaluing a currency, but it will
not put an end to the power of money. This can
only be done by abolishing the system of
commodity production and exchange out of
which money has historically arisen. This means
attacking the foundation of the capitalist system
- private ownership and production for profit.
Only by bringing in common ownership over
the means of production and implementing a
socialist economic plan under a working-class
state can we satisfy society’s needs.

CAPITALISM, CLASS AND MMT
MMTers, however, avoid this key question of
economic ownership. In fact, they avoid the
question of capitalist production and the
economic laws that govern this altogether. After
all, by their own admission, it is not so much an
analysis of the capitalist system, but a
description of the relationship between
government spending, taxes, and the money
supply. The basic assumption here is that
parliamentary form of government is not a part
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of the class state of the bourgeoisie but a
representative of the ‘people’ and resolving all
the above problems is not a question of
overthrowing capitalism but of the will and
determination of a benign government. Hence,
working class should become class conscious
and organised but only to elect such a
‘democratic socialist’ government which will
implement policies like MMT. MMT’s economic
analysis is completely devoid of the issue of
class and the fact that we live in a class society,
composed of antagonist economic interests - of
the exploiters, and of the exploited.
For example, what kind of state does MMT refer
to? Marx said in the Communist Manifesto, that
under capitalism, “the executive of the modern
state is nothing but a committee for managing
the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie”.
Lenin once remarked that capitalism, far from
being a democracy, is the ‘dictatorship of the
banks’.
Instead
of
overthrowing
this
dictatorship, MMTers suggest replacing it with
another - the dictatorship of the central bank.
But who would control this omnipotent central
bank – the working class or the capitalists? A
national bank, helping to direct society’s
resources around the economy, would certainly
be a vital element of a socialist plan of
production. But in such setup, this bank would
have to be under the control of the working
class. Is this what MMTers envision?
MMTers state that their theory “gives us the
power to imagine truly transformational
politics”.
But
they
do
not
propose
fundamentally challenging the power of the
capitalist class, nor altering the current
economic relations. Private property, for them,
remains inviolable and sacrosanct. The anarchy
of the market is untouched. Rather than “the
working classes seizing the means of
production,” prominent MMT theorist Bill
Mitchell asserts, “it’s the working classes
seizing the means of production of money” (his
emphasis). Richard Murphy goes further,
reassuring right-wing critics of MMT that its
supporters have “no plans to sweep the private
sector aside”.
Like their Keynesian predecessors, then,
MMTers’ strategy is one that saves, patches up
and irons the rough creases of the capitalist
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system by diverting and misleading the
working class from fulfilling their historical task
of overthrowing it.

THE GREEN NEW DEAL
To avoid questioning the capitalist production
relations for the capitalist crises, what MMTers
propose is nothing but the old Keynesian
economics of demand-side management which
has been tried before and was in vogue across
the advanced capitalist countries throughout
the 1960s and 1970s, up until the point where its
inflationary policies led to a global capitalist
crisis of overproduction, stagflation, and the
collapse of the Bretton Woods system that had
underpinned the post-war boom.
Today, the call for a Green New Deal (GND) has
become popular on the social democratic left. A
key element of the GND is the idea of a ‘jobs
guarantee’ - the provision of a minimum-wage,
public sector job to all those who are
unemployed. In this way, MMTers argue,
governments can maintain an ‘appropriate’
level of demand in the economy. Maintaining
full employment through public works on
infrastructure and other schemes, for example,
National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme
(NREGS) in India, becomes the primary target.
As capitalism’s ‘reserve army of labour’
expands and contracts, so too does the
government’s own army of labour in reverse to
compensate it.
This of course emulates the original New Deal programme of public works that were intended
to stimulate US economic growth during the
1930s Great Depression. The ideas of Keynes
were clearly influential in shaping the New
Deal. In his General Theory, he even suggested
that the government could boost demand by
burying money in the ground and getting
workers to dig it back up. “There need be no
more unemployment. It would, indeed, be more
sensible to build houses and the like, but if
there are political and practical difficulties in
the way of this, the above would be better than
nothing.” However, the New Deal did not work.
The slump continued long after its
implementation and unemployment went up.
Only with the onset of the Second World War
and the mopping up of workers into the army
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and the armaments sector did unemployment
fall. Keynes was forced to admit defeat. In an
article on War Finance for New Republic, he
wrote:
“It is, it seems, politically impossible for a
capitalistic
democracy
to
organise
expenditure on the scale necessary to make
the grand experiments which would prove
my case — except in war conditions…. War
preparations, so far from requiring a
sacrifice, will be a stimulus, which neither
victory nor defeat of New Deal could give
you, to a greater individual consumption and
a higher standard of life.”

Yes, even Keynes was forced to the conclusion
that only vast devastation of war can provide a
way out, though temporary, of a capitalist
economic crisis. That is why all capitalist
economies are becoming highly militarised as
the crisis intensifies. Thus, it is capitalism which
has become the biggest enemy of humanity
itself. But MMTers dare not question capitalism.

MARXISM VS MMT/KEYNESIANISM
MMTers, however, are not deterred by the
historical failings of similar economic
strategies. MMT advocate Richard Murphy
points out in the Financial Times, why should we
worry about pushing the economy beyond its
productive limits, when “no economy has
operated ‘normally’ for more than a decade”.
Indeed, even in times of ‘boom’, the global
economy operates far below its productive
capacity, only able to limp along thanks to ultraloose monetary policy and a glut of cheap
credit. ‘Excess capacity’ has become a
hallmark of a capitalist system that has long
outlived its usefulness. Even at its height,
capitalism can only successfully utilise about
80-90% of is productive capacity. This falls to
70% or less in times of slump. In some past
recessions, the figure fell to as low as 40-50%.
Just now, for example, even while loudly
claiming ‘impressive recovery’ post Covid
Wave 2, State Bank of India management said in
its analyst call post Q2 2021 results that capacity
utilisation in the Indian economy remains at
60%! So, why aren’t capitalists investing? Why
isn’t full productive capacity in the economy
being utilised? Why do we see a permanent
‘reserve army of labour’? Why must the
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government step in to ‘stimulate demand’?
Why, in short, is the world economy in a
‘permanent slump’?
The MMTers and Keynesians have no answer
except merely stating that ‘excess capacity’ is
the result of a lack of effective demand.
Capitalists are not investing due to lack of
adequate demand. But why? How has the
economy become stuck in this downward spiral
of low investment, unemployment, and stagnant
demand? And why is this cycle of boom-andbust (these days, mainly bust) such a neverending feature of capitalism? Keynes himself
could only invoke capitalism’s ‘animal spirits’.
The capitalists, he suggested, were simply
driven by ‘business confidence’. But this
explanation is nothing more than the
charlatanism of babas like Sri Sri and Sadguru.
Fact is that confidence under capitalism has a
material basis - the profitability. If there are
profits to be made, then the capitalists brim with
confidence, their ‘animal spirits’ wake up and
they will invest. If not, then pessimism – and
slump – sets in.
Marxism, on the contrary, provides a scientific
analysis of the capitalist mode of production, its
production relations and laws governing its
dynamics, and why these inevitably lead to
crises. These, in the final analysis, are crises of
overproduction
created
by
its
basic
‘contradiction of the social nature of production
and the capitalist nature of ownership of
products.’ The economy collapses not simply
because of a fall in demand (or confidence), but
because the productive forces come into
conflict with the nature of ownership and
expropriation.

CAPITALISM IS THE REAL PROBLEM
Production under capitalism is for profit. To
realise profit, the capitalists must sell the
commodities they produce. Profit, however, is
appropriated by the capitalists from the unpaid
labour of the working class. Workers produce
more value than they receive back in the form
of wages. The difference is surplus value, which
the capitalist class divides amongst itself in the
form of profits, rents, and interest. Hence under
capitalism, there is an inherent overproduction
in the system. It is not simply a ‘lack of demand’.
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Workers can never afford to buy back all the
commodities that capitalism produces. The
ability to produce outstrips the ability of the
market to absorb, that is, the productive forces
have developed to a level where the existing
relations of production have become the
hindrance in their actual utilisation.
Of course, the system can overcome these
constraints for some time through reinvestment
of the surplus into new means of production, or
through credit to artificially expand the market.
But these are only temporary measures,
“paving the way,” in the words of Marx, “for
more extensive and more destructive crises” in
the future. The 2008 crash marked the
culmination of such a process – a climax that
was delayed for decades by Keynesian policies
and a boom in credit. But ultimately the crisis
struck, and neither the Keynesians, the
MMTers, nor anyone else other than the
Marxists can explain why and how to resolve
these crises - by overthrowing capitalism and
establishing a working-class state to build a
socialist society by abolishing private property
and organising production under common
ownership with a plan to fulfil the collective
needs of the society.
Throughout the history of capitalism’s recurrent
crises, various theories have been put forward
by “left” theorists of various hues who maintain
that these crises and the social ills they
generate can be ameliorated, if not eliminated,
by monetary or fiscal changes without touching
the foundations of capitalist production itself.
While they present themselves as “leftist”,
“socialist” and “progressive,” advocating
reform of the capitalist system, history shows
that in periods of great crisis they seek to divert
the working class from the programme of
socialist revolution while at the same time
providing the ideological foundations for
political
forces
that
advance
a
counterrevolutionary solution to the crisis.
Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) is one of the
latest expressions of this phenomenon.
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GAJANAN MADHAV

MUKTIBODH
104TH BIRTHDAY OF THE
REVOLUTIONARY POET

13TH NOV 1917 – 11TH SEP 1964

Ae insaanon, os naa chaato
aandhi ke jhoole par jhoolo
aag baboolaa ban kar foolo
kurbaani karne ko jhoomo
laal sabere kaa muh choomo
ae insaanon, os naa chaato
apne haathon parvat kaato
path ki nadiyaan kheench nikaalo
jeevan peekar pyaas bujhaalo
roti tumko raam na degaa
ved tumhaaraa kaam na dega
jo roti kaa yuddh karegaa
wo roti ko aap varegaa
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CAPITALIST COMPETITION & PHYSICAL FITNESS
PRASAD V
The recent death of well-known Kannada actor
Puneeth Rajkumar has again brought into focus
the increasing incidence of heart attacks among
the young people and its relationship with
intense exercise. On October 29, Puneeth was
taken to his family doctor following the
complaining of chest pain in the morning after
his routine workout. An ECG of the actor was
done and found as no evidence of any cardiac
activity.
This trend of increasing incidence of heart
attacks among the younger people is on the rise
in the last few years. Over 30% of such
‘unfortunate’ victims do not have any
conventional risk factors or family history.
These people collapse during a workout or
shortly after returning from the gym. Highintensity exercise is the precipitating factor in
such cases. It’s well known that exercise is good
for human fitness. But extreme exercise can
push beyond healthy limits. Chronic extreme
exercise and competing in fitness events can
lead to damaging cardiac walls and disorders
to heart rhythm. Because, Extreme, long-term
stamina exercises put an equally extreme load
on the cardiovascular system.
A study done on marathon runners found that
even after finishing extreme running events,
athletes’ blood samples contain biomarkers
associated with heart damage. The study of
2011 done on randomly selected volunteers both male and female - concludes that
approximately 40% of marathon runners
experience a transient rise in serum creatinine
that meets criteria of acute kidney injury with a
parallel elevation of cystatin C, and supportive
elevations of neutrophil gelatinase-associated
lipocalin and kidney injury molecule-1 in the
urine. All biomarker elevations in the study
were resolved by 24 hours. These data suggest
that acute kidney injury with a transient and
minor change in renal filtration function occurs
with the stress of marathon running. These
damage indicators usually go away by
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themselves, but when the heart undergoes
extreme physical stress over and over, the
temporary damage may lead to remodelling of
the heart or physical changes such as thicker
heart walls and scarring of the heart tissue.
Further studies point out that there is primarily
circumstantial evidence that supports the
“Extreme
Exercise
Hypothesis.”
The
hypotheses conceptualise that increasing
volumes of exercise lead to a curvilinear
decrease in health risks, but these health
benefits may be partially lost once an individual
performs exercise training beyond the optimal
exercise
quantity.
Subclinical
and
atherosclerotic coronary artery disease (CAD)
as
well
as
structural
cardiovascular
abnormalities and arrhythmias are present in
some of the most active veteran stamina
athletes and need appropriate clinical followup to reduce the risk for adverse cardiovascular
outcomes. There is further evidence that high
intensity exercises can acutely increase the risk
for sudden cardiac arrest or sudden cardiac
death in individuals with underlying cardiac
disease. This can also increase the risk of heart
rhythm disorders, especially for the minority
who have already existing risk factors.
As the individual self-images that lead to higher
intensity exercises are formed as a social
construct, an examination of the same is
necessary to understand why people are
undertaking exercises in a disproportionate
way endangering even their health.

EXERCISE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO INDUSTRY
The system in which we are living, Capitalism,
is based on competition. Firms compete for
profits. As the quantity of profits depends on
market share, there is always a throat cut
competition for increasing the market share of
a company. Like that individuals also compete
under the system. Workers compete among
themselves to get employment. Artists and
sports persons also compete among themselves
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for survival. The idea that one should exercise
the body along with the mind existed much
before capitalism by at least a couple of
millennia. But capitalism remoulded the idea
according to its own necessity. Naturally the
question of fitness itself has become a big tool
in competition.
The institution which cares about physical
fitness and sports looks for potential candidates
from very childhood onwards. Often the
children are motivated with stories of high
future benefits. The children are encouraged to
do extreme physical exercise in order to
perfect their body and sports stamina. The
individual competition has also developed to
such a stage that often ill healthy practices are
also followed. Many times artificial foods and
other chemicals including hormones and
dangerous substances like steroids are used to
get immediate results. The children are put
under extreme mental pressure to submit to
these practices in the backdrop of intense
competition.
Another aspect of the story is the depiction of
masculinity in the present capitalist society.
Fitness rhetoric is often tied strongly to sexist
beauty standards imposed by corporations and
institutions to make profit from men's and
women’s mental insecurities by marketing socalled products that can enhance fitness. The
advertising agencies create role-models in
order to establish the process of developing
fitness. In the process, the fit and masculine
body is shaped by capitalist institutions just as
much as the dancing body in case of females. As
here our issue is intense exercise which is
mostly connected with masculinity and male
sexuality, let us look into that.
The space of male fitness exercises, the
gymnasiums are often constructed in a way to
further nourish the idea of male masculinity.
These are often windowless and sound proofed
spaces existing outside of night and day. People
visit them in their leisure time, to do things that
seem like exhaustingly hard work. They exist
outside any emotional relationships, and is
where one’s sense of sexual attractiveness is
fostered. They are mostly private, and often
expensive to access. Even if people often go to
the gym in pairs or groups, the steps they do
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there are essentially individual centric. Nobody
can truly collaborate with another one in lifting
the weight.
There is a widespread feeling among young
men that it would be shameful to be seen in
public if they didn’t have developed muscles
and visible abs. Many understand the heavy
rise of gym-going as a symptom of crisis,
pathology or anxiety. A large body of research
on men and masculinity has emerged in the past
decade, paralleling the already vast writings
on, and explorations of, women and feminism.
Just as feminism has critiqued and examined the
ways in which women and femininity are
shaped and constructed by system, so too has
recent research discussed social constructions
of manhood.
Although women’s insecurities have always
been used to sell products, men’s self-images
have recently become vehicles through which
products can be marketed for higher profits,
given the combination of cultural and economic
forces that have encouraged various changes in
gender and identity. Further, because of the
near-universal boyhood pressure to engage
and excel in fitness and sports, this becomes a
key area in which images of masculinity are
created,
defined,
and
established.
Additionally, the raised status one achieves
through such participation serves to socialize
competition and dominance into the masculine
gender role, signalling to boys in a very early
stage that such behaviour is a necessary
component of manhood.
The general trend on consumption of goods in
capitalism has shifted from purchasing specific
products with concrete uses, to a more abstract
relationship of these goods to constructed
identities in modern times (Jagger, 2000). To
maintain this continual relationship of identity to
products, consumers must remain in a similarly
continual state of insecurity about some aspect of
their lives. Therefore, the advertising industry
itself has become a public relations arm of
capitalism, whereby goods are no longer
advertised to merely sell a product (Jagger, 2000;
Jhally, 1990). Rather, goods and services are
immediately associated with a much more
nebulous social identity, and one that is steadily
changing to perpetually fuel an endless crusade
of consumption.
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In this sense, the advertising industry drives the
demand, as goods are manufactured and
marketed along similarly manufactured needs
and insecurities. In relation to gender, then, a host
of products are advertised as necessary
components of a particular gender identity. Much
of this marketing has targeted the body as a
primary source of such identity.

FAIZ AHMAD FAIZ
37TH MEMORIAL DAY OF
THE REVOLUTIONARY POET

Similarly, the ways in which such products are
advertised to men, whether implicitly or
explicitly, often point to and describe hegemonic
notions of masculinity. In this sense, masculinity is
marketed and sold. Within a capitalist, patriarchal
society, then, the form of masculinity that is likely
to be most linked to profit is one that equates
notions of manhood with dominance, control,
violence, etc.
This particular masculine image that is created by
the advertising industry is continuously being
strengthened in the minds of the youth
population. This is the condition in which people
are drawn to intense over exercise in order to
build up the particular type of masculine body as
seen in advertisements.
Another aspect of the problem to be kept in mind
is that capitalism gives opportunity to everybody;
but according to their purchasing capacity. Even
if a strong masculine image is created inside the
mind through advertisements, the individual gets
the scope of developing the body based on that
depending on the purchasing power of the
individual. Most of the time it is not financially
possible in childhood. But with the increasing
income one gets through middle class jobs, the
possibility to develop the body as seen in the
advertisement increases. As a result of that,
people are drawn to exercises in their 30s and
40s. This creates a favourable condition for more
damage to cardiac muscles as the work-load
given to the heart is abruptly increasing. This
adds to the problem.
In short, it is to be seen that there is a social
component associated with the increase in
cardiac arrest of the young people related with
intense exercise side by side with the
physiological component. The social component
is created and established by capitalism, the
system in which we are living. Without
questioning the cultural characteristics of that
system, it may not be possible for us to go forward
in proper meaning.
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13TH FEB 1911 – 20TH NOV 1984
ham dekhenge
ham dekheñge
lāzim hai ki ham bhī dekheñge
vo din ki jis kā va.ada hai
jo lauh-e-azal meñ likhkhā hai
jab zulm-o-sitam ke koh-e-girāñ
ruuī kī tarah uḌ jā.eñge
ham mahkūmoñ ke pāñv-tale
jab dhartī dhaḌ-dhaḌ dhaḌkegī
aur ahl-e-hakam ke sar-ūpar
jab bijlī kaḌ-kaḌ kaḌkegī
jab arz-e-ḳhudā ke ka.abe se
sab but uThvā.e jā.eñge
ham ahl-e-safā mardūd-e-haram
masnad pe biThā.e jā.eñge
sab taaj uchhāle jā.eñge
sab taḳht girā.e jā.eñge
bas naam rahegā allāh kā
jo ġhā.eb bhī hai hāzir bhī
jo manzar bhī hai nāzir bhī
uTThegā anal-haq kā na.ara
jo maiñ bhī huuñ aur tum bhī ho
aur raaj karegī ḳhalq-e-ḳhudā
jo maiñ bhī huuñ aur tum bhī ho
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DEADLY DRUG DRAMA
DISGUSTING DEGENERATION OF STATE
S. V. SINGH
'Cardelia the Impress' is the name of the cruise
(small ship) on which some perverts, drug
addicts and nerdy nobles were 'caught' on 20
October 2021 in search of utopia of pleasure.
The entry fee for this junkie party cruise was
between ₹80000 to ₹5,00,000. Obviously, only
the children of those with ugly wealth were
eligible to board. How did these vagabond,
aimless, directionless youths take away the
drugs by hiding in the sewing of underwear
etc., the media published such frivolous news
stories as these nobles were also related to film
actors, and the anti-people media, hungry for
frivolous sensational news, knew that the item
will be sold like hot cake. However, it is
possible that the drug was supplied there itself
because drugs have become very easily
available substances nowadays. If the systemic
degeneration continues like this, we may
shortly see home delivery of these dangerous
drugs by Amazon. Vast segment of fence sitters
which always keeps itself away from any
political-social movements by crying out for the
future of their children, will now have to face
this bitter reality.
Second gruesome chapter of this obscene story
begins with a raid by the NCB (Narcotics
Control Bureau). Whether it was a raid by a
Government Department, NCB or an attack by a
gang of extortionists or sea pirates taking
possession of the cruise, similar to Hollywood
movies; it is difficult to say. Recent WhatsApp
transcripts released on Twitter by NCP minister
in Maharashtra Nawab Malik confirm that it was,
indeed, a raid by extortionists for ransom under
the PPP (Public Private Partnership) model!!
The first character of this disgusting and deadly
drug drama is its chieftain, Sameer Dawood
Wankhede. This, James Bond type Sarkari Babu
who claims to make Bollywood drug-free, and
who has now been removed (only removed, no
action taken) from this case, is the Zonal
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Director of NCB drawing a monthly salary
around ₹90,000. According to Nawab Malik,
Sameer Wankhede’s attire and accessories
value about ₹35,00,000. He has another humble
habit like that of our PM of not wearing the
costume
once
worn
again!!
Having
disproportionate assets is a serious crime, even
if there is no complaint, the investigation should
begin by automatically registering an FIR as
soon as it comes to the notice of CBI. So far,
these allegations have neither been denied nor
any case is registered. Interestingly, extortion
by governments through government officials
is getting very popular during these days of
state degeneration. It is pertinent to mention
two big ticket cases of extortion under PPP
model that got unearthed recently. One
Congress minister of Maharashtra was ‘helping’
his party by allegedly extorting ₹1 crore every
month through Mumbai police commissioner
but to his surprise, he found that the same
police commissioner is alleged providing the
same services to another party!! The minister
concerned is in jail while the police
commissioner is absconding!! Maharashtra
government is complaining that when they did
not extend facility of remaining ‘absconding’
even to a minister then why the police
commissioner is enjoying the same facilities
extended by ‘another party’!! System has
degenerated to the extent and ‘criminalbourgeois political leader-bureaucrat’ gang is
so blended together that if a ruling party wants
then any criminal can remain ‘absconding’ till
eternity.
The third and scary chapter of this gruesome,
disgusting story begins with the entry of
'Independent Witness/Punch'. Section 100(4) of
the Indian Penal Code defines independent
witness as, “Before making a search under this
Chapter, the officer or other person about to
make it shall call upon two or more independent
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and respectable inhabitants of the locality in
which the place to be searched is situated or of
any other locality if no such inhabitant of the said
locality is available or is willing to be a witness to
the search, to attend and witness the search and
may issue an order in writing to them or any of
them so to do.” During the trial, the testimonies
of these independent witnesses are very
important in getting the accused convicted.
Let's see, how much is this law respected by this
Desi James Bond, Sameer Dawood Wankhede
who is on his holy crusade to make Mumbai
drug
free.
How
much
'independent,
respectable and local’ the witnesses introduced
by Wankhede, actually, are!! First 'independent
and respected' witness is Kiran Gosavi, who is
now lodged in Arthur Road Jail in Mumbai. His
selfie in a bindaas and Dabang style with Aryan
Khan in Cruise is viral on social media. First
introduction of Gosavi was that he is bodyguard
of Sameer Wankhede. After that, nation was
educated that he runs his own investigating
agency. He, then, became an exporter because
in 2018 he cheated scores of people in the name
of getting them employment in Malaysia. When
an unemployed youth, Chinmoy Deshmukh did
not get employment even after paying ₹
3,09,000, he filed a case of fraud against Kiran
Gosavi and his assistant Sherbano Qureshi. He
also alleges that when he asked Kiran Gosavi to
return the money, he took out his pistol. This is
yet another sure proof of him being 'respected'!!
This 'independent and respected' witness
wanted to flee abroad but was caught by the
police as one minister was holding press
conferences every day. Actually, Gosavi
wanted to surrender in BJP ruled Uttar Pradesh,
it did not work out. Pune Police says that he has
cheated many unemployed. Apart from this,
many criminal cases are pending against him.
This Kiran Gosavi has been so much liked by the
NCB and Wankhede that he has earned the
distinction of becoming an 'independent and
respected witness' in several cases. WhatsApp
transcript between him and another scoundrel
Qashif Khan confirms that this whole raid was,
in fact, an extortion bid. Manish Bhanushali,
another 'independent' witness, is even more
'free and respected' than Gosavi!! He has the
distinction of being close to all top leaders of
fascist Modi government. Initially, he denied
but later admitted that he is a member of the BJP
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and continues to render "all possible help" to
NCB. He is originally from Gujarat. Wankhede
likes him too as 'independent witness'.
The fourth chapter of this disgusting, obscene
tale deals with a bribe of ₹25 crore in which if
the law had really taken its course than many of
these 'free and respectable' scoundrels would
have been in jail. First only two independent
witnesses were reported but then the third
witness, Prabhakar Sail appeared who made
scathing allegations against Kiran Gosavi. He
went to Sahar police station and lodged written
complaint that he is bodyguard of Kiran Gosavi
and he happened to listen Kiran Gosavi talking
to Shahahrukh Khan's secretary Pooja Dadlani
that it’s a deal of ₹25 crores out of which ₹ 8
crores will go to Sameer Wankhede. He also
submitted an affidavit to that effect in the court
but unsurprisingly, nothing happened. The
latest entry in this sordid drama is that of Mohit
Kamboj 'Bhartiya', a fraudster involved in a
bank fraud of ₹ 1000 crores while he was with
Congress. He, then, joined BJP as every
criminal is doing these days. He was appointed
Maharashtra President of Youth BJP under the
scheme 'deadlier the Criminal, higher the
Post'!!
Stink of the rotten gutter system peaks when
drug peddler’s reach to the then CM residence
is established and pictures of drug mafia with
even the PM appeared on social media.
Maldives party involving scoundrels of
different shades of Mumbai surfaced. Whatever
was offered by the BJP in response to these
devastating, steaming allegations confirmed
the worst fears as they only made counter
allegations in their defense!! Now this sordid
drama has stopped completely leaving the
people free to think, how deep this malaise is.

HORRORS OF DANGEROUS DRUG SMUGGLING IN
THE COUNTRY
The Central Intelligence Department of DRI
seized 2988.22 kg of dangerous drug heroine
worth ₹21000 crore from Adani's Mundra port
on 15 September 2021. This is by far the largest
drug seizure in our country and one of the
largest in the world. This consignment
originated from Hassan Hussain Limited in
Kandahar, Afghanistan and shipped from
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Bandar Abbas Port, Iran on an import license of
'Ashi
Trading
Company'
(GSTIN:
37AOTPG030RIZ7) owned by Vijayawada's M
Sudhakar and his wife Poorna Vaishali. The
company reportedly says that they offer their
import-export license to earn commission and
they are not concerned what material is being
exported or imported. They also enlightened
the nation that it is a common practice at Adani's
Mundra port!! Earlier in July, 300 kg heroin was
seized from Mumbai's Nhava Sheva port and in
August 2020, 191 kg heroin from the same
place. The price of this deadly drug in the
international market is around ₹7 lakh per kg.
The investigation of all these cases is handed
over to NIA and since then nothing has come out
in public.
According to the United Nations Drug Control
Report 2014, drug smuggling in India has
increased by 455% between 2011 and 2013.
Following are the horrific details of drug abuse
in our country as per the 2019 report of the
Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment.
Drug
substance

Total
victims

Habitual

Addicts
needing
treatment

Alcohol

16,00,00,000

5,07,00,000

2,07,00,000

Ganja

3,01,00,000

72,00,000

25,00,000

Bhang

11,00,000

Not known

Not known

Heroine

63,00,000

Not known

Not known

Chemicals
used as toxic
drugs

25,00,000

Not known

Not known

Nasal inhaling
drug

77,00,000

Total

20,77,00,000

22,00,000

8,05,000

Total number of drug addicts in the country is
20 crores 77 lakhs. These figures are for 2019.
Nasty drug trade is increasing horribly by
455%, one can imagine the frightening
proportion of this menace. It is world's most
flourishing, most profitable business at the
moment. The most dangerous and bitter reality
is that substance abuse is becoming fashion and
symbol of modernity among the youth. Growing
number of women too are falling victim to this
menace.
Please spare 1 minute to see this worldometer.
This shows the expenditure on drug
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consumption every moment the world. You
might not have seen the meter spinning so fast.
What a terrifying experience to watch this and
think of the consequences. It confirms, how
many people are making money by selling
poison to people and turning them into addicts.
Even children are falling victim to this poison.
This is the horrible reality of this profit driven
capitalist system where only the money
matters, not the method by which it is minted.
Drug addiction among youth is increasing at an
alarming rate across the world. Overdose of
drugs is the biggest cause of death in America.
Cases of instant death can be counted but
instances of slow death are uncountable.
According to a research published by journal
'24/7 Wall Street' these are the 15 most
dangerous and life-threatening drugs.
S
N
1.

Drug

2.

Acetaminophen, a
pain killer used as
drug
Alcohol

3.

Benzodiazepines

4.

Anticoagulants

5.

Antidepressants

6.
7.

Anti
hypertensions
Bromocriptine

8.
9.
10.

Clarithromycin
Clozapine
Cocaine

11.
12.

Colchicine
DXM,
Cough
preventive drugs
Digoxin, Lonoxyn

13.

How it affects
body
Damages lever
completely
Lever,
stress,
loss of sleep,
heart
attack,
suicides
Breathlessness
Heat
attack,
freezing
of
blood in arteries
Heart
attack,
depression

-

14.

Heroine,
morphine, Bhang

15.

Semi
synthetic
opioids,
pain
killers

BP,
cancer,
diabetes
Irregular
periods among
women,
infertility
Heart attack
Brain
Sex
libido,
erective
disfunction
Body joints
Cough, mental
faculty
Heart, stomach,
vomiting
Muscles, lungs,
nose, kidney
Respiratory
track, body pain

Consequences
4500 deaths and
25000
serious
patients annually
88000 deaths

31%
of
total
deaths
Internal
hemorrhage
Large
share
among
heart
attacks
Increasing deaths
Mental
death

disorder,

Increasing deaths
Suicides
Over
14000
deaths every year
Increasing deaths
Insanity
Increasing deaths
Fastest spreading
menace
increasing deaths
Craziness,
senselessness,
Spreading
like
pandemic
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SAVING THE SOCIETY FROM DRUG MENACE IS A
SERIOUS CHALLENGE
3000 kg of the deadly drug, heroin seized on
September 15 at Mundra port in Gujarat is enough
to destroy 30 lakh people. One drug addict does
not just ruin his own life, but makes the life of the
whole family hell and the victim can’t help it.
Chemicals present in drugs lead to such
metabolic changes in body that cause cravings in
body and the victims lose control their body.
Person yearns to get that drug anyhow and can do
anything for it. He has to be explained very
patiently, with a lot of love and compassion under
supervision of a medical professional. Getting rid
of the addiction is extremely slow and painstaking
course, that too success is not assured in every
case.
As the collusion by the ruling parties,
administration with nasty drug smugglers-traders
is becoming evident and brute ‘animal instincts’
of profit making are not only being given a free
hand but there is a war cry to reap maximum
profits, there is a reason to doubt whether these
confiscated drugs remain safe in government
warehouses. It is quite possible that entire
quantity or a part of it is again reaching the
market. If the cost of one kg of material is ₹7 lakh,
then it is impossible today to keep it safe in a
government warehouse. An ex- Zonal Director of
NCB posted in Chandigarh had been caught red
handed selling confiscated drugs. He is serving a
13-year jail term. In Bihar, confiscated liquor was
emptied in the warehouse itself and it was
shamelessly explained that rats have consumed
it!! This is not the first time that drug smugglers
have been caught in collusion of political leaders
in Maharashtra. In Punjab elections, the main
election issue raised by AAP was this only that if
they form the government, Akali minister Majithia
will be in jail as drug was allegedly recovered
from his official vehicle. There are grounds to
suspect that these drug smugglers are henchmen
of big corporates. When drug smuggling can go
undetected at government ports, is it possible to
arrest smuggling at private ports where profit is
the only motivation? Did consignment worth
₹21000 crore arrive at Adani's port without his
connivance? This is just one consignment, how
many more would have passed through the
‘channel’ so far, who knows? Adani has not even
been questioned yet. Adani's income has grown
@ 257% in 2020-21, earning a profit of ₹1002
crores every day. When all the industries were
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closed due to lockdown, where did this income
come from? Such profit can only come from drug
smuggling. It is also reported in media that this
seizure happened because the officer who was
supposed to be at a place, could not be there due
to some reason and the new person spoiled the
game. The same way as Devendra Singh, a
notorious police officer of Kashmir was arrested
while coming to Delhi with terrorists in his car.
Otherwise also, most of these occasional seizures
are, in fact, result of business rivalry among drug
smugglers.
In this entire vulgar and gruesome episode
degeneration of state which is being 'popularized'
in the name of Aryan Khan, another startling
reality is underlined. The BJP/Sangh have
virtually taken over all the government
departments. Violence against the minority
community in Delhi which was termed as
communal riots was, actually, state-sponsored, to
end the movements against the citizenship laws.
This reality has been established by a series of
scathing observations made by the courts during
trial and questioning the very motive of Delhi
police in registering FIRs. Even during that
violence, people clearly saw how 'some civilians'
were everywhere present with sticks in their
hands to 'help' the police. In Jamia library, brutal
atrocities were inflicted on peacefully reading
students by this ‘civilian’ gang only. CBI, NIA,
Income Tax, ED et al are working like branches of
BJP/Sangh, the whole country knows. Rules
governing the services of the heads of these
departments too are amended recently so that
loyal officer is kept at helm of affairs till the
government wants. A single incident proved how
fair the Election Commission is, when a former
Election Commissioner was hounded by
government agencies just because he differed on
one occasion. Former Supreme Court judge Arun
Mishra has already said on record that Modi is
great and the government and judiciary need to
work together. Patna High Court has commented
that judiciary is in danger. Conduct of NCB has
exposed the stinking reality of this bourgeois
democracy and has left no one in doubt about its
integrity!! This disgusting drug drama has proved
that BJP/Sangh are running all government
departments. Rot has reached a stage when they
do not even hide this reality. When it got
inconvenient to defend Sameer Wankhede, he is
removed from this investigation. It is, actually,
done to save him. Just like when a pickpocket is
caught, his other gang members also join the
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crowd in thrashing him and then while beating,
they push him away. If law was, really, taking its
course then Samir Wankhede would have been
arrested and taken on remand for intensive
interrogation to know the inside story of this nasty
drug trade. No body knows it better than him.
Adani should also have been treated the same
way. This second wave of fascism has learnt from
its forefathers of the original first wave that the
gimmicks of democracy need not be done away
with. This move alerts the gullible masses.
Democratic ‘pillars’ should be converted into
tools to implement the fascist program. Where is
the need to burn down Parliament like Hitler when
it can be smothered and turned into useless,
defunct, timid institution?
All types of drugs are freely available in the
market. You go to any college, university, you will
find drug addicts. Liquor shops are open 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. Liquor shops were the first
to open when the lockdown was lifted and people
thronged unstoppably. After introduction of GST
regime, the state governments have no option left
but to sell liquor. A minister of Delhi government
has said on record, what else we should do if not
sell liquor, nothing is left in our hands. If people
do not drink, we will not be able to get salary, we
will die of hunger. It is not that only the well- todo are drinking, you go to any labor chowk and
you will find that half of the workers are drunk,
smoking ganja. Nearly a third of Punjab's youth
are ruined by drug addiction. Governments are
happy as excise duty is their prime source of
revenue and secondly and most importantly,
youth are getting spoiled. Drug addiction takes
away life from a living person. It squeezes the
fighting spirit out of an individual. Vagabond can’t
launch any agitation against anything, be it state
oppression, exploitation, unemployment, price
rise of even the drugs they consume. Addiction
makes a person detached and fearful, a moving
corpse. A drug addict cannot fight, he can only
commit suicide.

drug are reaching their Aryans and also that there
are Badshah only in reel world, real 'Badshah' is
one who serves the corporate. They too cannot
survive if the whole society drowning in gutter.
There are only two options now, either serve this
stinkingly rotten system sheepishly or be part of
those fighting against it. This bloody capitalist
system has ruined workers and peasants but it will
not spare even the middle class, the ‘higher’
class.
Depression,
frustration,
escapism,
insomnia, feelings of worthlessness are the traits
that have overwhelmed the middle class today
and these exactly are the traits that drive one to
find solace in utopian drug induced world and this
is the collateral product of the present
degenerating system. Yearning of imaginary
pleasure is suicide in slow motion. This moribund
system has nothing else to offer.
Be part of the anti-drug movements to be
merged with larger program of anti-fascist
movement and bury this rotten capitalist
system deep. This is the only way out of this
dark alley.

There is also a happy outcome of the situation.
People actively and wholeheartedly participate in
anti-drug movements. No matter how addicted
one is, no one wants his children going that way.
Wherever the protest movements against liquor
are launched, there is always tremendous public
support for it. Even the Shahrukh Khans of the
country have understood that they may be having
their ‘Mannat’ at seashore, their double beds may
be staked with currency but the bloody claws of
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POLEMIC | NATIONAL QUESTION

ON THE RIGHT OF NATIONS TO
SELF-DETERMINATION
UNDERSTANDING NATIONAL TASK OF THE PROLETARIAT
IN THE SPIRIT OF LENINISM
PRC, CPI (ML)
Paper presented by PRC, CPI (ML) at the Seminar on ‘National Question and Marxism’
organized by Adara ‘Pratibaddh’ at Tarksheel Bhawan in Barnala, Punjab on 7th November 2021.
“That is why internationalism on
the part of oppressors or "great"
nations, as they are called (though
they are great only in their
violence, only great as bullies),
must consist not only in the
observance of the formal equality
of nations but even in an inequality
of the oppressor nation, the great
nation, that must make up for the
inequality which obtains in actual
practice. Anybody who does not
understand this has not grasped the
real proletarian attitude to the
national question, he is still
essentially petty bourgeois in his
point of view and is, therefore, sure
to descend to the bourgeois point of
view. What is important for the
proletarian? For the proletarian it
is not only important, it is
absolutely essential that he should
be assured that the non-Russians
place the greatest possible trust in
the proletarian class struggle.
What is needed to ensure this? Not
merely formal equality. In one way
or another, by one's attitude or by
concessions, it is necessary to
compensate the non-Russian for
the lack of trust, for the suspicion

3

and the insults to which the
government of the "dominant"
nation subjected them in the
past."3
- V. I. Lenin

Throughout the history of Marxism-Leninism –
from Marx-Engels to Stalin and Mao – the
question of right of nations to self-determination
has occupied an important place, both in theory
as well as practice. That is precisely why, since
Marx's time, it has been one of the most
passionately debated question, and it is well
known, even Rosa Luxemburg, one of the most
talented and revered revolutionary leaders that
the international communist movement ever
produced, committed serious mistakes on this
question. She was opposed to Right of nations to
self determination, including the right to
secession. She accused this (the question of
right of nation to self-determination) of being
abstract and metaphysical in nature as it
provided, according to her, no practical day-today lead in the working class movement. She
also held that this question is impregnated with
propensity towards succumbing to bourgeois
nationalism. She took “succumbing to
nationalism” as something predisposed and
inherent in this question, and as such it wasn't

Lenin (CW 36).
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surprising that she herself was a victim of
tendency of committing abstraction and
succumbing to metaphysics, as we shall see. As
a result, in her ever intensified anxiety to
oppose bourgeois nationalism of oppressed
nation, she frequently forgot the oppressor
nations.4 Lenin showed extensively in his
writings on this subject how Rosa Luxemburg
continuously lapsed “into generalities about
self-determination” and was unable to see
where “the gist of the matter” on this subject lay
- whether “in legal definitions or in the
experience of the national movements
throughout the world.”

PRESENTATION OF HISTORY OF DEBATE
ON THIS QUESTION
What is the history of national movement and
nationalism? What is its historically determined
economic basis? Why is the national state
typical for capitalism? Such are the questions
we need to address and begin with to reach up
to the core of the debate on “right of nations to
self-determination.5
The period of the final victory of capitalism over
feudalism simultaneously led to the rise of
national movements and national states. The
complete victory of commodity production and
capitalism made it necessary. It was necessary
for the complete victory of commodity
production that bourgeoisie capture the home
market. This dire need necessitated and led to
striving for politically united and consolidated
territories whose people speak a single
language. It led the bourgeoisie and the
national movement to striving for eliminating all
obstacles to the development of a national
language and its literary consolidation. The

surest path to fulfilling all these tasks and
necessities taken together was the formation of
national states. Once a national state comes into
being, the final task towards fulfilling this
necessity is completed.6
This is, in fewest of words, the history of national
movement and the national states. But, this is
only the initial history, the history that tells us
about their genesis in the epoch of rising
capitalism. The later day developments in
capitalism, which are still taking enormously,
has led to many changes such as dispersion,
migration and fusion of population (nationals) of
different nationalities into one-another on
account of tremendous progress of economic
exchange and commerce on the one hand, and
simultaneous concomitant concentration and
centralisation of capital as a general trend
towards internationalisation of capital on the
other, has made the language question much
more complicated as well as simplified,
complicated if considered from the standpoint
of the bourgeoisie, and simplified when viewed
from the standpoint of the required unity of
proletariat and indivisibility of class struggle
and working class movement. Not taking into
consideration the ongoing developments will
land the proletariat in trouble, however there is
no doubt that the economic foundation, basic
driving force and intent behind the national
movement and the formation of national states
will keep working with elemental force until the
abolition of classes. This is why all national
movements have naturally led to and so long as
the national oppression, national inequality and
national alienation - the bases of their existence
and emergence exist - will keep leading to a
fight for establishing national states.7

4

This kind of deviation is quite common among those true communists who by birth belong to oppressed nations. But it is
inexcusable for those belonging to oppressor nation. Its vice-versa is also true.
5
Here we are not beginning with the definition of a Nation for which one can study Stalin's thesis “National Question and
Marxism.” Extensive quotes have already been given in comrade Sukhvinder's article.
6
Stalin wrote – “The process of elimination of feudalism and development of capitalism is at the same time a process of
the constitution of people into nations.”
7
There are at present 195 countries (nation states included) but fight for formation of national states are still going on in
Europe, Asia and Africa. More than 50 new countries emerged since the 40s. In multinational states, many nations are
struggling for their separate nation states, while many others are fighting for their regional autonomy. In India, the
Kashmiris and the nations of North-East are fighting for their independence, while in the rest of India national question is
not completely resolved. Out of hundreds of languages only 22 have been accorded the official status. 43 more languages
are struggling to be included in the Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution. In Pakistan also, the Kashmiri, Pashto,
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“Therefore, for the whole of Western Europe,
nay, for the entire civilised world, the national
state is typical and normal for the capitalist
period” – so concludes Lenin. (see volume 20)
In short, this is what our teachers have taught us
and we have seen what the most profound
economic basis of national movement and
national state is and how the need of a common
language plays its paramount role in it i.e.
driving a national movement towards the goal
of formation of national states.
Language question is, and there is no doubt
about it, of paramount importance, both in this
question8 as well as in the solution of this question
for it is the most important means of all forms of
interactions and communication among human
beings. It is the most needed means of human
intercourse and hence its unity is the most
important conditions for “a genuinely free and
extensive development of commerce as
required by modern capitalism.” A genuinely
and much needed condition for development of
capitalism at that time was a “close and natural
connection
between
the
market
and
proprietors, big or little, and between sellers
and buyers”, and as Lenin says, it is impossible
without a “genuinely free grouping of
populations consisting of all classes.”
Therefore, the tendency of every national
movement is towards the formation of national
states along common language, so that abovementioned requirements of modern capitalism
are best fulfilled and satisfied.
But as the capitalist national state is
also a state of oppression and
exploitation, once the bourgeoisie is
successful in forming an independent
state of its own based on a single
national language and culture, it's very
often found that such a national state
too, in its own turn, starts suppressing
in various forms and manners "the
other" national minorities, ethnic and
racial groups etc. ( targeting their not
only their way of life, habits, cultural

customs, but also their languages)
residing in the same national territory.
It has also been found that it starts
disregarding the rights of those
nationals who migrate into that nation
on account of uneven but gigantic
economic development and progress
occurring
under
modern
day
capitalism. The development under
capitalism is bound to be, in any case,
uneven. This leads to emergence of
national strife once again even in a
national state, whereas to find a purest
national state having no regional or
local diversity of language or culture is
impossible. Only in socialism which will
tirelessly work for abolition of classes
will national differences, national
oppression, national strife, bickerings
and wrangling etc. be completely done
away with by guaranteeing the fullest
and consistent democracy whose first
basis is created by the overthrow of the
bourgeoisie.
Consequently, in order that we
correctly grasp the meaning of the
“right of nations to self-determination”
in the spirit of Leninist teachings, we
must first of all examine and grasp the
historical and economic conditions that
gave rise to national movements in
motion. Lenin showed that on the one
hand it will inevitably lead to the
conclusion according to which the right
to self-determination of nations means
nothing if the right to secession and
formation of an independent nation is
not included in it, while on the other
hand it will also and inevitably lead to
the conclusion according to which
proletarians must not make a fetish of
national movement as the basic trend of
today's highly developed monopoly
capitalism is both – subjugation as well
as integration. Subjugation is being

Baloch are fighting for their independence. Uyghur in China are oppressed. similarly Rohingyas in Myanmar are being
repressed. In Sri Lanka also, Tamils have been crushed but their national aspirations haven't died.
8
This is one of reasons why debate on this question mostly took the form of debate on national language and national
culture. We shall come to this later.
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reflected in the rise of fascism which is
re-igniting and re-inflaming the national
question afresh in different parts, even
there where it was previously 'solved'
by applying the big brother's method of
co-option and incorporation, in addition
to intensifying oppression of already
heavily bruatlised “subject people”,
while at the same time a world-wide
wave of capitalist integration can also
be also seen accelerating with
unprecedented speed that is also
unifying working class as well as toilers
movement beyond and breaking
national barriers. This is creating a
profound and solid material basis for
the emergence of the proletariat itself
as a nation in all nations putting the
vision of a new way of life in the most
materialised form i.e. in the form of free
and independent assimilation of
nations. Does it mean the national
question is going to be rendered
unnecessary? No, just the opposite.
The emerging class unity of working
class beyond national barriers is going
to encounter an increased intensity of
national movement as rise of fascism
will lead to intensification of national
oppression, though in content the first
trend will be the main trend, while in
outer region the later will pose itself to
be main trend. This we shall have to
amicably solve. However, in the first
place, the solution certainly lies in
recognising intensification of national
struggles and for solving it putting
forward the immediate slogan of
abolition of all national privileges and
equality of all nations, which of course
means nothing and will be a hollow idea
if the recognition of right to selfdetermination is not included in it, with
the recognition of right to secession
automatically included as said earlier.

From above discussion, though very short and
preliminary, gives ample light on our present
day tasks on the front of national question.

IN DEFENCE OF RIGHT TO SELF
DETERMINATION: KAUTSKY-ROSA-LENIN
DEBATE
Those who opposed Lenin on this actually
overlooked or dismissed this inescapable
conclusion that a national state is the best suited
form of state where it can best fulfill its tasks i.e.
the tasks of bourgeois development. They also
dismissed this concrete fact that the
abovementioned profound economic factors
(along with other historically determined
factors) underlie the very urge of nations
towards forming a national state. They thus
evaded
the
historical
and
economic
presentation of the question. Among profound
revolutionaries, Rosa Luxemburg seriously
suffered such evasionary deviations.
Leaving some exception apart (such as the
question of Ireland), purely national states (of
course with regional-racial-ethnical-national
diversities) came into existence in Western
Europe as a result of rise of national movement
in the epoch of rising capitalism. However,
multinational states (that emerged in East
Europe, for example in Austria) also came into
existence in East Europe. When Marxist Kautsky
explained this 'deviationist' phenomenon of
multinational states, Lenin supported it while
Rosa vehemently opposed. Kautsky wrote that
“states of mixed national composition (known
as multinational states, as distinct from national
states) are “always those whose internal
constitution has for some reason or other
remained abnormal or under developed.” 9
Stalin also wrote that “the formation of
multinational states could take place only
where feudalism had not yet been eliminated,
where capitalism was feebly developed, where
the nationalities had not yet been able to
consolidate themselves economically into
integral nations.” 10

9

Lenin subsequently explains that Kautsky here is speaking of only such abnormality (and not about any unique turn of
events) as can be termed as a lack of conformity (and exclusively in this sense) of with what was best adapted to the
requirements of a developing capitalism.
10
But it doesn't mean that the existence of multinational states blocked capitalist development.
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Rosa Luxemburg criticized Kautsky on this but
miserably failed. She wasn't at all interested and
consequently saw no purpose in examining the
question in the historico-economic sense. She
even couldn't raise it, leave alone drawing a line
demarcating
the
historico-economic
presentation from the psychological ones
developed and followed by the flag-bearers of
cultural-national
autonomy,
like
some
nationalist social democrats of Austria (Bauer
and others) and Russia's Bundists, who tried to
utilize Rosa's position to consistently rail against
the right to self-determination.
She wrote this: This ‘best’ national state is only
an abstraction, which can easily be developed
and defended theoretically, but which does not
correspond to reality.
What Rosa actually argued in the main was that
the right to self-determination of small nations
is illusory as it was so made by the rise of the
great capitalist powers and imperialism. She
didn't believe that small nations like
Montenegrins, Bulgarians, Rumanians, Serbs,
Greeks, etc. could ever be free. She also
believed that if some are free that is because of
the political and the diplomatic game of the big
powers. Rosa thus raised the question of
impossibility of fulfillment of the right to
self-determination of small nations. This is
the crux of what she argued. “The state that best
suits these conditions (those governed by
dominance of great powers ~ added) is “not a
national state, as Kautsky believes, but a
predatory one”- she wrote. She naturally filled
the debate with frightening figures of the size of
British, French and other colonial possessions
in support of her logic. Lenin calls it her “ability
to misunderstand the how and the why of
things” and describe it as an attempt to cleverly
raise the bogey economic dependence as
against a political question i.e. the right to selfdetermination. She tried to frightened others
because she herself was frightened by the
struggle that, she said, was “raging among the
bourgeois states for the predatory suppression
of other nations” and bases herself on this for
evading the question of the right to selfdetermination. But unfortunately what she said
had no, not even “the slightest bearings on the
issue being discussed” as Lenin says. Lenin
further writes that “this is just as intelligent as if
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someone, in discussing the programmatic
demand for the supremacy of parliament were
to expound the perfectly correct conviction that
big capital dominates in a bourgeois country,
whatever the regime in it.”
Lenin writes,
“Rosa Luxemburg notwithstanding,
the example of the whole of
progressive and civilised mankind,
the example of the Balkans and that of
Asia prove that the national state is
the rule and the “norm” of capitalism;
the multinational state represents
backwardness, or is an exception.
From the standpoint of national
relations, the best conditions for the
development of capitalism are
undoubtedly provided by the
national state. This does not mean, of
course, that such a state, which is
based on bourgeois relations, can
eliminate the exploitation and
oppression of nations. It only means
that Marxists cannot lose sight of the
powerful economic factors that give
rise to the urge to create national
states.
It
means
that
“selfdetermination of nations” in the
Marxists’ Programme cannot, from a
historico-economic point of view,
have any other meaning than political
self-determination,
state
independence, and the formation of a
national state.”

CATEGORISATION OF PERIOD IS
NECESSARY
Yes, categorisation of period of development is
necessary to not only understand the
development of capitalism but also to see the
national movement and our task in motion. This
is the Marxist-Leninist Method.
What we can conclude is that national
movements, where ever it arose, has a concrete
origin and history, and arose in a definite epoch
- the epoch of rising capitalism and falling
feudalism. This makes it imperative as well as
incumbent upon us to concretely present it in
today's conditions of development of
capitalism, in theory as well as in politics. It
necessitates
a
historically
determined
categorisation of periods of development of
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capitalism that runs from the beginning of its
initial epoch to the present day epoch, to the
last day's development of capitalism. We can't
avoid drawing the historical limits - in which
capitalism grew till the last day, from the epoch
of rising bourgeoisie in which it first arose to the
epoch of mature capitalism and then to the
present day epoch of decadent world
capitalism which has been suffering with
unyielding crisis since later 70s in general and
since the first and second decade of the 21st
century in particular.
This is one thing. The other necessary thing is
that if it refers to a particular country, then its
specific and distinguishing features (features
that distinguishes that country from other
countries) belonging to that given historical
epoch must also be taken into account.
Let us see how Lenin does it and then learning
from how we can develop it further.
First of all, it implies that we need to draw a
clear distinction between two periods of
capitalism – says Lenin. Why because the two
periods “differ radically from each other as far
as the national movement is concerned.”
The first period is “the period of the collapse of
feudalism and absolutism' which is also 'the
period of the formation of the bourgeoisdemocratic society and state', when the national
movements not only arose for the first time but
also 'in one way or another' became the hub of
politics drawing 'all classes of the population
into politics through the press, participation in
representative institutions, etc.'
The second period is the period of 'fully formed
capitalist states with a long-established
constitutional regime and a highly developed
antagonism between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie—a period that may be called the
eve of capitalism’s downfall.”
We may however think of a third period
also, the period of fully decadent and
too much aged monopoly capitalism
which since the fall of its golden era and
specifically since its neo-liberal phase
has entered into its most critical phase
in economic as well as political sense,
the critically revived phase of general
crisis characterised by an economic
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crisis that has gone too deep and
travelled too far and wide so that its
recovery and not the crisis itself
surprises the capitalists, revived once
again since it was first formulated by
Lenin when the development of old
capitalism gave way to a new one i.e.
monopoly capitalism setting the
capitalism's inbuilt contradictions (and
of course the resulting crisis) in a
different format, the format of a strong
tilt towards the supremacy of finance
capital which today has taken over the
whole world economy and finally led it
to a full-fledged shift towards itself i.e.
financialisation of production and the
whole economy (of course in a
dialectical sense). This has led the
present day economic crisis to turn into
an unyielding and unrelenting crisis. It
won't be an overemphasis or an
overzealous statement if we want to call
it a permanent crisis in dialectical
sense, as nothing is permanent. Based
on this, in the present discussion, the
categorisation of the present period
may be called a relatively new period of
development of capitalism within the
“second period” itself as characterised
by Lenin. The purpose of doing this
separate categorisation is limited to,
confined only to highlighting the
extraordinary revolutionary potential
inherent in the present day phase of
monopoly capitalism under which
monopolization
of
finance
has
increased manifold compared to what
Lenin had said and described in his
thesis on imperialism, making the
present phase an era of decisive battle
for the proletariat's historical mission
of liberating itself and the whole society
as well from the yoke of all forms of
class exploitation and oppression.
I shall come on this topic again after
some time with a detailed presentation
of its effect on national question. But
before closing this footnote, I would like
to bring to notice of our readers and
comrades one more specificity that
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makes this (present) period of
development of capitalism a relatively
separate period. This is the utmost
expansion of capitalism in the whole
world bringing socialism on agenda in
most part of the world. It is unlike in the
past when most of countries were still
trying to come of age in economic
development. It has changed the old
class balance of the worldwide agenda
between socialism and capitalism, and
consequently it will certainly result in a
change in worldwide balance of class
forces tilting in the favour of the
proletariat and toilers in future, once
the
ascendancy
of
proletarian
revolution comes to dominate (which is
bound to come) the political scene
unleashing revolutionary movements
that envision the complete end of the
era of class rule. As I said, I will come to
this again as to what impact does it
have on national question, however,
this much can be said right now that as
this era is marked with a comparatively
complete shift towards the dominance
of big and monopoly finance capital
(which is concentrating too fast in fewer
and still fewer hands sidelining even
the bigger capitalists of the same club
(showing that competition is going on
very acutely), and as the crisis
appearing too frequently is actually the
crisis triggered by the extreme
dominance of finance capital, with no
sign of any substantial recovery, and as
the main feature of this period of
capitalism is the constantly increasing
erosion of (bourgeois) democracy and
incessant rise of ultra reactionary
fascist, semi-fascist and authoritarian
states or regimes in which the
democratic rights will go on being
heavily curtailed and the chances of its
revival through regime changes
(change of guards) by other ruling class

parties getting reduced to minimum,
due to all this this period will see a
sudden rise in all types of general
democratic
movements
including
national movement, a spectacular rise
in outcry about national oppression. It
means that our tasks on this front are
going to increase.
In the first period, its typical features was the
awakening of national movements and the
drawing in these movement of the peasants who
fought for liberty in general and for the rights of
their own nations in particular, whereas in the
second period, its typical features were “the
absence of mass bourgeois-democratic
movements and the fact that developed
capitalism, in bringing closer together nations
that have already been fully drawn into
commercial intercourse, and causing them to
intermingle to an increasing degree, brings the
antagonism between internationally united
capital and the international working-class
movement into the forefront.”11
This is what Lenin writes in 1913. To
what greater degree the development of
capitalism has reached today can be
easily understood by the gigantic
strides of monopolisation it has
completed and is still completing. With
the general tendency of rise of fascism
in every part of the world, both these
above tendencies (as mentioned just
above by Lenin) are intensifying and are
leading afresh to awakening of national
movement as well as much more
intensified
confrontation
between
international capital and international
working
class
movement.
Unprecedented
increase
in
this
"intensification" is the uniqueness of
the latest phase of development of
capitalism i.e. the third period of the
development of capitalism (If we so
suppose) which is not much different
from what Lenin has already said about

11

However, in the third period of capitalism which will see rise of fascism and authoritarianism may lead to an
unprecedented rise in national mass movements along with and as a part of a rise in general democratic mass movements
bring the national question to the fore in a different form, a form in which national movement may be fought without
“national” bourgeoisie as a whole participating in it.
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and chiefly characterised in the second
period except in this that the degree of
maturity of the second period
(international unity of working class
movement) has reached extraordinary
level and the development of capitalism
today is far greater and at the same time
far more rapacious than in any past
historical period. Naturally, this doesn't
relieve us from our tasks on the front of
national question, rather intensifies
them so that much required unity of
international working class movement
despite increase in national strife is
achieved, as without which the victory
of socialism - the main mission and
cause of the proletariat would remain a
far cry.
Lenin also writes that the two periods are not
fully separated, rather they are connected by
numerous transitional links, because the
various countries are not at the same stage of
their economic developments and also differ
from each other in the rapidity of their national
development such as their national makeup,
consolidation of their language and distribution
of their population, and so on and so forth. That's
why while discussing national question in
respect of a particular country or nation, we
take into account its specific features to be
assessed afresh today and not just copying from
Lenin. For example, with the development of
'mature' capitalism in most parts of the world
and with their own, of late, contribution to
general crisis of the present day world
capitalism, the difference in rapidity of economic
development of different nations, as mentioned
by comrade Lenin, has yielded to be lesser than
before, though the basic law of uneven
development holds true, that too more so at this
stage of too much aged financial monopoly
capitalism.

THE CASE OF AUSTRIA: OUR OWN
ASSESSMENT AND LESSON
Let us take an account of its history necessary
for the given purpose
There is a definite period, approximately
between 1789 and 1871, in which the epoch of
bourgeois-democratic revolutions in Western
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Europe was concluded. We have already
discussed that the awakening of national
movements in Western Europe that led to
creation of national states transforming whole of
Western Europe into bourgeois states and from
the national point of view, those states were, as a
general rule, nationally uniform states.
However, in Eastern Europe and Asia,
bourgeois democratic revolutions – the
revolutions in Russia, Persia, Turkey and China,
India, and Balkans - did not begin until 1905 – as
Lenin writes.
The case of Austria came to be unique in East
Europe. It was a country and a state “with an
extremely varied national composition”. The
bourgeois-democratic revolution in Austria
began in 1848 and completed in 1867. Lenin
writes that since then, a bourgeois constitution
was in force and a legal workers’ party
functioned there. Therefore, from the
standpoint of the development of capitalism in
general, in Austria and among its various
nations in particular, there were no factors 'that
produced leaps and bounds, a concomitant of
which might be the formation of nationally
independent states', meaning thereby that
though national strife and national differences
(and to that extent national oppression) were
present even among ruling national nations and
bourgeoisies, but that didn't produce the
required leaps and bounds that could lead to
formation of nationally independent states.
There was a uniqueness in its turn of events of
history that led to a unique national status of
Austria. Lenin writes: “Secondly, … Not only
was Austria for a long time a state in which the
Germans preponderated, but the Austrian
Germans laid claim to hegemony in the German
nation as a whole.” This “claim” was however
shattered in the war of 1866. The German nation
predominating in Austria (meaning that other
nations weren't place on equal status as German
in Austria from the very beginning) “found itself
outside the pale of the independent German
state” that took shape in 1871.”
There was also one more special incident. The
Hungarians did attempt to create an
independent national state but failed as the
Russian serf army had already crushed them as
far back as 1849.
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Thus, a very peculiar situation emerged that
made possible a striving “on the part of the
Hungarians and then of the Czechs, not for
separation from Austria, but, on the contrary, for
the preservation of Austria’s integrity12,
precisely in order to preserve (their) national
independence, which might have been
completely crushed by more rapacious and
powerful neighbours! Owing to this peculiar
situation, Austria assumed the form of a dual
state, and she is now being transformed into a
triple state (Germans, Hungarians, Slavs).”
A striving for preserving the unity and
integrity – this was at the root of the
uniqueness of Austria's dual or triple
state. This urge of unity forced the
predominating German nations to
stop dominating and share state
power and other things with
Hungarians and later with Czechs
almost on equal basis. This again
bring us to India's case. This urge of
unity can be seen in the multinational
state of India's too. In case of India, in
brief, it originated however from a
different background, one that has its
root in collective efforts of all nations
residing in India's old imperial
boundary, for first of all gaining
independence from the British
Imperialism and then deciding and
fighting about their own national
independence. However, it turned out
completely differently after the British
went back, for nations of the
periphery of India's boundary. While
within the mainland, the different
nations were in the main 'ready' (with
some exceptions, of course) to be coopted and incorporated as partners in
India's state power on the basis of
federalism (that too stunted) with a
strong centre (which turned out to be
very strong as time passed) mainly
led and controlled by the big
bourgeoisie (Gujrati and Marwaris) of
the bigger (Hindi speaking) nation, but

those on periphery kept demanding
separation and independence from
India's newly formed state. So, here in
India too, a multinational state
emerged under the predominance of a
particular nation with other nations,
particularly those on periphery being
crushed brutally even today when I
am penning my article. In Austria, no
such brutal crushing of small nations,
not even of Poles and Ruthenians,
existed, though sense of national
alienation was in good amount and
they, even the ruling nations, never
ceased to dream of forming into
independent nations. So, similarity of
India's situations with Austria's are
only small and restricted - in a definite
and not in a general sense. So
similarity of Austria with India ceases
after that. So far as the locations of
brutally oppressed nations on India's
periphery is concerned, conditions in
India are similar to those in Russia.
For example, like in Russia, in India
too, the oppression nation occupies a
vast
unbroken
territory
(Hindi
heartland) inhabited by a vast Hindi
population
and
other
brutally
oppressed peoples inhabit the border
regions. After this, again similarities
in general with Russia also end.
Is it wholly true that Austrian social democrat
didn't adopt the right to self determination?
No, it is not. The actual fact is stated by Lenin
while responding to Rosa's criticism –
“...even from the purely factual angle,
Rosa Luxemburg’s assertion that the
Austrian
Social-Democrats’
programme does not contain any
recognition of the right of nations to
self-determination is incorrect. We
need only open the Minutes of the
Brünn Congress, which adopted the
national programme, to find the
statements by the Ruthenian SocialDemocrat Hankiewicz on behalf of the
entire
Ukrainian
(Ruthenian)

12

It however doesn't and mustn't mean that the urge or aspirations for national unity and independence had ceased to exist
in them.
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delegation (p. 85 of the Minutes), and
by the Polish Social-Democrat Reger
on behalf of the entire Polish
delegation (p. 108), to the effect that
one of the aspirations of the
Austrian Social-Democrats of both
the above-mentioned nations is to
secure national unity, and the
freedom and independence of their
nations. Hence, while the Austrian
Social-Democrats did not include the
right of nations to self-determination
directly in their programme, they did
nevertheless allow the demand for
national independence to be
advanced by sections of the party.
In effect, this means, of course, the
recognition of the right of nations to
self-determination!
Thus,
Rosa
Luxemburg’s reference to Austria
speaks against Rosa Luxemburg in all
respects.”

Though,
in
Austria,
German,
Hungarian and Czechs all participated
in state power almost on equal basis,
there were lots of national bickerings
and wrangling that made the national
question the hub of political activities
in Austria. It means, national
differences and fights over them
existed even among Germans and
Hungarians. Apart from that, the fact
that polish and Ruthenians sections
of the Austrian social democrats had
aspirations for national unity and
independence, proves that national
question was very much present on
the
whole,
even
though
the
bourgeoisie of those nations weren't
oppressed as such, in general sense
of the term. But when considered in a
strictly dialectical sense, to the extent
national differences and bickerings
existed, there also existed national
oppression and a feeling of national
unity and a desire of forming into a
separate independent national state.
Here it is clear that the Ruthenians and
the poles harboured such feelings as
the feelings of national unity and
wanted to be formed into separate
nations, and when they so proposed
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before the party and demanded the
right to self-determination, the party
had no hesitation whatsoever to allow
it, even though there is no such
evidence that they were brutally
suppressed by the alliance of three
ruling nations or ruling nations
individually. And sofar as existence of
national strife, national difference,
sense of national alienation, and to
that national oppression, etc. are
concerned, these existed not only
among
smaller
nations
such
Ruthenians and poles but also among
the three ruling nations, otherwise the
Austria's capital won't have been the
hub of national politics, to the extent of
disrupting parliament, which proves
beyond doubt that things weren't as
equally placed, and can't be equally
placed for all nations, even if they are
all ruling in an alliance and all are
enjoying 'equal' status.
This brings us to India's case for some
consideration. It forces us to think of
the real fate of its mainland second
grade nations “participating” in the so
called ruling alliance, particularly when
the biggest among all of them [those
who stand first and foremost for unity
and integrity of India and not for
equality of nations, the latest open
(Hindutva)
version
being
most
reactionary calling for One Nation
Hindu Rashtra), One Language (Hindi)
and One Culture (Hindu Culture)] has
been continuously pushing for its
domination by all possible means. The
situations that existed in Austria
provide a lot of things to learn how
thing could have been with respect to
Punjabi, Bengali and other small
nations who have been co-opted within
the ruling alliance of nations led by
Gujrati and Marwaris. Initially, till the
70s and 80s, Marwaris were the main
player, but exclusively since 2014
things have gone too much in favour of
Gujaratis. So, with the rise of fascism,
contradictions not only among smaller
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and brutally oppressed nations, even
acute strife and tension is bound to
surface between the biggest partners
too, while national strife is bound to
resurface in appreciable amount
between the biggest partners and the
small partners. Insofar as such a
situation is day-by-day mounting due
to increasing fascist onslaught in the
country led by RSS-BJP combine, it is
certain for all of us to properly take
note of it. But, inasmuch as the
fascists
are
still
away
from
establishing open terroristic rule, The
worst still keeps waiting in semi-dark
conditions if not in the dark situation.
We don't know how the things will
exactly unfold.

“PRACTICALITY” IN NATIONAL
QUESTION
This question is very important so far as fight
against oppressed and refined nationalism is
concerned. Lenin writes that the proletariat is
opposed to Bourgeois definition (point of view)
of “practicality'. Bourgeoisie strive to garner
from the proletariat and the toilers “support for
all national aspirations”. The class of oppressed
Bourgeoisie in particular thinks that only such a
point of view is practical.
However, Lenin writes:
“the proletariat’s policy in the
national question (as in all others)
supports the bourgeoisie only in a
certain direction, but it never
coincides with the bourgeoisie’s
policy. The working class supports
the bourgeoisie only in order to
secure national peace (which the
bourgeoisie cannot bring about
completely and which can be
achieved
only
with
complete
democracy), in order to secure equal
rights and to create the best
conditions for the class struggle.
Therefore, it is in opposition to the
practicality of the bourgeoisie that
the proletarians advance their own
principles in the national question;
they always give the bourgeoisie
only conditional support”. (p. 418.
vol-20 LCW)
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What are the things that bourgeoisie run after
and strive for in national question? Bourgeoisie
is out for either privileges for its own nation, or
exceptional advantages for it in the national
question, whereas the proletariat is for
national peace and unity of workers and
toilers. So the proletariat can't support the
“practicality” of the bourgeoisie. The
proletariat is opposed to all privileges, to all
exclusiveness which is practical things for the
bourgeoisie. So, to demand that working class
should be “practical” means following the lead
of the bourgeoisie, falling into national
opportunism.
Lenin thus puts his views with profound clarity.
This
“practicality”
demands
from
us
communists a categorical 'yes' or 'no' reply to
any demand of secession that is or may be
raised by a national bourgeoisie. Naturally, we
can't and won't oblige them with such
“practicality”. Lenin says, “it is metaphysical in
theory, while in practice it leads to
subordinating
the
proletariat
to
the
bourgeoisie’s policy.” The bourgeoisie always
places its national demands in the forefront in a
categorical fashion, whereas the proletariat
subordinate these demands to the interests of
the class struggle. It means that we can't say
theoretically in advance 'whether the
bourgeois-democratic revolution will end in
a given nation seceding from another nation,
or in its equality with the latter' for in either
case the main thing to see for the proletariat
is that which of the case 'will ensure the
development of its class'. This goes directly
against the bourgeoisie of that nation and hence
they will do everything to hamper this
development by pushing its divisive agenda to
the forefront in an otherwise democratic and
progressive national struggle, the struggle of a
nation against its oppression by another nation.
This is how things stand for the proletariat in the
national question on the issue of “practicality”
which was also and incidentally raised by Rosa.
Lenin writes, “That is why the proletariat
confines itself, so to speak, to the negative
demand for recognition of the right to selfdetermination, without giving guarantees to
any nation, and without undertaking to give
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anything at the expense of another nation.”
(ibid)
Lenin further says that what is unpractical from
the standpoint of the bourgeoisie is the only
guarantee of securing the most democratic of
all solutions of the national question. The kind of
guarantee that bourgeoisie demands in the
name of “practically” is not what the proletariat
wants. In all national movements, we can say
that the proletariat and the bourgeoisie act like
two mutually contradictory competitors - both
trying to strengthen their own class, while
fighting against national oppression of other
nations or nations.

QUESTION OF “FEASIBILITY” LEADS TO
A SOLUTION DETRIMENTAL TO
PROLETARIAT
More dangerous is however the question of
“feasibility.” The question of “feasibility” is
such that forces as well as encourages the
nationally oppressed bourgeoisie to come to
terms
with
the
nationally
oppressor
bourgeoisie, to the detriment of the
proletariat, as Lenin had said. Lenin writes –
“The bourgeoisie is most of all
interested in the “feasibility” of a
given demand—hence the invariable
policy of coming to terms with the
bourgeoisie of other nations, to the
detriment of the proletariat. For the
proletariat, however, the important
thing is to strengthen its class against
the bourgeoisie and to educate the
masses in the spirit of consistent
democracy and socialism” (p.418,
vol-20)

Lenin here clearly opines that on
account of the excessive interest of
bourgeoisie in “feasibility” of a given
demand results in an “invariable
policy of coming to terms (of an
oppressed nation ~ added) with the
bourgeoisie of other nations” and this
may be detrimental to the interests of
the proletariat and toilers. What is the
lead in this statement of Lenin for us?
The main lead is that it may lead to
unholy compromises and alliance of
the oppressed bourgeoisie with the
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oppressor bourgeoisie for the so
called 'solution' of national question,
which may be detrimental to the
nationally oppressed proletariat and
the toilers, but may be advantageous
to
the
nationally
oppressed
bourgeoisie. Given that the national
bourgeoisie comes to terms with the
oppressor nations, it will be
advantageous to the oppressed
bourgeoisie. Herein lies a possibility
that national question may get solved
for the bourgeoisie but may not be
solved to the advantage of the
working class i.e. scope for national
oppression of the people at large of
that nation may continue and similarly
the scope of national strife among the
people at large, such as on question
of language and other related issues
including the issues of territory and
distribution
of
population,
is
deliberately left unsolved, solely with
a purpose to “divide and rule” the
workers and toilers of different
nations. It means that the national
oppression may get solved and be
over for the oppressed bourgeoisie in
a limited sense (the limit is
determined by the economic status
and opportunity allowed or offered by
the oppressor nation) but not for the
masses, not even in that same limited
sense which however doesn't mean
that national oppression of the
bourgeoisie is completely eliminated.
Given the extraordinarily clandestine
and cunning character of big
bourgeoisie, it is beyond doubt that
they know how to foil equality which
they declare to have given and foster
inequality.
When Lenin candidly writes that
seeing or measuring the “feasibility”
of a given demand the bourgeoisie
invariably pursue the policy of coming
to terms with the bourgeoisie of other
nations, to the detriment of the
proletariat, it automatically means
that the oppressed bourgeoisie of a
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given oppressed nation may give in to
the oppressor bourgeoisie of the
oppressor nation, while securing
feasible concessions and settlement
for themselves and those feasible
settlements may be detrimental to the
interests of the proletariat and toilers
both as what is detrimental to the
proletariat is also detrimental to other
toilers.
What is the lead for us in this
statement of Lenin? To ascertain this
is the main important thing in this
connection. The main lead is that it
may lead to unholy compromises and
alliance of the oppressed bourgeoisie
with the oppressor bourgeoisie for the
so called 'solution' and settlement of
the national question, which may still
be detrimental to the nationally
oppressed proletariat and the toilers,
but may be advantageous to the
nationally oppressed bourgeoisie. It
clearly means that the question of
national oppression may get solved
and be over for the oppressed
bourgeoisie but may not be over for
the masses of the people, for the
workers, other toilers including petty
producers including poor and lower
middle peasants, and of course for
small bourgeoisie including upper
middle and rich peasants. It means
that the national oppression may get
solved and be over for the oppressed
bourgeoisie in a limited sense (the
limit is determined by the economic
status and opportunity allowed or
offered by the oppressor nation) but
not for the masses, not even in that
same limited sense which however
doesn't
mean
that
national
oppression of the bourgeoisie is
completely eliminated. Given the
extraordinarily
clandestine
and
cunning character of big bourgeoisie,
it is beyond doubt that they know how
to foil equality which they declare to
have given and foster inequality.
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Given, according to Lenin, that the
national bourgeoisie comes to terms
with the oppressor nations such that
it will be advantageous to the
oppressed bourgeoisie, so herein lies
a possibility (to be later taken up
extensively connecting it with the
experience of the ruling alliance of the
three nations in Austria) that national
question may get solved for the
bourgeoisie but may not be equally
solved to the advantage of the
working class and other mass of
people of that nation; the scope for
national oppression and national
strife or difference for the people at
large of that nation may continue,
getting reflected too often in varied
form of suppression of a national
language, culture and other related
issues including the issues of partial
distribution
of
territory
and
population etc., is deliberately left
unsolved solely with a purpose (in
unison with the big oppressive
bourgeoisie) to “divide and rule” the
workers and toilers of different
nations. We shall come to this issue in
a separate essay.
That's why Lenin writes: “The whole task of the
proletariat in the national question is
“unpractical” (as viewed ~ added) from the
standpoint of the nationalist bourgeoisie of
every nation, because the proletarians,
opposed as they are to nationalism of every
kind, demand “abstract” equality; they
demand, as a matter of principle, that there
should be no privileges, however slight. Failing
to grasp this, Rosa Luxemburg, by her
misguided eulogy of practicality, has opened
the door wide for the opportunists, and
especially for opportunist concessions to GreatRussian nationalism.”
This is how Rosa commits a serious sin in the
name of “practicality”
Further –
“The proletariat is opposed to such
practicality.
While
recognising
equality and equal rights to a national
state, it values above all and places
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foremost the alliance of the
proletarians of all nations, and
assesses any national demand, any
national separation, from the angle
of the workers’ class struggle. This
call for practicality is in fact merely a
call for uncritical acceptance of
bourgeois aspirations.”

But, what is important that just after this, in the
same breath, Lenin also criticises those who
oppose the nation's right to secede.
“By supporting the right to secession,
we are told, you are supporting the
bourgeois
nationalism
of
the
oppressed nations. This is what Rosa
Luxemburg says, and she is echoed
by Semkovsky, the opportunist…
Our reply to this is: No, it is to the
bourgeoisie that a “practical”
solution of this question is important.
To the workers the important thing is
to distinguish the principles of the two
trends. Insofar as the bourgeoisie of
the oppressed nation fights the
oppressor, we are always, in every
case, and more strongly than anyone
else, in favour, for we are the
staunchest and the most consistent
enemies of oppression. But insofar as
the bourgeoisie of the oppressed
nation stands for its own bourgeois
nationalism, we stand against. We
fight against the privileges and
violence of the oppressor nation, and
do not in any way condone strivings
for privileges on the part of the
oppressed nation.”

Criticising vehemently Rosa and all others who
deny to accept the right of nations to secede,
Lenin further writes:
" … If, in our political agitation, we fail
to advance and advocate the slogan
of the right to secession, we shall play
into the hands, not only of the
bourgeoisie, but also of the feudal
landlords and the absolutism of the
oppressor nation. Kautsky long ago
used this argument against Rosa
Luxemburg, and the argument is
indisputable. When, in her anxiety
not to “assist” the nationalist
bourgeoisie of Poland, Rosa
Luxemburg rejects the right to
secession in the programme of the
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Marxists in Russia, she is in fact
assisting the Great-Russian Black
Hundreds. She is in fact assisting
opportunist
tolerance
of
the
privileges
(and
worse
than
privileges) of the Great Russians.
Carried away by the struggle against
nationalism
in
Poland,
Rosa
Luxemburg
has
forgotten
the
nationalism of the Great Russians,
although it is this nationalism that is
the most formidable at the present
time. It is a nationalism that is more
feudal than bourgeois, and is the
principal obstacle to democracy and
to the proletarian struggle. The
bourgeois
nationalism
of
any
oppressed nation has a general
democratic content that is directed
against oppression, and it is this
content that we unconditionally
support. At the same time we
strictly distinguish it from the
tendency
towards
national
exclusiveness; we fight against the
tendency of the Polish bourgeois to
oppress the Jews, etc., etc. This is
“unpractical” from the standpoint of
the bourgeois and the philistine, but
it is the only policy in the national
question that is practical, based on
principles, and really promotes
democracy, liberty and proletarian
unity. The recognition of the right to
secession for all; the appraisal of
each
concrete
question
of
secession from the point of view of
removing all inequality, all
privileges, and all exclusiveness.”
(p.420, V. 20, bold added)

This is the kernel of Leninist policy, taking care
of both – the vacillations towards oppressor
nation as well as vacillations towards oppressed
nation.
“…we cannot move towards that goal
(class goal ¬ added) unless we
combat all nationalism, and uphold
the equality of the various nations.
Whether the Ukraine, for example,
is destined to form an independent
state is a matter that will be
determined
by
a
thousand
unpredictable factors. Without
attempting idle “guesses”, we
firmly uphold something that is
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beyond doubt: the right of the
Ukraine to form such a state. We
respect this right; we do not uphold
the privileges of Great Russians with
regard to Ukrainians; we educate the
masses in the spirit of recognition of
that right, in the spirit of rejecting
state privileges for any nation.”

SOCIALISM AND EVASION OF RIGHT TO
SELF-DETERMINATION
Can we evade the recognition of a nation's Right
to Self-Determination (up to right to secession)
because we have already recognised in the
program of Socialism or Socialist Revolution the
equality of all nations and our opposition to all
national injustices and violence?
According to Lenin, 'no' and according to Rosa,
'yes'. This was the Rosa's second most profound
error on the national question.
Lenin criticised her for this, too, in no uncertain
terms.
Lenin writes:
“Her ... argument is actually a timid
evasion of the question whether or
not recognition of national equality
includes recognition of the right to
secession. If it does, then Rosa
Luxemburg admits that, in principle,
§9 of our Programme (article 9 speaks
of the right a nation to selfdetermination, including secession)
is correct. If it does not, then she does
not recognise national equality.
Shuffling and evasions will not help
matters here!” (p.430, ibid)

Lenin concludes this by saying –
“The interests of the working class
and of its struggle against capitalism
demand complete solidarity and the
closest unity of the workers of all
nations; they demand resistance to
the nationalist policy of the
bourgeoisie of every nationality.
Hence, Social-Democrats would be
deviating from proletarian policy
and subordinating the workers to
the policy of the bourgeoisie if they
were to repudiate the right of
nations to self-determination, i.e.,
the right of an oppressed nation to
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secede, or if they were to support
all the national demands of the
bourgeoisie of oppressed nations.”
(p.432, ibid)

Here again we can see that Lenin takes care of
both the deviations. While Lenin attacks those
who repudiate the right of an oppressed nation
to secede from an alien body, in the same
breadth he doesn't spare those who show the
slightest tendency to fall a prey to bourgeoise
nationalism (refer to the bold lines in the above
quote). This is evident throughout his writings.
This shows, on this question (as on all other
questions) how much rigorous he was.
Lenin advocates for the proletariat to remain
indifferent to display of all types of national
prejudices.
"It makes no difference to the hired
worker whether he is exploited
chiefly
by
the
Great-Russian
bourgeoisie rather than the nonRussian bourgeoisie, or by the Polish
bourgeoisie rather than the Jewish
bourgeoisie, etc. The hired worker
who has come to understand his class
interests is equally indifferent to the
state privileges of the Great Russian
capitalists and to the promises of the
Polish or Ukrainian capitalists to set
up an earthly paradise when they
obtain state privileges.” (ibid)
“Capitalism is developing and will
continue to develop, anyway, both in
integral states with a mixed
population and in separate national
states. In any case the hired worker
will be an object of exploitation.
Successful
struggle
against
exploitation
requires
that
the
proletariat be free of nationalism, and
be absolutely neutral, so to speak, in
the fight for supremacy that is going
on among the bourgeoisie of the
various nations. If the proletariat of
any one nation gives the slightest
support to the privileges of its “own”
national bourgeoisie, that will
inevitably rouse distrust among the
proletariat of another nation; it will
weaken the international class
solidarity of the workers and divide
them, to the delight of the
bourgeoisie. Repudiation of the right
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to self-determination or to secession
inevitably means, in practice,
support for the privileges of the
dominant nation.' (ibid)

INTERESTING CASE OF NORWAY'S
SECESSION
Do the Social-Democrats in a mixed national
state need a programme that recognises the
right to self-determination or secession?
The Norway's secession confirms it more
strikingly that the proletariat must choose to be
neutral in the fight of supremacy among various
nations and advocate for the recognition of the
right of political self-determination of a nation.
Lenin quotes Rosa on the topic and then
criticizes her. The quote is very informative for
readers as to what happened in Sweden and
how Norway seceded from Sweden. That's why
I am giving it here in full.
“The latest event in the history of
federative relations, the secession of
Norway from Sweden—which at the
time was hastily seized upon by the
social-patriotic Polish press (see the
Cracow Naprzód186) as a gratifying
sign of the strength and progressive
nature of the tendency towards state
secession—at once provided striking
proof that federalism and its
concomitant, separation, are in no
way an expression of progress or
democracy. After the so-called
Norwegian ‘revolution’, which meant
that the Swedish king was deposed
and compelled to leave Norway, the
Norwegians coolly proceeded to
choose another king, formally
rejecting, by a national referendum,
the proposal to establish a republic.
That which superficial admirers of all
national movements and of all
semblance
of
independence
proclaimed to be a ‘revolution’ was
simply a manifestation of peasant and
petty-bourgeois particularism, the
desire to have a king ‘of their own’ for
their money instead of one imposed
upon
them
by
the
Swedish
aristocracy, and was, consequently, a
movement that had absolutely
nothing in common with revolution.
At the same time, the dissolution of
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the union between Sweden and
Norway showed once more to what
extent, in this case also, the
federation which had existed until
then was only an expression of purely
dynastic interests and, therefore,
merely a form of monarchism and
reaction.” (Przeglad.)

Criticising this, Lenin writes:
"Admittedly, it would have been
difficult for her to have revealed the
hopelessness of her position more
saliently than she has done in this
particular instance. The question was,
and is: do the Social-Democrats in a
mixed national state need a
programme that recognises the right
to self-determination or secession?
What does the example of Norway,
cited by Rosa Luxemburg, tell us on
this point? Our author (Rosa ¬ added)
twists and turns, exercises her wit and
rails at Naprzód, but she does not
answer
the
question!
Rosa
Luxemburg speaks about everything
under the sun so as to avoid saying a
single word about the actual point at
issue! Undoubtedly, in wishing to
have a king of their own for their
money, and in rejecting, in a national
referendum, the proposal to establish
a republic, the Norwegian petty
bourgeoisie displayed exceedingly
bad
philistine
qualities.
Undoubtedly, Naprzód displayed
equally bad and equally philistine
qualities in failing to notice this. But
what has all this to do with the case?
The question under discussion was
the right of nations to selfdetermination and the attitude to be
adopted by the socialist proletariat
towards this right! Why, then, does
not Rosa Luxemburg answer this
question instead of beating about the
bush?" (p. 434, ibid)

What is the reason behind the blindfoldedness
of Rosa? Lenin answers this question with an
idiom –
“To a mouse, there is no stronger
beast than the cat. To Rosa
Luxemburg there is evidently no
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stronger beast than the “Fracy”.13
…To analyse this example in Marxist
fashion, we must deal, not with the
vices of the awfully terrible “Fracy”,
but, first, with the concrete historical
features of the secession of Norway
from Sweden, and secondly, with the
tasks which confronted the proletariat
of both countries in connection with
this secession.” (ibid)
“The geographic, economic and
language ties between Norway and
Sweden are as intimate as those
between the Great Russians and
many other Slav nations. But the union
between Norway and Sweden was not
a voluntary one. … Norway was
ceded to Sweden by the monarchs
during the Napoleonic wars, against
the will of the Norwegians; and the
Swedes had to bring troops into
Norway to subdue her. Despite the
very extensive autonomy which
Norway enjoyed (she had her own
parliament, etc.), there was constant
friction between Norway and Sweden
for many decades after the union, and
the Norwegians strove hard to throw
off the yoke of the Swedish
aristocracy. At last, in August 1905,
they succeeded: the Norwegian
parliament resolved that the Swedish
king was no longer king of Norway,
and in the referendum held later
among the Norwegian people, the
overwhelming
majority
(about
200,000 as against a few hundred)
voted for complete separation from
Sweden. After a short period of
indecision, the Swedes resigned
themselves to the fact of secession.

This example shows us on what
grounds the cases of the secession
of nations are practicable, and
actually occur, under modern
economic
and
political
relationships, and the form that
secession sometimes assumes
under conditions of political
freedom and democracy.14 No
Social-Democrat will deny—unless
he would profess indifference to
questions of political freedom and
democracy (in which case he is
naturally no longer a SocialDemocrat)— that this example
virtually proves that it is the bounden
duty of class-conscious workers to
conduct systematic propaganda and
prepare the ground for the settlement
of conflicts that may arise over the
secession of nations, not in the
“Russian way”, but only in the way
they were settled in 1905 between
Norway and Sweden. This is exactly
what is meant by the demand in the
programme for the recognition of the
right
of
nations
to
selfdetermination.” (p.435, ibid)

Lenin is so vivid when he writes:
“In the question of the selfdetermination of nations, as in every
other question, we are interested,
first and foremost, in the selfdetermination of the proletariat
within a given nation.”

In no other words and in no better way other
than this, the proletarian policy in national
questions could have been so beautifully yet so
plainly portrayed!

13

“Fracy” is the popular term for the “Polish Socialist Party”, its so-called revolutionary section, in actuality a petty
bourgeois outfit. The Cracow newspaper Naprzód shares the views of that “section”. Rosa Luxemburg is so blinded by
her fight against the nationalism of that “section” that she loses sight of everything except Naprzód. If Naprzód says “yes”,
Rosa Luxemburg considers it her sacred duty to say an immediate “no”, without stopping to think that by so doing she
does not reveal independence of Naprzód, but, on the contrary, her ludicrous dependence on the “Fracy” and her inability
to see things from a viewpoint any deeper and broader than that of the Cracow anthill. Naprzód, of course, is a wretched
and by no means Marxist organ; but that should not prevent us from properly analysing the example of Norway, once we
have chosen it. To analyse this example in Marxist fashion, we must deal, not with the vices of the awfully terrible “Fracy”,
but, first, with the concrete historical features of the secession of Norway from Sweden, and secondly, with the tasks which
confronted the proletariat of both countries in connection with this secession.
14
So Lenin hints that even when the most democratic solution of national questions has been offered and achieved, as was
achieved in Sweden and Norway which was under almost no concrete subjugation of Sweden, except for the fact they
didn't have their own king, the national question is still present and the secession may occur, and the working class must
adhere to the principle of recognition of the right to self-determination.
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The above statement has a great
bearing on the role of the proletariat in
national question. Inasmuch as the
proletariat forms the majority in a
nation and is subjected to all forms of
exploitation and oppression (including
culturally and linguistically), occupies
the national territory to its last nook and
corner, is capable of organising
production on its own and wipe out all
oppression by smashing the rule of
exploiters of all hues and colour, it is,
along with other toilers, in itself a
nation. So, once the proletariat of a
nation organises itself as a nation, and
so does the proletariat of all nations,
the national boundaries will themselves
and automatically disappear, then and
there. We shall usher in the era of
complete internationalism.
Look at what Lenin writes –
“This is true. It is impossible to
abolish national (or any other
political)
oppression
under
capitalism, since this requires the
abolition of classes, i.e., the
introduction of socialism. But while
being based on economics, socialism
cannot be reduced to economics
alone.
A
foundation—socialist
production—is essential for the
abolition of national oppression, but
this foundation must also carry a
democratically organised state, a
democratic
army,
etc.
By
transforming
capitalism
into
socialism the proletariat creates the
possibility of abolishing national
oppression; the possibility becomes
reality “only”—“only”!—with the
establishment of full democracy in all
spheres, including the delineation of
state frontiers in accordance with the
“sympathies” of the population,
including complete freedom to
secede. And this, in turn, will serve as
a basis for developing the practical
elimination of even the slightest
national friction and the least national
mistrust, for an accelerated drawing
together and fusion of nations that will
be completed when the state withers
away. This is the Marxist theory, the
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theory from which our Polish
colleagues
have
mistakenly
departed." (The discussion on selfdetermination summed up, LCW Vol.
22, p 323-325)

RESOLUTION OF THE LONDON
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS, 1896
The recognition of the right of an oppressed
nation to self-determination was also passed by
the delegates of the International Congress of
the social democrats held in as far back as 1896
in London.
This resolution reads:
“This Congress declares that it
stands for the full right of all
nations
to
self-determination
[Selbstbestimmungsrecht]
and
expresses its sympathy for the
workers of every country now
suffering under the yoke of military,
national or other absolutism. This
Congress calls upon the workers of
all these countries to join the ranks of
the
class-conscious
[Klassenbewusste—those
who
understand their class interests]
workers of the whole world in order
jointly to fight for the defeat of
international capitalism and for the
achievement of the aims of
international Social-Democracy.”

This is the Lenin's point of view on this
resolution
“The
International’s
resolution
reproduces the most essential and
fundamental propositions in this point
of view: on the one hand, the
absolutely
direct,
unequivocal
recognition of the full right of all
nations to self-determination; on the
other hand, the equally unambiguous
appeal
to
the
workers
for
international unity in their class
struggle. We think that this resolution
is absolutely correct, and that, to the
countries of Eastern Europe and Asia
at the beginning of the twentieth
century, it is this resolution, with both
its parts being taken as an integral
whole, that gives the only correct
lead to the proletarian class policy in
the national question.”
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MARX-ENGELS ON INDEPENDENCE OF
POLAND
Marx-Engels were in support of independence
of Poland.
Lenin writes:
“Karl Marx and Frederick Engels
considered it the bounden duty of the
whole of West-European democracy,
and still more of Social-Democracy,
to give active support to the demand
for Polish independence. For the
period of the 1840s and 1860s, the
period of the bourgeois revolutions in
Austria and Germany, and the period
of the “Peasant Reform” in Russia, this
point of view was quite correct and
the only one that was consistently
democratic and proletarian”

It must be remembered that Marx-Engels
supported the cause of Polish Independence,
even when it was the liberation struggle of the
gentry of Poland. Lenin writes:
“So long as the masses of the people
in Russia and in most of the Slav
countries were still sunk in torpor, so
long as there were no independent,
mass, democratic movements in
those countries, the liberation
movement of the gentry in Poland
assumed an immense and paramount
importance from the point of view, not

only of Russian, not only of Slav, but of
European democracy as a whole.”15

But what was correct in 40s, 50s and 60s didn't
remain correct in the twentieth century – writes
Lenin. If Marx had been alive, he also would
have changed his position.
Lenin writes:
“But while Marx’s standpoint was
quite correct for the forties, fifties and
sixties or for the third quarter of the
nineteenth century, it has ceased to
be correct by the twentieth century.
Independent democratic movements,
and even an independent proletarian
movement, have arisen in most Slav
countries, even in Russia, one of the
most backward Slav countries.
Aristocratic Poland has disappeared,
yielding place to capitalist Poland.
Under such circumstances Poland
could not but lose her exceptional
revolutionary importance.”
“The attempt of the P.S.P. (the Polish
Socialist Party, the present-day
“Fracy”) in 1896 to “establish” for all
time the point of view Marx had held
in a different epoch was an attempt to
use the letter of Marxism against the
spirit of Marxism. The Polish SocialDemocrats were therefore quite right
in attacking the extreme nationalism
of the Polish petty bourgeoisie and
pointing out that the national question

15

“Lenin is referring to the Polish national liberation insurrection of 1863-64 against the yoke of the tsarist autocracy. The
original cause of the rising was the tsarist government’s decision to carry out a special recruitment aimed at removing the
revolutionaryminded youth en masse from the cities. At first the rising was led by a Central National Committee formed
by the petty-nobles’ party of the “Reds” in 1862. Its programme demanding national independence for Poland, equal
rights for all men in the land, irrespective of religion or birth, transfer to the peasants of the land tilled by them with full
right of ownership and without redemption payments, abolition of the corvée, compensation for the landlords for the
alienated lands out of the state funds, etc., attracted to the uprising diverse sections of the Polish population— artisans,
workers, students, intellectuals from among the gentry, part of the peasantry and the clergy. …In the course of the
insurrection, elements united around the party of the “Whites” (the party of the big landed aristocracy and the big
bourgeoisie) joined it with the intention of using it in their own interests and, with the help of Britain and France, securing
a profitable deal with the tsarist government. ..The attitude of the revolutionary democrats of Russia towards the rebels
was one of deep sympathy, the members of Zemlya i Volya secret society associated with N. G. Chernyshevsky trying to
give them every possible assistance. The Central Committee of Zemlya i Volya issued an appeal “To the Russian Officers
and Soldiers”, which was distributed among the troops sent to suppress the insurrection. A. I. Herzen and N. P. Ogaryov
published a number of articles in Kolokol devoted to the struggle of the Polish people, and rendered material aid to the
rebels. … Owing to the inconsistency of the party of the “Reds”, which failed to hold the revolutionary initiative, the
leadership of the uprising passed into the hands of the “Whites”, who betrayed it. By the summer of 1864, the insurrection
was brutally crushed by the tsarist troops. Marx and Engels, who regarded the Polish insurrection of 1863-64 as a
progressive movement, were fully in sympathy with it and wished the Polish people victory in its struggle for national
liberation. On behalf of the German emigrant colony in London, Marx wrote an appeal for aid to the Poles (footnote in
Lenin's Vol 20).
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was of secondary importance to
Polish workers, in creating for the
first time a purely proletarian party in
Poland
and
proclaiming
the
extremely important principle that
the Polish and the Russian workers
must maintain the closest alliance in
their class struggle.”

So maintaining closest unity of workers of
Poland with those of Russia in the beginning of
20th century was the main policy and the
national question became secondary. It doesn't
mean that national question was abandoned.
Only a crook will derive such a meaning.
Social democrats, it is true, didn't support the
cause of polish independence in the beginning
of the 20th century, but, as Lenin writes, did it
also mean that the principle of political selfdetermination of nations, or the right to secede,
was regarded as something rejected for
Poland?
This is what Stalin wrote in his famous thesis
“National Question And Marxism” –
"At the end of the nineteenth century
the Polish Marxists were already
declaring against the secession of
Poland; and they too were right, for
during the fifty years that had elapsed
profound changes had taken place,
bringing Russia and Poland closer
economically
and
culturally.
Moreover, during that period the
question of secession had been
converted from a practical matter into
a matter of academic dispute, which
excited nobody except perhaps
intellectuals abroad. This, of course,
by no means precludes the
possibility that certain internal and
external conditions may arise in
which the question of the secession of
Poland may again come on the order
of the day.”

Actual facts of later day history also confirmed
it. Poland exercised its right to secede and was
granted independence unconditionally just the
other she demanded it from Socialist Russia, just
after the victory of the great October
Revolution.
Lenin writes in 1913 this:
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“No. At a time when bourgeoisdemocratic revolutions in Eastern
Europe and Asia have begun, in this
period of the awakening and
intensification of national movements
and of the formation of independent
proletarian parties, the task of these
parties with regard to national policy
must be two fold: recognition of the
right of all nations to selfdetermination, since bourgeoisdemocratic reform is not yet
completed and since working-class
democracy consistently, seriously
and sincerely (and not in a liberal,
Kokoshkin fashion) fights for equal
rights for nations; then, a close,
unbreakable alliance in the class
struggle of the proletarians of all
nations in a given state, throughout all
the
changes
in
its
history,
irrespective of any reshaping of the
frontiers of the individual states by
the bourgeoisie.”

The 1896 resolution of the International was
formulated in the same spirit.
Similarly, the underlying principle of the
resolution adopted by the Conference of
Russian Marxists held in the summer of 1913 has
the same substance. It recognised both - the
right to self-determination and secession as
well as warned the workers against the
nationalist slogans of the bourgeoisie of any
nation and demanded the unity and
amalgamation of the workers of all nations in
internationally
united
proletarian
organisations.
Actually, according to Lenin, the recognition
of the right of all nations to selfdetermination implies the maximum of
democracy and the minimum of nationalism
which may look like a contradiction only to
those who have extremely shallow minds, who
are incapable of grasping the importance of
unity of class and indivisibility of class struggle
in dealing with national question from the very
beginning.
When the Swedish workers upheld Norway's
freedom to secede and form an independent
state, then proletariat of both Sweden and
Norway gained enormous strength. It is all a
well established fact.
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MARX-ENGELS AND FIRST
INTERNATIONAL ON NATIONAL
QUESTION (POLAND AND IRELAND)
Initially, particularly Engels, had no faith in the
insurrection of the polish gentry. But (12 years)
later, both Marx and Engels treated Poland and
its struggle for Independence with ardent and
profound sympathy. When drafting the Address
of the (first) International in 1864, what Marx
wrote to Engels (on November 4, 1864) clearly
shows it. “Marx had no doubt as to the
subordinate position of the national question as
compared with the labour question.” But it
doesn't mean that he ignored the national
movement. There is no truth in this gossip. It is
well known that when it came to taking sides on
national questions he combated big nations. In
a letter to Engels, he wrote that “I had to combat
Mazzini's nationalism” and that “I spoke of
countries, not of nationalities, and denounced
Russia, not the minores gentium.”
A few years later, in 1866, he criticises
Proudhon who declared nationalities as
absurdity.
Lenin writes:
“Yesterday, Marx wrote on June 20,
1866, “there was a discussion in the
International Council on the present
war... The discussion wound up, as
was to be foreseen, with ‘the question
of nationality’ in general and the
attitude we take towards it... The
representatives of ‘Young France’
(nonworkers) came out with the
announcement that all national ties
and even nations were ‘antiquated
prejudices’... The English laughed
very much when I began my speech
by saying that our friend Lafargue
and others, who had done away with
nationalities, had spoken ‘French’ to
us, i.e., a language which nine-tenths

of the audience did not understand. I
also suggested that by the negation
of nationalities he appeared, quite
unconsciously, to understand their
absorption by the model French
nation.”

Lenin further writes:
“The conclusion that follows from all
these critical remarks of Marx’s is
clear: the working class should be the
last to make a fetish of the national
question, since the development of
capitalism does not necessarily
awaken all nations to independent
life. But to brush aside the mass
national movements once they have
started, and to refuse to support what
is progressive in them means, in
effect, pandering to nationalistic
prejudices, that is, recognising
“one’s own nation” as a model nation
(or, we would add, one possessing
the exclusive privilege of forming a
state)”

“Once the mass national movements have
started” - This is what Lenin writes and it is very
important. This conveys an important warning
that while the proletariat by themselves or
positively doesn't raise the issue (don't make a
fetish of national movement) but it must not
brush the issue aside once it has been raised or
mass national movement have started.
With regard to Marx's position on Ireland, this is
what he wrote to Engels on November 2, 1867
“I have done my best to bring about
this demonstration of the English
workers in favour of Fenianism... I
used to think the separation of Ireland
from England impossible. I now think
it inevitable, although after the
separation
there
may
come
federation.”16

16

Though, in principle, an enemy of federalism, Marx in this instance granted the possibility of federation, as well,* if only
the emancipation of Ireland was achieved in a revolutionary, not reformist way, through a movement of the mass of the
people of Ireland supported by the working class of England – Lenin writes. (p.449)
Lenin also writes this in the footnote (on the same page)– " By the way, it is not difficult to see why, from a SocialDemocratic point of view, the right to “self-determination” means neither federation nor autonomy (although, speaking in
the abstract, both come under the category of “self-determination”). The right to federation is simply meaningless, since
federation implies a bilateral contract. It goes without saying that Marxists cannot include the defence of federalism in
general in their programme. As far as autonomy is concerned Marxists defend, not the “right” to autonomy, but autonomy
itself, as a general universal principle of a democratic state with a mixed national composition, and a great variety of
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Again on November 30 of the same year, he
writes this
“...what shall we advise the English
workers? In my opinion they must
make the Repeal of the Union”
[Ireland with England, i.e., the
separation of Ireland from England]
(in short, the affair of 1783, only
democratised and adapted to the
conditions of the time) an article of
their pronunziamento. This is the only
legal and therefore only possible
form of Irish emancipation which can
be admitted in the programme of an
English party. Experience must show
later whether a mere personal union
can continue to subsist between the
two countries...”

Further he writes
“...What the Irish need is: 1) Selfgovernment and independence from
England;
“2)
An
agrarian
revolution...”
“Marx attached great importance to
the Irish question and delivered hourand-a-half lectures on this subject at
the German Workers’ Union (letter of
December 17, 1867). In a letter dated
November 20, 1868, Engels spoke of
“the hatred towards the Irish found
among the English workers”, and
almost a year later (October 24,
1869), returning to this subject, he
wrote: “Il n’y a qu’un pas [it is only
one step] from Ireland to Russia...
Irish history shows what a misfortune
it is for one nation to have subjugated
another. All the abominations of the
English have their origin in the Irish
Pale. I have still to plough my way
through the Cromwellian period, but
this much seems certain to me, that
things would have taken another turn
in England, too, but for the necessity
of military rule in Ireland and the
creation of a new aristocracy there.”

In nutshell,
“At first Marx thought that Ireland
would not be liberated by the
national movement of the oppressed

nation, but by the working-class
movement of the oppressor nation.
Marx did not make an Absolute of the
national movement, knowing, as he
did, that only the victory of the
working class can bring about the
complete
liberation
of
all
nationalities.”
"However, it so happened that the
English working class fell under the
influence of the liberals for a fairly
long time, became an appendage to
the liberals, and by adopting a
liberal-labour policy left itself
leaderless. The bourgeois liberation
movement in Ireland grew stronger
and assumed revolutionary forms.
Marx reconsidered his views and
corrected it. “What a misfortune it is
for a nation to have subjugated
another.” The English-working class
will never be free until Ireland is
freed from the English yoke. Reaction
in England is strengthened and
fostered by the enslavement of
Ireland (just as reaction in Russia is
fostered by her enslavement of a
number of nations!).”
“And,
in
proposing
in
the
International a resolution of sympathy
with “the Irish nation”, … Marx
advocated the separation of Ireland
from England, “although after the
separation
there
may
come
federation”.

What were the theoretical grounds for Marx’s
conclusion?
“In England the bourgeois revolution
had been consummated long ago. But
it had not yet been consummated in
Ireland; it is being consummated only
now, after the lapse of half a century,
by the reforms of the English
Liberals. If capitalism had been
overthrown in England as quickly as
Marx had at first expected, there
would have been no room for a
bourgeois-democratic and general
national movement in Ireland. But
since it had arisen, Marx advised the
English workers to support it, give it

geographical and other conditions. Consequently, the recognition of the “right of nations to autonomy” is as absurd as
that of the “right of nations to federation”.
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a revolutionary impetus and see it
through in the interests of their own
liberty.”

Thus In the Irish question, too, Marx and Engels
pursued a consistently proletarian policy,
which really educated the masses in the spirit of
democracy and socialism.
“If the Irish and English proletariat
had not accepted Marx’s policy and
had not made the secession of Ireland
their slogan, this would have been the
worst sort of opportunism, a neglect
of their duties as democrats and
socialists, and a concession to English
reaction
and
the
English
bourgeoisie.”

SOME OTHER RELATED MINOR ISSUES
Proletariat And National Wrangling On
Language
Lenin in Russia was opposed to a single official
language, though he believed that on account of
“requirements of economic exchange”, the
nationalities living in one state (as long as they
wish to live together) “would be compelled to
study the language of the majority” and it is
something that a communist can't object.
Lenin calls it the basis of free and independent
“assimilation of nation”
Giving examples of Switzerland, he favours
multiple languages having the official status. In
Switzerland, there were three official languages
– German (spoken by 70% of the population),
French (22%) and Italian (7%). In Russia,
though Great Russian was spoken by only 43%
it was imposed on all other nations by law i.e.
giving it an official status. In Russia, other
nationalities such as for examples Ukrainians
constituted 17%, poles 6% and Belorussian only
4.5% of the population.
So, what must be the correct proletarian policy?
■

Abolish all privileges given to any
language.

■

Only by abolishing all privileges in the
field of language and by giving fullest
democracy to all languages can it be
finally decided in due course of time as
to which language will win recognition of
all nations as their common language –
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the language of all nations living in a
state.
■

It is also a part of gradual, free and
completely independent assimilation of
nations

How do liberals behave in this matter?
They on the one hand shout that they are against
privileges, but, from behind the back
(indirectly), they support privileges or “haggle
with feudalists and imperialists (big oppressor
nations, now for one and then for other
privileges.
Such liberal democrats are found not only in
oppressor nations but also in oppressed nations
– Lenin says
But Lenin at the same time differentiates
between Great Russian nationalism and other
nationalism, because of it being the worst of all
i.e. being of most violent character as well as
being in kinship with black hundred
Monarchists. (Purishkevich)
Proletariat And National Wrangling On
Culture
Lenin clearly writes that the slogan of working
class democracy is not national culture or
nationalism but the internationalist culture and
internationalism and world wide working class
movement based on world wide class unity.
What does it mean?
It means that according to Lenin the national
program of working class must include
■

Absolutely no privilege to any national
culture or language

■

the solution of the problem of national
culture and language (the political selfdetermination of nations) on the basis of
completely free democratic process and
methods

■

The free and democratic methods must
include “promulgation of a law or laws
that shall make any measure introducing
privileges and rise of militancy against
the equality of nations or the equality of
rights of national minorities illegal and
those who are involved in such attempts
punishable.”

Internationalist culture, what does it mean?
This is what precisely Lenin suggests
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■

■

■

working class democracy contraposes to
national wrangling of the bourgeoisie
and their parties over the question of
language and culture by "demanding
complete amalgamation of workers of all
nationalities in all working class
organisations – trade unions, cooperatives etc. in contradistinction to
bourgeois nationalism” as the basis of
equality of all nations, their languages
and culture.
only such a policy can uphold true
democracy and defend the interests of
the working class against capital which
has already become international and
becoming more so under modern day
monopoly capitalism
only such a policy can promote the
development of making towards a new
way of life that socialism is.

National Culture In General And The
Question of Class and Non-Class Culture
Marxists believe in class national culture. What
does it mean?
Lenin writes –
“The elements of democratic and
socialist culture are present, if only in
rudimentary form, in every national
culture, since in every nation there
are toiling and exploited masses,
whose conditions of life inevitably
give rise to the ideology of
democracy and socialism. But every
nation also possesses a bourgeois
culture (and most nations a
reactionary and clerical culture as
well) in the form, not merely of
“elements”, but of the dominant
culture. Therefore, the general
“national culture” is the culture of the
landlords, the clergy and the
bourgeoisie. This fundamental and,
for a Marxist, elementary truth, was
kept in the background by the
Bundist, who “drowned” it in his
jumble of words, i.e., instead of

revealing and clarifying the class gulf
to the reader, he in fact obscured it. In
fact, the Bundist acted like a
bourgeois, whose every interest
requires the spreading of a belief in a
non-class national culture.”

So general slogan of national culture means the
culture of the bourgeoisie and the landlords,
and hence a fraud for the proletariat and toilers.
The “class gulf” in national culture is very
important and Marxist-Leninist make it a
departure point by doing everything to reveal
this “class gulf” instead of obscuring it.
what happens to this “class gulf” when we
advance in general the national culture or
culture?
This class gulf is obscured and not revealed.
What
happens
“internationalism”
nationalism"?

when
we
in place of

advance
“general

This class gulf is revealed completely. We
actually take only the democratic and socialist
elements from all the national cultures. We do it
in opposition to bourgeois national culture or
nationalism.
Lenin puts in like this:
“The question is whether it is
permissible for a Marxist, directly or
indirectly, to advance the slogan of
national culture, or whether he should
oppose it by advocating, in all
languages, the slogan of workers’
internationalism while “adapting”
himself to all local and national
features.”

Further –
“Those who seek to serve the
proletariat must unite the workers of
all nations, and unswervingly fight
bourgeois nationalism, domestic and
foreign. The place of those who
advocate the slogan of national
culture is among the Marxists.”

If we can take a concrete example17, shouldn't
be reject the slogan of guarantee of

17

Taking a concrete example, shouldn't be reject the slogan of national culture in Punjab in the same manner as we reject
the slogan of Hindi culture and language – the culture of the oppressor nation in India? Shouldn't we instead fight it in the
truest spirit of internationalism that demands no privilege to any of them and no guarantee of development to be accorded
to any of them? Lenin, in the context of Russia, candidly writes that the same applies to even the most oppressed nationality
– the Jews?
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development of a particular national culture or
language (say Punjabi) in Punjab in the same
manner as we reject in case of imposition or
undertaking by state of guaranteeing of
development of Hindi language and culture –
the culture and language of the oppressor
nation in India? Shouldn't we instead fight all
such things in the truest spirit of
internationalism that demands no privilege to
any of them and no guarantee of development
to be accorded to any of them? Lenin, in the
context of Russia, candidly writes that the same
applies to even the most oppressed nationality
– the Jews?

LENIN ON CENTRALISATION VS
FEDERATION AND AUTONOMY
It is correctly said that Marxists stand not only for
centralisation but also for larger states. Why? Is it
because Marxist stand for tyranny and
bureaucracy? No. we Marxists stand for
centralised state as well as larger state because it
corresponds with and help the ultimate cause of
the proletariat.
Lenin Writes –
"Marxists are, of course, opposed to
federation and decentralisation, for
the simple reason that capitalism
requires for its development the
largest and most centralised possible
states. Other conditions being equal,
the class-conscious proletariat will
always stand for the larger state. It
will always fight against medieval
particularism, and will always
welcome the closest possible
economic amalgamation of large
territories in which the proletariat’s
struggle against the bourgeoisie can
develop on a broad basis.” (p.51, vol20)
We Marxist are well versed in this that the fate and
victory of socialism is integrally bound with the
Capitalism’s broad development and the rapid
growth of the productive forces. This, Lenin
writes, calls for large, politically compact and
united territories, since only here can the
bourgeois class—together with its inevitable
antipode, the proletarian class—unite and sweep
away all the old, medieval, caste, parochial,
petty-national, religious and other barriers (ibid)
without which proletariat's struggle can't develop
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on the broadest possible basis and thus victory of
socialism will be jeopardised.
Marxists are thus opposed, under any
circumstances, to advocacy of either the federal
principle or decentralisation for the simple
reason that “the great centralised state is a
tremendous historical step forward from
medieval disunity to the future socialist unity of
the whole world."
Lenin, in this perspective only, sees that such a
centralised state, which is historically inseparable
from capitalism, can be of great help when we
travel on road to socialism.
"It would, however, be inexcusable to forget that
in advocating centralism we advocate exclusively
democratic centralism" – Lenin writes
What does this democratic centralism mean here,
in the above context?
Lenin writes that his advocacy for centralism
doesn't "preclude local self-government, with
autonomy for regions having special economic
and social conditions, a distinct national
composition of the population, and so forth, and
hence democratic centralism necessarily
demands both.” (bold and italics added)
Like in Russia, centralism is constantly confused
with tyranny and bureaucracy in India. This is
linked with the history of both India and Russia.
Even then, Lenin writes, “it is quite inexcusable
for a Marxist to yield to it.”

LENIN ON CONNECTION BETWEEN
AUTONOMY AND CENTRALISM
Lenin conclusively writes that the two (Autonomy
and Centralism) don't constitute dialectical thesis
and anti-thesis. Rather, he writes, one (the former)
is necessary for the truest application of the other
(the latter), because unnecessary (bureaucratic)
interference from above in purely local matters
(regional, national, and other) hinders not only
"economic and political development in general"
but also impedes the application of centralism in
"serious, important and fundamental matters in
particular."
Lenin writes:
"one cannot conceive of a modern,
truly democratic state that did not
grant such autonomy to every region
having any appreciably distinct
economic and social features,
populations of a specific national
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composition, etc. The principle of
centralism, which is essential for the
development of capitalism, is not
violated by this (local and regional)
autonomy, but on the contrary is
applied by it democratically, not
bureaucratically) The broad, free and
rapid development of capitalism
would be impossible, or at least
greatly impeded, by the absence of
such autonomy, which facilitates the
concentration
of
capital,
the
development of the productive
forces, the unity of the bourgeoisie
and the unity of the proletariat on a
country-wide scale; for bureaucratic
interference in purely local (regional,
national, and other) questions is one
of the greatest obstacles to economic
and political development in general,
and an obstacle to centralism in
serious, important and fundamental
matters in particular." (p.53)

So, according to Lenin, providing
autonomy under a large and highly
centralised capitalist state to regions
with appreciably distinct economic
and social features, farm from being
an impediment, is a necessary tool
for democratically, in place of
bureaucratically,
applying
centralism.
Lenin debates Rosa who was in
general opposed to the slogan
autonomy, allowing it only in case of
Poland and by way of exception. It is
a well known fact that the Rosa's
errors on questions of autonomy
were utilized to oppose territorial
national autonomy.
Lenin further writes in favour of autonomy in this
way:
"Plainly, there can be no question of
any serious local reform in Russia
until these divisions are abolished
and superseded by a really
“modern” division that really meets
the requirements, not of the Treasury,
not of the bureaucracy, not of routine,
not of the landlords, not of the priests,
but of capitalism; and one of the

18

modern requirements of capitalism
is undoubtedly the greatest possible
national
uniformity
of
the
population, for nationality and
language identity are an important
factor making for the complete
conquest of the home market and for
complete freedom of economic
intercourse. (page -54, bold and
italics added)

LOGIC OF NATIONAL TERRITORY AND
SOVEREIGNTY OF THE PEOPLE
INHABITING IN IT
Where is the limit in deciding boundaries based
on "national territory”? Is there any such limit?
YES, according to Lenin.
On the one hand, he writes:
"A uniform national population is
undoubtedly one of the most reliable
factors making for free, broad and
really
modern
commercial
intercourse. It is beyond doubt that
not a single Marxist, and not even a
single firm democrat, will stand up for
the Austrian crown lands and the
Russian gubernias and uyezds18 or
challenge the necessity of replacing
these obsolete divisions by others
that will conform as far as possible
with the national composition of the
population. Lastly, it is beyond
doubt that in order to eliminate all
national oppression it is very
important to create autonomous
areas, however small, with entirely
homogeneous
populations,
towards which members of the
respective nationalities scattered
all over the country, or even all
over the world, could gravitate,
and with which they could enter
into relations and free associations
of every kind. All this is indisputable,
and can be argued against only from
the hidebound, bureaucratic point of
view. (p.56, ibid, bold added)
On the other hand, in the subsequent
paragraph, he writes:
"The national composition of the
population, however, is one of the

Read old medieval, despotic and bureaucratic divisions, suited not for modern capitalism i.e. the principle of nationality.
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very important economic factors, but
not the sole and not the most
important
factor.
Towns,
for
example,
play
an
extremely
important economic role under
capitalism, and everywhere, in
Poland, in Lithuania, in the Ukraine, in
Great Russia, and elsewhere, the
towns are marked by mixed
populations. To cut the towns off
from the villages and areas that
economically gravitate towards
them, for the sake of the “national”
factor, would be absurd and
impossible. That is why Marxists
must not take their stand entirely and
exclusively
on
the
“nationalterritorial” principle. (p.56, bold
added)

Then what are the other principles that Marxists
must base themselves while deciding about
boundaries? Lenin answers this, too, quoting “the
solution of the problem” provided and proposed
by the “last conference of Russian Marxists”
which he said was “far more correct than the
Austrian." He quotes this:
“... must provide for wide regional
autonomy [not for Poland alone, of
course, but for all the regions of
Russia]* and fully democratic local
self-government, and the boundaries
of the self-governing and autonomous
regions must be determined [not by
the boundaries of the present
gubernias, uyezds, etc., but] by the
local inhabitants themselves on the
basis of their economic and social
conditions, national make-up of the
population, etc.” (p.57, ibid, bold
added)

He subsequently writes that
“the local population alone can
“assess” those conditions with full
precision, and on that basis the
central parliament of the country will
determine the boundaries of the
autonomous regions and the powers
of autonomous Diets19.” (ibid, p.57)
Comrades!
This paper is not yet exhaustive and
complete. It is very much in the form of lengthy
and extensive reading notes and not yet fully
ready as a complete essay. Moreover, how do
national question and national tasks of the
proletariat work out in India hasn't been dealt
altogether. Yet, the paper is no less capable in
informing readers and comrades about our views
that give enough lead to precisely understand
what our approach could be as distinguishable
from or in conformity with others. In coming few
months, we will come up with our delineated
position on Our National Tasks in India.
It would be appropriate to however mention here
that though we are in broad agreement with
'Pratibaddh' on national question except on few
things as written in its papers, yet we encounter a
difference in properly applying Leninist rigour
(which we feel is palpably lacking) in dealing with
a question as vital as this (the national question).
Does it mean any serious disagreement infolding
in future? We can't say and hope it doesn't. As of
today, except for that above-mentioned Leninist
rigour, as I have said, we don't differ much.
Proletarian Reorganizing Committee,
Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist)

Here what do we see? We see that here “the
national composition of the population is placed
on the same level as the other conditions” such as
economic and social conditions.
It means that there are other economic and social
factors and conditions, which together with
national territory principle, Lenin writes “must
serve as a basis for determining the new
boundaries that will meet the needs of modern
capitalism, not of bureaucracy and Asiatic
barbarism.”

19

Diets were local autonomous bodies.
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ACTIVITIES

SEMINAR: ‘MARXISM AND NATIONAL QUESTION’
MUKTI SANGRAM
BARNALA, PUNJAB [7 NOV 2021]
TH

On the occasion of 104th anniversary of the
Great October Socialist Revolution of Russia, a
seminar on 'Marxism and the National Question'
was organized by Adara ‘Pratibaddh' in
Tarksheel Bhawan, Barnala, Punjab on 7th
November 2021. The keynote speakers in the
seminar
were
Sukhwinder
(Editor,
‘Pratibaddh’), Rohit Ruhela (CC member of
Inqlabi Mazdoor Kendra), Ajay Sinha (GS,
Proletarian Reorganizing Committee, CPI
(ML)), Amit Akash ('Sangharshrat Mehnatkash’
magazine), Parizaad ('Desh-Videsh’ magazine).
[Speeches of the main speakers can be heard
by clicking here (Sukhwinder), here (Ajay
Sinha), here (Amit Akash), here (Rohit
Ruhela), and here (Parizaad). The 2nd session
of the seminar can be viewed here.]
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The speakers said that the national question is
quite relevant in today's world. This is an
unresolved issue in India itself. Not only the
nations of Kashmir and the North-East are
trapped in the wheel of national oppression, but
nations in mainland India are also its victims.
The communist revolutionaries of India cannot
turn a blind eye to this issue. A correct
understanding of the national question can be
reached upon in light of the experience of
Marxism and the Soviet Union. A socialist
revolution in multinational capitalist India will
also put an end to national oppression. Along
with this, it was also said that communists never
support reactionary nationalism but only
progressive nationalism.
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Various speakers said that the October
Revolution had abolished national oppression
in Russia, termed back then as a prison of
nations, by overthrowing the Tsarist regime
there. Therefore, organizing this seminar on the
anniversary of October Revolution only adds to
its relevance. They also noted that Adara
‘Pratibaddh' deserves congratulations for
organizing this seminar.
During the discussion, apart from the above
speakers, Navjot Patiala, Jagjit Cheema, Manav,
Veer Singh, Navjot Raikot, Gurpreet, Harpreet,
Dr. Sukhdev also shared their views and asked
questions.
Jagseer Jida and comrades of revolutionary
platform 'Dastak', Navjot Patiala, Arsh, Kuldeep,
Namita, presented revolutionary songs.
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Ajaib Tiwana, Sukhdev Bhundri, Dr. Sukhdev
Santnagar, Com. Mandhir Singh constituted the
Presidium. At the end, former student leader
Ajaib Tiwana thanked all participants in the
seminar.
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CHITTAPROSAD
21 JUNE 1915 – 13 NOVEMBER 1978
ST

TH

On the 43rd memorial day of the revolutionary artist, we present below some of his masterpieces.
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FRIEDRICH ENGELS
201 BIRTHDAY OF THE REVOLUTIONARY THINKER
AND ONE OF THE GREATEST TEACHERS OF THE
WORLD PROLETARIAT,
[28 NOVEMBER 1820 – 5 AUGUST 1895]
ST

TH

TH

Labour is the source of all wealth, the political
economists assert. And it really is the source –
next to nature, which supplies it with the
material that it converts into wealth. But it is
even infinitely more than this. It is the prime
basic condition for all human existence, and
this to such an extent that, in a sense, we have
to say that labour created man himself.
- Engels
(The Part played by Labour in the Transition
from Ape to Man, 1876)
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REVISITING ENGELS
HISTORICAL MATERIALIST RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
ORIGINS OF PATRIARCHY
AMITA KUMARI
This article was originally published in ‘The Truth’ Issue 7 (Nov 2020) on the 200th birth
anniversary of Friedrich Engels. It is being republished in this issue on Engels’ 201st birthday.
Almost all existing societies are patriarchal.
And they have been so since we have known
their past through written records. Does that
suggest that patriarchy has been here forever?
Is female subordination a given, a natural
phenomenon? A Marxist would be the remotest
one to accept this traditionalist approach.
Marxism is a theory that believes in the ever
changing nature of the universe, the earth, and
the human society. Ideas like ‘foreverness’ and
‘immutability’ are alien to Marxism. The same
applies to the social position of women. To
quote Engels: “That woman was the slave of
man at the commencement of society is one of
the most absurd notions that have come down to
us from the period of Enlightenment of the
eighteenth century (1891, rpt 1977, p. 49).
Historian Gerda Lerner elaborates and notes:
“…patriarchy as a system is historical: it has a
beginning in history. If that is so, it can be
ended by historical process. If patriarchy were
‘natural’, that is, based on biological
determinism, then to change it would mean to
change nature” (1986, p. 6).
Sadly, the crucial question of the origin of
female subordination is either brushed aside as
‘natural’, determined by the sexual differences
between male and female or remains mostly
delinked from the larger discussion on
patriarchy. Tomes have been expended to
describe and explain the meanings and
structures of patriarchy, its everyday forms and
manifestations, its institutionalized existence
and the role of supporting societal organs and
practices in its preservation and perpetuation.
Patriarchy, in its present-everyday existence,
remains largely well understood. However, not
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many
can
claim
to
have
similarly
comprehended the question of its origins – the
distant reaches of the past when patriarchy was
creating and establishing itself. And it is this
ignorance that leads either to a blind alley or to
utopian, illusory solutions, when confronted
with the issue of dismantling patriarchy.
This ignorance or neglect, however, is not
because the issue has not ever been addressed.
In fact, there are few excellent scholarly works
that take the question head-on and attempt to
find answers. The theoretician who leads these
efforts is Frederick Engels. His classic work,
The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the
State, lays the foundation of historical
materialist approach to the question. The work
was first published in 1884. Founded largely on
the contemporary anthropological studies,
primarily that of L H Morgan (1871 and 1877)
and J J Bachofen (1861), Engels made the
earliest attempt to historically locate women’s
subordination in the overall socio-economic
system. This comprehensive analysis was
premised on the historical materialist argument
that “the determining factor in history is, in the
last resort, the production and reproduction of
immediate life” (Engels, 1891, p. 5-6). Engels
further elaborates – “The social institutions
under which men of a definite historical epoch
and of a definite country live are conditioned by
both kinds of production: by the stage of
development of labour, on the one hand and of
the family, on the other” (p. 6).
This premise is a powerful one. It provides a
tool that helps explicate the complex,
overarching system of patriarchy by locating it
in the historical processes. This historical
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location also lends an optimistic finality to the
question of its ultimate disappearance – a
beginning presupposes an end too. Thus, this
approach, most importantly, offers insights into
the ways of dismantling the system – the
material foundations as well as the ideological
remnants.
Engels’ work unravels the interconnectedness
that existed between modes of production,
surplus, private property, kinship and family,
on the one hand, and the beginnings of female
subordination, devaluation of domestic work,
control over women’s sexuality and the
establishment of male authority and patriarchy,
on the other. Notwithstanding the new studies
that seem to disprove several anthropological
findings on which Engels’ analysis was based,
the broader framework where these linkages
have been drawn remain unaffected. Rather,
the new evidences and analyses further
authenticate Engels’ theses. As Karen Sacks
argues, “Though he made a number of specific
ethnographic errors, I think his main ideas are
correct, and they remain the best way of
explaining data gathered since he wrote…”
(1974, p. 207). The later theorists have
attempted to refine, rework and advance
Engels’ arguments in the light of new
researches. Consequently, the historical
materialist understanding of the subject has
grown extremely enriched – the gaps and grey
areas in Engels’ discussion have been largely
covered that promises to offer a more holistic
explanation.
The following account is an endeavour to
reconstruct the historical context of the origins
of female subordination through a reading of
Engels and later theorists that include Gerda
Lerner, Rayna Reiter, Stephanie Coontz, Karen
Sacks, among others. It would basically
delineate the process as outlined by Engels and
the gaps and limitations in his analysis would be
addressed by borrowings from these later
studies. It is divided into three sections, each
looking at the three successive stages of the
mode of production – hunter-gatherer, pastoral
and finally the agricultural mode.
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I
HUNTER-GATHERER SOCIETIES: STAGE OF
EGALITARIANISM AND COMPLEMENTARITY
Engels begins his discussion by describing the
early societies that practised hunting and
gathering as mode of production. He suggests
that these societies were egalitarian and
women enjoyed both freedom and respect. The
division of labour between man and woman was
simple and functional. To quote Engels:
The men went to war, hunted, fished, provided the
raw material for food and the tools necessary for
these pursuits. The women cared for the house, and
prepared food and clothing; they cooked, weaved
and sewed. Each was master in his or her own field
of activity; the men in the forest, the women in the
house (p. 155).

In the light of new findings the above
description of early societies can be further
detailed and refined. We now have enough
evidence to prove that women’s role and
activities in this stage were not confined merely
to household chores. Her engagement in
hunting and gathering has been strongly
underlined by recent studies. Gerda Lerner’s
exhaustive work refutes the ‘man-the-hunter’
explanation and argues that in these societies
big game hunting was “an auxiliary pursuit,
while the main food supply is provided by
gathering activities and small-game hunting,
which women and children do” (1986, p. 17).
Kathleen Gough cites data from G P Murdoch’s
ethnological study of 175 modern huntergatherer cultures in Oceania, Asia, Africa and
America. She notes that in 97 percent of these
communities hunting is confined to men, while
in 60 percent the gathering is exclusively a
female occupation (1975, p. 63). Sally Slocum’s
essay (1975) details the variety of activities
undertaken by early women and argues against
our obsession with, firstly, the idea that hunting
was the only major occupation in early societies
and, secondly, the belief that all excavated tools
were associated solely with hunting. On the
basis of her observations of modern huntergatherers, she suggests that women and
children engaged in both gathering and
hunting small animals and that gathering
provided a major portion of the household diet.
She goes on to argue that early stone tools may
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not have always been weapons for hunting;
rather they could be “aids in gathering”. In fact,
initially when hunting was yet to be undertaken
on a large scale, gathering was the most
important vocation and the tools that we
mistakenly associate only with hunting may
have also, or initially solely, been used as
devices to dig roots or pluck raw vegetables
and fruits. Slocum further highlights the cultural
inventions of this period, which may have been
devised by women. She observes, “I suggest
that two of the earliest and most important
cultural inventions were containers to hold the
products of gathering, and some sort of a sling
or net to carry babies” (1975, p. 46).
Anthropologists have also associated the
inventions of crafts like basketry, leather work,
making of skin or bark clothing, pottery
making, with women of hunter-gatherer and
horticultural societies (Lerner, p. 18 and
Slocum, p. 63-64). They argue that the ‘man-thehunter’ thesis tends to underplay women’s
contribution to the enrichment of human
civilization by confining her to the household,
apart from wrongly projecting men as the
provider of sustenance, protector of household.
As Stephanie Coontz and Peta Hendersen
indicate, “Female activities were required
every day, and female labour was necessary
both to support the community when men failed
to bring home goods and to process products
that men did bring home” (1986, p. 115). The
woman, thus, played a crucial role not only as
the nurturer of children and household, but also
as one of the providers of food and inventors of
crafts.
And
this
accounts
for
the
complementarity that existed in the male and
female functioning in hunter-gatherer societies
and that explains the then norm of gender
egalitarianism. Also, this complementarity and
economic dependency should be taken into
consideration when we mistakenly tend to
imagine the spheres of men and women as
separate, as Engels does when he states that
“each was master in his or her own field of
activity”.
Yet woman, owing to her reproductive role of
giving birth and nurturing the infant, was
largely confined to household activities –
gathering or small game hunting could not have
been very far from the safety of the household
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shelter. While this was so certainly because of
biological/natural reasons, one must not
overlook the more potent social reasons that
necessitated the arrangement. Gerda Lerner
makes a brilliant analysis of this aspect. She
tells us that this social arrangement was
imperative because given the precarious living
conditions, the safety and survival of women
was inextricably linked with the continuation of
the tribe. The uncertainties of those times, when
natural exigencies severely constrained
human’s choices, were very many – women
needed to have more pregnancies as live births
were fewer, infancy period was a prolonged
one with mothers nursing the infant for two to
three years, shorter life spans of both men and
women (women had relatively shorter) and lack
of surplus food to store. The above conditions
necessitated that women spent larger part of
their life span in pregnancy, procreation and
nursing. Also, the tribe could not afford to risk
the lives of their women by their involvement in
hunting. The survival and perpetuation of the
race, thus, crucially depended on women’s
reproductive role. Lerner explains:
Obviously, given the precarious and short life spans
I have cited above for the Neolithic period, tribes
which put the lives of their nubile women at risk by
hunting or by participating in warfare, thereby also
increasing the likelihood of their injury in accidents,
would not tend to survive as well as tribes in which
these women were otherwise employed. Thus, the
first sexual division of labor, by which men did the
big-game hunting and children and women the
small-game hunting and gathering, seems to derive
from biological sex differences (1986, p. 41).

Thus, the set-up, though biologically
determined, was socially necessary. It was an
arrangement that was essential for group
survival and hence remained so until new
forces of change appear with the advancement
in the mode of production.
Engels situates the question of women’s
subordination in the changing structure of
sexual relationships and family. He argues that
in the earliest societies there were no rules and
norms with regard to sexual relationships and
that men and women lived in promiscuity where
“every woman belonged equally to every man
and, similarly, every man to every
woman”(Engels, 1891, p. 32). Over time incest
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taboos and rules of exogamy were evolved and
society moved from the stage of promiscuity to
that of family. Engels outlines a linear
progression of the family system –
consanguine, punaluan/ group and finally
pairing family. The driving force behind this
evolution, according to Engels, was “natural
selection” (p. 53). While he does specify the
sequence of different family stages, he suggests
that alongside and within group marriage
existed “exclusive relations, pairing for longer
or shorter periods, and also polygamy” (p. 46).
The analysis of later anthropologists is largely
in tune with the above picture portrayed by
Engels. They do, however, rework and
complicate this rather simplified and unilinear
portrayal. That there were no rules of sexual
relationships originally can be well imagined
and this proposition of Engels has not been
refuted by any scholar. Yet, it is also contended
that despite absence of sexual norms, the
primitive men and women mostly lived in
families. Deriving conclusions from observation
of modern hunter-gatherer societies Kathleen
Gough makes the following assessment:
All known hunters and gatherers live in families, not
in communal sexual arrangements. Most hunters
even live in nuclear families rather than in large
extended kin groups. Mating is individualized,
although one man may occasionally have two wives,
or (very rarely) a woman may have two husbands.
Economic life is built primarily around the division
of labor and partnership between individual men
and women. The hearths, caves and other remains
of Upper Paleolithic hunters suggest that this was
probably an early arrangement (1975, rpt 2011, p.
66).

Scholars also agree with Engels’ proposition
that natural selection was instrumental in the
gradual implementation of rules regarding
sexual relationships among natural, and later,
collateral kins. Thus, overtime rules of
exogamy/ endogamy were prescribed and
society moved from communal to kinship
arrangement. C D Darlington postulates that
exogamy was a cultural innovation and it
became accepted because it offered an
“evolutionary advantage” (Lerner, 1986, p. 47).
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II
PASTORAL AND KINSHIP SOCIETIES:
BEGINNINGS OF MALE POWER AND CONTROL OF
FEMALE SEXUALITY
As the dynamics of natural selection was
working towards gradual confinement of the
circle of sexual relationship and marriage,
which now evolved into kinship based social
structure, there were changes in the mode of
production as well – the society had moved
from the stage of hunter-gatherers to that of
domestication of animals. For the first time in
human history surplus and new sources of
wealth get generated. Engels makes a masterly
analysis of the new development:
Here the domestication of animals and the breeding
of herd had developed a hitherto unsuspected
source of wealth and created entirely new
relationships. Until the lower stage of barbarism,
fixed wealth consisted almost entirely of the house,
clothing, crude ornaments and the implements for
procuring and preparing food: boats, weapons and
household utensils of the simplest kind. Food had to
be won anew day by day. Now, with herds of horses,
camels, donkeys, oxen, sheep, goats and pigs, the
advancing pastoral peoples… acquired possessions
demanding merely supervision and most
elementary care in order to propagate in everincreasing numbers and to yield the richest
nutriment in milk and meat (1891, p. 54).

This new source of wealth created surplus
(Engels does not use the term ‘surplus’
anywhere in his analysis) and property that
belonged to the gens, the larger kinship group.
And with this a new feature gets added to the
human relationships – the practice of regular
exchange of surplus goods. To quote again from
Engels’ work:
These pastoral tribes not only produced more
articles of food, but also a greater variety than the
rest of barbarians. They not only had milk, milk
products and meat in greater abundance than the
others, but also skins, wool, goat’s hair, and the
spun and woven fabrics which the increasing
quantities of the raw material brought into
commoner use. This for the first time made regular
exchange possible… After the crystallization of the
pastoral tribes, however, we find here all the
conditions favourable for exchange between
members of different tribes, and for its further
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development and consolidation as a regular
institution (p. 156).

The new arrangement of kinship based
societies with additional sources of wealth,
surplus and exchange influenced the dynamics
of man-woman relationship. To better
appreciate this, one needs to assess the
processes at work during the period of
transition from communal to kinship system. As
noted in the first section of this paper, a natural
division of labour existed between men and
women, that, though based on economic
reciprocity, had created two interdependent
spheres – household for women and outside for
men. There was no sharp divide between the
two spheres; neither was it rigid, as has already
been argued in the foregoing account.
However, with the advancement in the
techniques and knowledge of weapon making
and hunting the tasks of both men and women
became more complex. Lila Leibowitz presents
an analysis in the context of the introduction of
projectile weapon hunting. She suggests that
the latter created new conditions – increase in
the amount of meat, need of skill and training in
hunting and shift from large groups of older
men and youngsters to smaller groups of skilled
men for hunting which transformed children
and youngsters into dependents. The
household activities became more varied –
longer duration of preparing and cooking the
hunt, fashioning of new tools to process food,
processing skins and hides and converting
them into clothing and carrying devices, and all
these required training in the necessary skills.
The complexity of tasks of both men and women
was instrumental in further compartmentalizing
the sexual division of labour over time. Since
skill and training became essential, this created
added responsibility for both men and women
to accordingly teach and socialize the
youngsters for their future role. Leibowitz
elaborates thus:
The sexual division of labour not only designates
which productive tasks men and women pursue, it
allocates the responsibilities for socializing
youngsters into those tasks to both men and women.
The division, when fully articulated, calls for
recognizing early on who will be a ‘mother’ and who
will not, deciding which set of skills a youngster is
most likely to use as an adult, and training the
youngsters accordingly. Girls and boys as well as
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women and men are distinguished from each other.
Girls learn their skills from women, boys from men.
By the time hunting and hearth tasks had become
both time consuming and skill-based the activities
of all males and females, young and old, were
differentiated and gender distinctions were created
(1986, p. 67-68).

So, gradually we reach a stage when household
becomes largely the domain of females – the
women and young girls; and the males – the
men and young boys – deal with the outside
world, the public domain. At this stage the
segregation of spheres, the gender division of
labour, was not yet institutionalized in the sense
that strict and uncompromising norms and
sanctions had not yet been delineated to
preserve the segregation. But, notwithstanding
its flexibility, this gender differentiated
arrangement provided the foundation over
which the final institutionalization occurred.
The first step towards this direction was the
gradual process of crystallization of incest
taboos and rules of exogamy. This seems to
have occurred during the transition from
hunter-gatherer stage to pastoralism. Leibowitz
informs that implementation of incest rules
necessitated
the
inter-tribal/
inter-kin
exchange of males and females. This exchange
could be mutually beneficial only when the new
entrant, whether woman or man, is skilled
enough to efficiently take on the conventional
responsibilities of her/ his sphere. To quote
Leibowitz:
The invention of incest taboos and marriage thus
created a situation in which every or nearly every
male, regardless of whether he was robust or tall or
especially active at adolescence, was of potential
value as a spouse if he had acquired adult men’s
skills. Similarly, a marriageable female was one
who had acquired women’s skills (1986, p. 69).

It is, again here, in the laying down of incest
rules, that the roots of the idea of controlling
female sexuality can also be located. Although
proscriptions existed for both males and
females, yet the need to control reproduction in
accordance with kinship rules of exogamy laid
higher stakes on controlling female sexuality.
This control accentuated as kin property came
into existence with the arrival of the new mode
of production – domestication of animals.
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This new mode that created surplus, kin
property and the practice of regular intergroup
exchange did not augur well for the hitherto
egalitarian, complementary gender equation.
We notice two important processes at work.
Firstly, with the arrival of kin property the
group could not remain indifferent to the issue
of membership of the group as it was
membership that decided access to resources
owned by the kin. Hence, the regulation of
reproduction became more important than
earlier stage and as Stephanie Coontz argues,
“the need to control reproduction has different
implications for women than for men, since the
genitor requires less corporate control than the
childbearer”(1986, p. 121). Secondly, the
surplus that made exchange and redistribution
of resources a regular feature of the new
production mode led to an expansion of male
sphere, because both were carried out by the
men. Furthermore, surplus and property
became potent causes of inter-tribal conflicts.
This may have increased the importance of the
male role of fighting and protecting (Coontz,
1986, p. 121). As society moved from pastoral to
the agricultural mode, the domain of male
widened further, alongwith escalation of male
authority.

III
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES: PRIVATE PROPERTY,
MONOGAMY AND ESTABLISHMENT OF
PATRIARCHY
Engels contextualizes the emergence of male
dominance in two simultaneous processes that
were underway during the transition from
pastoral to the agricultural mode – firstly, the
gradual transformation of family from pairing,
patriarchal to the final monogamous form and
secondly, the disintegration of kinship system
and crystallization of individual families as units
of society. The latter process also meant a
transition from communal/ kin-property to
individual/ private ownership. It is during this
transitional phase when multiple changes at
various fronts – production, family and property
ownership – were manifesting themselves, that
Engels locates the overthrow of matriliny and
“mother right” and final institutionalization of
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female subordination to male dominance. He
notes:
Thus, as wealth increased, it, on the one hand, gave
the man a more important status in the family than
the woman, and, on the other hand, created a
stimulus to utilize this strengthened position in order
to overthrow the traditional order of inheritance in
favour of his children. But this was impossible as
long as descent according to mother right
prevailed. This had therefore, to be overthrown,
and it was overthrown…As to how and when this
revolution was effected among the civilized people
we know nothing. It falls entirely within prehistoric
times (p. 56)

Later research and scholarship have accepted
this broad framework. They associate the
finality of female subordination with the
creation of private property – the disintegration
of kin-based communal property ownership
and genesis of individual ownership. The new
studies, however, try to detail and complicate
the process. They suggest that the overthrow
did not happen as a “revolution” and as merely
because of the male’s wish and concern over
inheritance. It is argued that it happened as a
course, as a process, where multiple factors,
apart from man’s “wishes”, played their part. In
other words, the transition from matriliny/
matrilocality to patriliny/ patrilocality lacked
the ‘suddenness’ suggested by Engels.
The fact that matriliny preceded patriliny has
been accepted by most anthropologists
(Lerner, 1986, p. 53; Chevillard and Leconte,
1986, p. 101). Stephanie Coontz’s study draws a
logical course of the transition from former to
latter by arguing that patrilocality proved to be
more efficient in accumulation of surplus and
channelizing domestic labour. Unlike Engels
and most other anthropologists, Coontz,
however, recognizes the co-existence of both
matrilocal and patrilocal lineage systems and
argues that since the latter “offered more
opportunities for a local lineage to concentrate
labour, wealth, and power than did
matrilocality” (1986, p. 129), it finally became
the norm.
Coontz underlines crucial differences in the
dynamics of the two lineage forms. We know
that redistribution is an important aspect of the
functioning of lineage societies and this
redistribution takes place certainly in goods
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procured by men. While in matrilocal societies,
the redistribution has to take place over a wide
area, at least to the men’s sisters’, wives’ and
ancestor’s households; in patrilocal societies
the redistribution occurs among the related
males staying spatially closer. This provides
more means and incentive for accumulation in
male products in the latter. Secondly, in
patrilocal set up, the related males, who
controlled the external affairs of production and
exchange as well as the product and surplus,
had more incentive to better utilize and control
female labour. Also, the nature of domestic
work – cooking, gathering, gardening which
need to be necessarily performed daily as a
part of production – make the males relatively
more dependent on wives than the latter are on
their husbands. As Coontz explains -- “A woman
is entitled to male redistributed goods simply
by being a member of a kin group. A man
whose wife refuses to garden, gather, or cook,
however, could well go hungry” (p. 132). Thus
patrilocal set-up provides more leeway and
inducement to exercise authority over domestic
labour, along with controlling the outside world
of production and exchange. Thirdly, polygyny
(plural wives) worked better in a patrilocal
system as the in-marrying women contributed
not only through their own domestic labour, but
also through reproduction of new generation of
labourers. Conversely, polyandry (plural
husbands) is a drain as “male wealth was owed
to sisters as well as to wives, while it would not
have increased future generations of
labourers” (Coontz, 1986, p. 136). With these
and similar more arguments, Coontz draws the
logic for the relatively greater efficiency and
resilience of patrilocal/ patrilineal societies in a
historical phase when accumulation of
wealth/property had become a crucial
condition of survival. And, she argues that this
accounted for the gradual transformation of
most matrilineal set-up to the patrilineal
arrangement. Thus, apart from Engels’
proposition of the male concern over
inheritance – a force imposed from without –
there were integral processes, too, at work in
the “overthrow” of matriliny.
The most potent factor that is playing out in the
background of this transition is the
accumulation of wealth and property, which is
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still within the overall control of the lineage.
However, even within the lineage system there
existed the germs of private property – the
domesticated animals formed a separate
property of the family chiefs (Engels, 1891, p.
54). Gradually with the advancement in the
mode of production and growth of agriculture,
the property earned and accumulated by the
individual males within the lineage enhanced.
Soon this led to the disintegration of kinship
based communal ownership and private
property came into existence. Engels locates
the arrival of private property at this stage when
production increased in every sphere ranging
from cattle breeding, agriculture and
handicrafts. Although he says little about how
this happened – “How and when the herds and
flocks were converted from the common
property to the tribe or gens into the property
of the individual heads of families we do not
know to this day; but it must have occurred, in
the main, at this stage” (p. 158) – but his
exposition of disintegration of kinship societies
in the context of Athens is illuminating and
helps better understand the transition from
communal to individual property ownership.
He observes:
The division of labour between the different
branches of production – agriculture, handicrafts,
numerous skills within the various crafts, trade,
navigation, etc. – had developed more fully with the
progress of industry and commerce. The population
was now divided according to occupation into
rather well defined groups, each of which had a
number of new, common interests that found no
place in the gens or phratry and, therefore,
necessitated the creation of new offices to attend to
them. The number of slaves had increased
considerably and must have far exceeded that of the
free Athenians even at this early stage. The gentile
constitution originally knew no slavery and was,
therefore, ignorant of any means of holding this
mass of bondmen in check. And finally, commerce
had attracted a great many strangers who settled in
Athens because it was easier to make money there,
and according to the old constitution these
strangers enjoyed neither rights nor the protection
of the law (p. 112).

The dawn of the age of private property
institutionalized both monogamous family and
sexual division of labour. Also, the existence of
private property is inextricably linked with
exchange of commodities and enhancement of
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male public power. These struck the final blow
to female freedom and status. Before moving
further, it may be recalled that this phase is
different from the earlier ones on several counts
– expansion of agriculture has assured a steady
supply of surplus and, as a corollary,
accentuation of the regime of private property;
craft specialization emerged that accelerated
and widened the process of exchange, thus
making commodity and trade one of the chief
components of production system; class
differences have emerged and “the first great
division of labour into two classes: masters and
slaves, exploiters and exploited” (Engels, 1891,
p. 157) has arisen; and finally, since class
divisions necessitate the need for state, the
latter in its rudimentary form emerges at this
stage. The following discussion would locate
women’s ultimate subordination in this socioeconomic context.
Private property wreaked havoc on women’s
autonomy and status in two crucial respects.
Firstly, it, alongwith monogamous family
structure,
institutionalised
individual
inheritance. And this necessitated stringent
control over women’s sexuality – her behavior
and mobility had to be straitjacketed to ensure
the inheritance to the ‘rightful’ progeny. Engels
makes a vivid explication:
It (monogamous family) is based on the supremacy
of the man; its express aim is the begetting of
children of undisputed paternity, this paternity
being required in order that these children may in
due time inherit their father’s wealth as his natural
heirs… The right of conjugal infidelity remains his
even now, sanctioned, at least, by custom… and is
exercised more and more with the growing
development of society. Should the wife recall the
ancient sexual practice and desire to revive it, she is
punished more severely than ever before (p. 62).

Engels brilliantly exposes the hypocrisy of the
modern ideas of fidelity and individual sex love
associated with monogamy and links it to the
development of hetaerism (extramarital
intercourse between men and unmarried
women), prostitution and adultery. One can but
quote Engels’ masterly exposition to better
appreciate the context:
A second contradiction, however, is hereby
developed within monogamy itself. By the side of
the husband, whose life is embellished by
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hetaerism, stands the neglected wife. And it is just
as impossible to have one side of a contradiction
without the other as it is to retain the whole of an
apple in one’s hand after half has been eaten.
Nevertheless, the men appear to have thought
differently, until their wives taught them to know
better… Adultery – proscribed, severely penalized,
but irrepressible – became an unavoidable social
institution alongside of monogamy and hetaerism.
The assured paternity of children was now, as
before, based, at best, on moral conviction…” (p.
67).

Private property, with its concomitant
monogamy, brings woman’s sexuality under
severe male vigilance and control. Her
reproductive function comes as much under
man’s ownership as the inherited and
accumulated private property does. It is over
the base of these material conditions that the
ideological superstructure of culture, religion,
law and administration is built that perpetuates
the idea of female body as a property, a
commodity, an object. This manifests in the
social consciousness in varied ways – man as
the protector of woman; chastity and virginity as
the ideal virtues of woman, her sexuality as the
upholder of man’s/family’s/her own honour and
woman’s ultimate goal of becoming a devoted
wife and begetter of sons. In its extreme form it
manifests
as
objectification
and
commodification of women’s bodies, reduction
of woman to mere objects of man’s lust, and
finally in sexual assault and rape. First, the body
of woman becomes the private property of her
man with the sole aim of gratifying his needs
and desires. And then from it naturally follows
the idea of entire woman tribe existing with the
sole meaning of satisfying man’s every and
most bizarre demands and fancies. One needs
to locate rape and sexual assault in this
historical process of effecting gradual control
over woman’s body and sexuality and her
eventual transformation as man’s private
property. The material base, it may be
reiterated, was readying itself during the
gradual passage of the remote past. Here, one
may recall that the first inkling of supervising
and controlling woman’s sexuality had already
begun in the prehistoric times when incest
taboos and rules of exogamy were being laid
down, as discussed in one of the sections above.
Private property and monogamy reinforce and
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formalize this process and finally seal the idea
man’s ownership.
The second crucial role of private property in
institutionalizing female subordination and
male predominance lies in the expansion of the
process of commodity exchange. Exchange, as
mentioned above, had begun with the
crystallization of pastoral kin property. The
sexual division of labour meant that it was
undertaken by the male members. This
expanded man’s public sphere. Also his share
in the procurement of production goods
became relatively larger than that of woman –
the share of total workload for women,
however, increased as the complexity of
household tasks and nurturing children kept
her perpetually engaged.
In this stage, with the increased agricultural
production and diversification of specialized
crafts, exchange in commodities – trade and
commerce – became one of the backbones of
economy. As it advanced and deepened,
surplus and private property augmented. Since
this outside world had been men’s preserve,
the male domain further expanded and along
with this male power escalated. As Engels notes
– “All the surplus now resulting from production
fell to the man; the woman shared in consuming
it, but she had no share in owning it” (p. 158).
Needless to mention that women were equally
contributing to the production process and
accumulation of surplus not only through their
household responsibilities, but through a
sharing of the burden of agriculture and
tending cattle as well. But with the
institutionalization of sexual division of labour
and male’s ownership of the private property,
the woman was reduced to a mere producer,
the man being the appropriator of her labour. In
Engels’ words, “he is the bourgeois; the wife
represents the proletariat (p. 74).
The new relations of production in the broader
economy – the divide between producer and
appropriator – thus, had a mirror image in
household production relations – between man
and woman. Eleanor Leacock elaborates:
The direct producers lost decision-making powers
over their lives when the specialization of labour
and production of commodities for exchange led to
the formation of slave, aristocratic, and merchant
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classes. Women in particular lost out because the
new economic relations based on exchange were in
the hands of men… because these relations
undercut the communal households women had
controlled and transformed women’s domestic
work into private service (quoted in Coontz and
Hendersen, 1986, p. 33).

It is ironical that the erstwhile natural division of
labour, an arrangement of convenience and
complementarity, actually becomes the site of
her final subordination. As Engels puts it so
perceptively – “The very cause that had
formerly made the woman supreme in the
house, namely, her being confined to domestic
work, now assured supremacy in the house for
the man” (p. 158).
Apart from commodity exchange, there were
other factors too that led to the expansion of
male’s public domain. Karen Sacks underlines
these elements in the production process. She
argues that in a class society since all men do
not own property, one needs to find answer to
the question of what accounted for the general
pattern of male dominance that cut across all
classes. She suggests that collective forms of
public labour, viz., corvee for public works,
conscription and predatory war, collective
wage work for the ruling class, etc, that shaped
the larger economy based on surplus creation
and appropriation had men, and not the
women, as the prime participants. She claims
that this tendency of class societies “to socialize
the work of men and to domesticate that of
women…
creates
the
material
and
organizational foundations for denying that
women are adults, and allows ruling classes to
define them as wards of men” (1974, p. 220).
One may add that this participation in the social
sphere of production, which had emerged as
the prime location of production (unlike the
earlier stages when women’s contribution had
been significant), gave all men, irrespective of
their class, an illusory consciousness of being
the actual provider, the prime contributor;
women were seen as dependents, as
consumers. Furthermore, we are familiar with
what Marx had once remarked, “The ideas of
the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling
ideas, i.e. the class which is the ruling material
force of society, is at the same time its ruling
intellectual force” (German Ideology, 1932).
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And hence it can also be argued that the lower
and the propertyless classes tended to embody
the consciousness of the propertied males who
not only appropriated female labour but also
commanded ownership over her body and
being. This explains the final consummation of
the process of female subordination and
establishment of patriarchy in this period – both
at the material and the ideological planes.

TOWARDS A CONCLUSION: FINDING THE WAY
AHEAD
Marxist theory of Historical materialism is not only
the most scientific method to study the past, it is
also a powerful tool that promises to provide valid
and pragmatic answers. By lending a historicity to
the institution of patriarchy, historical materialism
not only helps locate its origins, but also offers
insights into identifying ways to tear down its
foundations. The foregoing account, based on the
broad framework outlined by Engels, situates the
historical process of female subordination in the
material conditions – the mode of production and
social organization. While the germs of the
process lay in the remotest of the past – the
prehistoric times when the natural sexual division
of labour was being formalized and incest taboos
and rules of exogamy were laid down – the
ultimate seal on patriarchy was put only with the
advent of private property. This also coincided
with the crystallization of a class divided society.
With the further expansion of the regime of
private property and deepening of class divisions
that made way for the emergence of a strong
state, patriarchy as a system got firmly
entrenched. These form the material foundations
of patriarchy; religion, culture, education, law,
governance and other similar ideological entities
are but the organs of the superstructure that was
built on this material base. The ultimate
dissolution of patriarchy necessitates the
dismantling of this base. And elimination of
private property would be the first essential step
towards this direction. Class divisions and the
state are mere concomitants of private property
and would dissolve over time with the
disappearance of the latter.
A Socialist Revolution, hence, is the only answer.
A socialist socio-economic organization where
“both kinds of production” (to use Engels’
phrase) – labour and family – have been
socialized can the final redemption of the woman
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be achieved. We not only require a socialized
mode of production where the divide between
producer and appropriator vanishes, but we also
need the society to take over the private sphere
of the family. Only over these material
foundations can the ideological battle against the
remnants of the previous superstructure be
waged, and new superstructure built – one that
promises a real gender-equal world.
How would this gender-equal world of socialism
look like? Marx and Engels tell us little. They
chose not to write “recipes for the cook-shops of
the future” because, socialism, as Marx remarked
in the German Ideology, “is not for us a state of
affairs, an ideal to which reality will have to adapt
itself”. It would rather be a real movement
abolishing the present state of things.
This “present state of things” has already been
laid bare by both the theoreticians – Engels’
exposition pins down the actual causes of origins
of patriarchy and Marx’s grand explication of
capitalism helps outline the political economy of
female household labour. Several Marxist
feminists, taking cue from Marx’s explication,
have attempted to draw links between the private
housework and the public capitalist world of
wage labour and commodity production.
Margaret Benston (1969), the pioneer in this field,
reminds us that in an economic system made
exclusively of exchangeable commodities,
female household labour produces use value but
fails to evoke exchange value, and hence remains
discounted from the production process. Rosa
Luxemburg (1912) explains this absurdity:
Only that work is productive which produces
surplus value and yields capitalists profit… From
this standpoint the dancer in a café… is a productive
working woman, while the toil of the woman and
mothers of the proletariat within the four walls of the
home is considered unproductive work. This sounds
crude and crazy but it is an accurate expression of
the crudeness and craziness of today’s capitalist
economic order.

Benston locates the material basis for woman’s
inferior status in this crudeness:
In a society in which money determines value,
women are a group who work outside the money
economy. Their work is not worth money, is
therefore valueless, is therefore not even real work.
And women themselves, who do this valueless work,
can hardly be expected to be worth as much as men,
who work for money.
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While devaluation of women’s work is a
handiwork of the rules governing capitalist
production, it must be underlined that it is this
very arrangement (of nuclear family with men as
wage earner and women as the carer) that helps
preserve capitalism as a system. Firstly, the
unpaid nature of women’s daily toil, which
sustains and prepares the male wager for
everyday labour, is an essential part of the profit
made by the capitalist. As Benston explains – “To
pay women for their work, even at minimum wage
scales, would imply a massive redistribution of
wealth. At present, the support of a family is a
hidden tax on the wage earner—his wage buys
the labor power of two people.” Secondly, in the
present arrangement where women procreate
and nurture children as a natural function on their
part, capitalism gets for free the future army of
labourers. Thus in Marx’s conception of capitalist
expropriation of man’s surplus labour is
essentially also hidden woman’s household
labour. This is irrespective of the fact that several
women may also directly participate in the
capitalist production process as labourer. Under
such circumstances her labour gets doubly
expropriated.
To return to Marx’s expression of abolishing the
“present state of things”, the key to women’s
emancipation, thus, lies in dismantling the
present capitalist system that necessitates
housework for its sustenance. One may, however,
pose a counter argument underlining the
“positive” spaces created for women’s
emancipation under capitalism – the capitalist
system not only employs women, thus making
them economically independent, but also
relieves the burden of housework by introducing
technologies that mechanise several household
chores and also through support systems like
crèches, babysitter, nurses, etc. This advanced
role of capitalism cannot be denied. But, as far as
women’s employment in a capitalist system is
concerned, Marx has brilliantly exposed how
their participation helps deflate the market value
of wage by increasing labour supply and how
women and children enhance surplus value by
working on extremely low wages. So, whether it
is housework or “productive” wage labour, in
both roles women serve the interests of
capitalism. Secondly, one may be easily
reminded that capitalism’s claim of unburdening
women from housework applies only to those
women who can pay for it. And it is needless to
mention that they account for a meager number.
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Further, one must not forget that these facilities –
the paid care work – for middle and upper class
women thrive mostly on necessarily maintaining
a section of proletariat/ lower class women who
provide the care services without affording any
similar support for themselves. An exploitative
class-divided society, thus, lies at the heart of this
arrangement. The claim of women’s emancipation
flies in the face of these contradictions. Further,
the paid care work creates a deep divide amongst
women as a category where a needy, underpaid
female labour supply is a prerequisite for the
upward economic mobility of the “emancipated”
few. This divide is a chink in the armor of the
mainstream feminist movements as well, and
sadly, most feminists choose not to recognize it.
Under these circumstances, the idea of
emancipation for the entire womenfolk within the
present capitalist system remains absolutely
illusory. The “present state of things” – the
regime of capitalism and private property – thus
requires abolition.
Socialism, where both production and housework
are socialized, promises real emancipation of
women and it gets established on the ruins of
capitalism. It should be underlined that capitalism
itself does much of the groundwork for building
up of socialism – a socialized production process
to which women have already been given equal
access and the necessary technology and
institutions to relieve women of housework and
child care. But capitalism, owing to its own
contradictions, can neither engage all women in
the production process nor can it socialize the
support system. This unfinished task of capitalism
gets fulfilled only by socialism. August Bebel
aptly remarks – “Bourgeois society could only set
up the theory; as in so many other respects, their
practice was at odds with their theories. It is for
Socialism to harmonize the theory with practice”
(1891, p. 347).
Socialism is premised on the fundamental right to
work – every able bodied person, irrespective of
sex, gets work according to his/her ability and
receives according to the work done. As a
fundamental right, this theoretically brings every
able bodied woman within the sphere of
production. Further, socialism, for a long period,
necessarily requires the labour of the entire
working population to revolutionise production to
a level when abundance gets available to the
society to enable its final transition to
communism. This necessity creates practical
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conditions for the involvement of all women into
production process. One can imagine the impact
of this economic independence on women of
socialist society – both at material and ideological
level. She no longer remains a mere “consumer”,
a dependent, a private property of a man. This
material base, over time, would revolutionise the
social consciousness with regard to woman as a
being. This, however, is only one of the
preconditions of women’s emancipation. The
second, more significantly, is the socialization of
the domestic sphere. Benston categorically spells
this out:
Equal access to jobs outside the home, while one of
the preconditions for women’s liberation, will not in
itself be sufficient to give equality for women; as
long as work in the home remains a matter of private
production and is the responsibility of women, they
will simply carry a double workload. A second
prerequisite for women’s liberation which follows
from the above analysis is the conversion of the work
now done in the home as private production into
work to be done in the public economy.

The drudgery of private housework has been
underlined by several early Marxists including
Engels, August Bebel, Eleanor Marx, Lenin,
among others. Bebel, perhaps the first Marxist to
have produced an extensive work exclusively on
women, not only underlines the misery of
housework, but he also dwells upon the precapitalist nature of the kitchen – its inefficiency
and lack of scientificity. He says – “the small
private kitchen is, just like the workshop of the
small master mechanic, a transition stage, an
arrangement by which time, power and material
are senselessly squandered and wasted” (338339). He, thus, makes a case for a socialized
public kitchen, established on scientific lines and
equipped with latest technology.
Lenin offers the following piercing description of
women’s wretchedness:
Notwithstanding all the laws emancipating woman,
she continues to be a domestic slave, because petty
housework crushes, strangles, stultifies, and
degrades her, chains her to the kitchen and the
nursery, and she wastes her labor on barbarously
unproductive, petty, nerve-racking, stultifying and
crushing drudgery. The real emancipation of
women, real communism, will begin only where and
when an all-out struggle begins (led by the
proletariat wielding the state power) against this
petty housekeeping, or rather when its wholesale
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transformation into a large-scale socialist economy
begins (quoted in Benston).

Soviet Russia began this process of transformation
of the private into social through a number of
initiatives – communal kitchens, public eatinghouses, laundries and repairing shops, nurseries,
kindergartens, children’s homes, educational
institutions, recreation clubs, maternity homes,
etc. Thus, the task and responsibility of nurturing
infants, bringing up children, cooking and
cleaning, caring for the old and infirm, hitherto an
exclusively women’s sphere, get transferred to
the society in socialism. Even procreation and
maternity needs of women are taken care of by
the socialist society. This arrangement is the most
scientific organization of society. Here each man
and woman is being freed to contribute towards
the development of humanity. The interests of the
individual are being harmoniously subsumed
within the interests of the society. And thus, the
illusion that private property creates of
irreconcilable conflict between individual and
society, starts falling to dust. This is the real,
genuine movement of abolition of “present state
of things” as proposed by Marx that embarks the
society to communism.
When the household life of woman has been
radically transformed, private property has been
abolished and the woman becomes an active,
independent participant in the process of
economic and social reconstruction, the domestic
life – the man-woman relationship – gets
relegated to the private realm of the two
individuals. We return to the point where we
began – the complementarity of man and woman
in social and economic life. It is a return to a
society that shares the burden of woman’s
reproductive role, a function that once again gets
recognized, not as a natural duty to create heir for
men, but as a social necessity for the perpetuation
and development of society. This return,
however, is at an extraordinarily higher level. We
may conclude by the following beautiful lines of
Bebel:
Society re-takes what once was its own, but in accord
with the newly created conditions of production, it
places its whole mode of life upon the highest stage of
culture, which enables all to enjoy what under more
primitive circumstances was the privilege of
individuals or of individual classes only (p. 348).
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SCIENCE & TECH

FACEBOOK IS NOW META
AND IT WANTS TO MONETIZE YOUR WHOLE EXISTENCE
JAMES MULDOON | JACOBIN
Mark Zuckerberg’s turn toward the “metaverse” claims to put an extra digital layer on top of the
real world. But Facebook’s new Meta brand isn’t augmenting your reality — it just wants to suck
more money out of it.
You log on, and you’re herded into a virtual bar
to listen to your boss telling jokes. Meanwhile,
a metaverse-first real estate company is selling
off overpriced property in a virtual London, and
gamers are competing for non-fungible tokens.
Welcome to the Zuckerverse — a place nobody
asked for but in which we may soon all be
spending a lot of time.
On Thursday, Facebook changed its name to
Meta, as part of a broader shift toward the socalled
metaverse
—
a
network
of
interconnected experiences partly accessed
through virtual reality (VR) headsets and
augmented
reality
(AR)
devices.
In
Zuckerberg’s own words, “you can think about
the metaverse as an embodied internet, where
instead of just viewing content — you are in it.”
The most recognizable examples of this in
action are virtual office meetings with VR
goggles, playing games in an expansive online
universe, and accessing a digital layer on top of
the real world through AR.
As owner of Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp,
and the virtual reality firm Oculus, the holding
company now known as Meta plans to create an
interconnected world in which our work, life,
and leisure all take place on its infrastructure —
monetizing all aspects of our lives. For now, this
is still the stuff of fantasy. Yet it’s also the fantasy
of one of the most powerful men in the world —
and for this reason, it deserves our attention.
In an influential essay, venture capitalist
Matthew Ball writes, “the Metaverse will be a
place in which proper empires are invested in
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and built, and where these richly capitalized
businesses can fully own a customer, control
APIs/data, unit economics, etc.” Which does
sound a little creepy . . .

Meta is hoping that, by building hype around it,
others will be encouraged to follow in
developing the project. It’s like building a post
office and a store and calling it a city. The hope
is to get enough companies on board with its
project that, soon enough, we will all be using it
— whether we like it or not.

HEADSETS FOR EVERYONE
The metaverse is no bluff. It would be wrong to
see it as a mere stunt concocted to shift attention
away from the litany of crises facing the
company. Nor is it simply a rebrand to give the
firm a fresh coat of paint, in the manner of Philip
Morris rebranding as Altria Group in 2003.
Zuckerberg’s company has invested heavily in
VR hardware, and it wants to become the
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dominant player in the headset market. It’s
betting that its line of VR headsets and AR
glasses will eventually be as ubiquitous as
smartphones. There are estimates that the
company has already sold five or six million VR
headsets at a price of $300, which would total
nearly $2 billion. But even this arm of the
business isn’t yet making money; it has been
reported that, with roughly ten thousand people
working on VR devices, the company is losing
between $5.4 billion and $6.4 billion in
operating costs.
There’s a genuine risk that this could all just
flop. Consumers have been slow to adopt VR
technology, and in a few years, it might just be
Zuckerberg, Facebook communications chief
Nick Clegg, and the social media giant’s COO
Sheryl Sandberg holding meetings in an
otherwise empty metaverse. But Goldman
Sachs has predicted that the VR and AR industry
could reach a value of $80 billion a year by
2025, with a cumulative annual growth rate of 40
to 80 percent. By such forecasts, at least, the
metaverse will be more than just meaningless
PR spin to help Meta shift more goggles.

YOUR LIFE AS A SERVICE
Digital platforms create an environment in
which our work, our social life, and our
entertainment increasingly take place in digital
contexts ready-made for monetization. The
underlying idea of the metaverse is to expand
the horizon of the appropriation of human life
into every aspect of our existence. Meta wants
to extend its reach from a mere global social
network to become the digital infrastructure of
everyday life.
In 2005, Zuckerberg imagined Facebook as “an
online directory” that could be used “to look
people up and find information about people.”
Facebook was essentially a database of people
that could be queried for information. But the
company has also declared a social mission,
which is supposedly all about transparency:
Zuckerberg described how “all the added
access to information and sharing would
inevitably change big-world things.”
Over subsequent years, Facebook was no
longer presented as a digital tool but as a way
for people to connect, share experiences, and
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come together. Following the political
upheavals of 2016, Zuckerberg started
speaking of Facebook in epochal terms as
providing
the
global
communication
infrastructure for a world-historical process:
“This is the struggle of our time. The forces of
freedom, openness, and global community
against the forces of authoritarianism,
isolationism, and nationalism.”
On June 22, 2017, at the first ever Facebook
Communities Summit, Zuckerberg announced a
change to Facebook’s mission statement: from
connecting people to building a global
community. His pivot to the metaverse is the
next logical step in this project. Back then,
Zuckerberg spoke about providing the digital
infrastructure
of
twenty-first-century
community life through Facebook groups. This
time, Meta wants to get a head start on its rivals
in owning the next generation of infrastructure
for the embodied internet.
The end goal for Meta is that it is no longer a
service you use, but instead, the infrastructure
upon which you live.

META IS IN THE BUSINESS OF WORLD-BUILDING
Like water to fish, Meta wants to become the
imperceptible medium that permeates our
entire existence. It will no longer be a choice
you make but rather the space within which
choices are made available to you. In other
words, it’s not the company sponsoring the
event, it’s the stadium in which it’s held. The
idea is that Meta will be a holding company in
charge
of
a
thriving
ecosystem
of
interconnected products and services, all
seamlessly integrated into a hybrid world able
to effortlessly extract profit at every point in the
system.
You could play games, download content, and
sign up for services, and everything would be
automatically deducted from your account.
Banking and investment products would be
integrated within the metaverse world so that a
portion of your salary would be automatically
transferred into this world’s currency.
Multiple companies would compete for slices of
this world, but there would be an even stronger
incentive to establish vertical and horizontal
monopolies. Companies would place barriers
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against interoperable services — and it would be
more convenient for customers to remain in one
walled
garden
where
everything
was
transferrable and connected.

can charge other companies for access to its
world. The data-to-advertising funnel will still
exist, but it will be part of a larger portfolio of
assets.

The idea that platforms are neutral intermediaries
facilitating transactions has always been
misleading. But now, even this pretense would be
a thing of the past, as metaverse companies would
play a more active role in designing the digital
architecture of virtual worlds. Even today’s digital
platforms are complex social and economic
environments that have been developed through
decades of research into social psychology. But in
these new worlds, tech barons will establish the
rules and create vast systems to nudge users
toward behavior that is profitable for the
company.

Platform companies that have offered a single
service will now be more likely to branch out into
offering a range of services within a connected
world. How the metaverse will be divided up
between competing tech companies remains to
be seen. It’s hard to imagine that Meta will be
willing to let its competitors set up shop in their
part of the metaverse or compete with them on
equal terms. But others will likely be keen to
invest if there are signs that the hardware starts to
pay off.

METAVERSE CAPITALISM
The most lucrative businesses under digital
capitalism
were
essentially
advertising
companies. Apple did still get away with selling
high-end consumer products. But Google and
Facebook’s surveillance-capitalism business
model instead sought to offer people free services
in exchange for their data, which would then be
analyzed and sold.
Metaverse capitalism will see big tech firms
shifting
more
toward
hardware
and
infrastructure, as owning the framework within
which other services can be offered becomes
more valuable. This isn’t just about collecting
data, it’s about owning the servers and the digital
worlds. We have already seen Big Tech starting to
spend big on undersea internet cables and data
centers to reduce data transportation costs.
Alphabet and Amazon have each spent close to
$100 billion investing in infrastructure and other
fixed-value assets. Increasingly, the idea of tech
firms as lean business models following in the
footsteps of Nike and other major outsourcing
companies is becoming outdated.
A second core change is a diversification of
revenue sources and a decentering of the role of
data and advertising. In the first quarter of 2021,
97.2 percent of Facebook’s total revenue was
generated through its advertising business. The
metaverse presents a broader range of revenue
streams, from the hardware on which it operates
to the games, services, and content within it. Meta
can start offering subscription-based content; it
can sell virtual property and experiences; and it
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Large investments in VR and AR technology will
also create a greater need for precarious and
poorly paid “microworkers” to train the
algorithms. The engine of the metaverse will be
the physical and very real world of exploitative
labor — predominantly of workers in the Global
South. As Phil Jones has recently argued in Work
Without the Worker, the “hidden abode of
automation” is actually “a globally dispersed
complex of refugees, slum dwellers, and
casualties of occupations, compelled through
immiseration, or else law, to power the machine
learning of companies like Google, Facebook,
and Amazon.”

CORPORATE OVERKILL
Will the metaverse be built responsibly? Of
course not. Rather, it will be built in whichever
way appears most profitable to Meta. Any
problems that emerge will be dealt with as PR
issues along the way while the company prints
money at record pace. Who cares about the handwringing of a few legislators when you own not
only the digital infrastructure of this world but the
whole metaverse?
Zuckerberg’s “metaverse” is a world in which
users move seamlessly from one corporateowned environment to another. Facebook’s
founder has assured the public that this latest
wheeze will be built responsibly and in
partnership with others. But in light of the
avalanche of evidence of wrongdoing uncovered
by whistleblower Frances Haugen, it’s hard to
believe that even Zuckerberg’s closest allies
believe the spin.
[Originally published on Jacobin website on 28.10.2021]
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TREMENDOUS NEWS!

MARUTI WORKER RAMBILAS SERVING LIFE
TERM GRANTED BAIL
Comrade Rambilas, Maruti Suzuki
Workers Union, has been granted bail
by the Punjab & Haryana High Court
on 24th Nov 2021.
He is serving a life sentence (with 10
more of his MSWU comrades) since
2012 for the right to unionise following
the historic Maruti Suzuki Workers
Struggle that commenced ten years
ago on 4th June 2011.
The court had called it an 'exemplary
punishment' needed to restore
investor sentiment and the Maruti
CEO (quite aptly) RS Shrivastava
termed it a 'class war'.
Facing the oppressive sentence, two
workers, Pavan Dahiya and Jialal,
died tragic deaths in Feb and June this
year.
The hearing of remaining
ten workers is scheduled
in Jan-Feb 2022. Senior
advocate APS Deol is
handling the workers’
case.
Free the Maruti13! Free
the Pricol8! Free all
political prisoners!
Read more (in Hindi)
Mehnatkash website here.

on
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JUSTICE FROM THE GUN’S BARREL
EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLINGS NOW RUN-OF-THE-MILL
V. PRAJAPATI
“When it was time for us to mourn the
irreparable loss, we were coerced to hit the
streets to demand the return of the body of our
beloved uncle. The magnitude of our
collective
psychological
torture
is
inexplicable,” says Saima, niece of Altaf Bhat
(victim of Hyderpora encounter) shudders as
she reports to The Federal.
“The media is here, the politicians are here,
all of the promises are here, but there is no
justice for my son,” says Fatima, mother of 22
year old Altaf (victim of Kasganj custodial
murder) who died in police custody.

INTRODUCTION
Extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions
at the hands of law enforcement machinery of
the Indian state have ceased to be mere
aberrations and have transformed into the new
‘normal’. In the age of fascist terror, the rule of
‘gun’ is in the process of absolutely displacing
the rule of law, the bourgeoisie democratic
veneer of justice. The state-sponsored murders,
committed in broad daylight which come to be
often hailed as ‘heroic’ by the reactionary
elements as they are deemed to be an
‘effective’ tool for elimination of ‘dreaded’
criminals, gangsters and terrorists who pose an
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imminent threat to ‘national security’,
‘sovereignty and integrity of the nation’ and
‘public peace and order’ are in reality, resorted
to as a method for detracting as well as muzzling
movements attacking the well-knit syndicate
between the capitalists and the fascist state.
One mustn’t fail in understanding that fascism is
the medium through which monopoly
capitalism consolidates its roots upon a
country’s economic system. The state sanction
rescues the criminals in uniform (police) from
legal accountability and answerability for
commission of grave human rights violations,
consequently
promoting
vigilante justice. Citing it as an
impromptu act in self defense
in a spontaneous shootout, the
foot soldiers of the fascist
regime as a matter of routine
brazenly deny any illegality
and indulge themselves in
planned and premeditated
killings of innocent civilians,
human
rights
defenders,
activists and dissenters of the
ruling
dispensation.
The
Naxalbari movement of the
1960s, conflict ridden areas of
Manipur, Chhattisgarh and Kashmir are all
witness to the indiscriminate killings by the
police. This sense of summary justice has
culturally entrenched itself and changed how
citizens perceive ‘crime’ and their ‘response’ to
it.
There are different ways of looking at the
problem. While one line of reasoning suggests
that it is the public to be accused because it
seems to have vested unregulated power in the
hands of the police to act as judge, jury and
executioner, the other line of reasoning
indicates factors in action such as ‘winning
public favour’ or ‘political or criminal
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connections’ that motivate the police to conduct
encounters. The other view that finds its place
in the discourse is that the distorted ratio of
police personnel vis a vis citizens in the
backdrop of rising crime rate is bound to cause
a build-up of pressure and frustration within the
police to render to the expectation of
maintaining law and order and controlling
crime within the society. All the abovestated
arguments can only be called ancillary factors
triggering
extrajudicial
encounters.
As
previously emphasized, it is the permanent
crisis that capitalism finds itself in which is
constantly compelling the regime in power to
deploy police repression for crushing
progressive voices of the masses. Without
laying focus on eradication of the capitalist soil,
the issue of extrajudicial encounters will lie
unaddressed and no amount of ‘idealism’ such
as building up of a robust infrastructure of
independent media and non-governmental
organizations,
sensitization
programmes
organized for training the police officials to
respect human rights etc. will ever be a
solution.

right wing pressure groups or nationalist
militant groups ready to ‘cleanse’ persons
opposing state policies through extra-legal
methods (mob justice) like lynchings has
withered away. National and State Human
Rights Commissions, UN organizations etc. can
no more keep up the façade of democracy as
their wilful inaction and passivity has indicated
their unambiguous support to excesses
committed by the state. Same is the case with
judicial institutions who are in no way
independent from the objectives of Executive.
How can the courts give rulings against the flow
of stream? Naturally, within a fascist ecosystem,
they have their limitations and the maximum
extent to which they have gotten radical is by
calling extrajudicial excesses a problem,
passing a set of guidelines to be followed
during investigations and then sitting upon
countless writs for ages, leaving them
undecided. With this being the level to which
the democracy has shrunk, the masses are left
with the option to either support or dissent the
dispensation, where dissent could easily
translate into a situation of being shot to death.

Hence, the exponential rise in the culture of
fake encounter killings by the police in the form
of custodial and non-custodial violence on
account of state impunity has ‘realigned’ the
role of the police. They have become guardians
of state as opposed to the constitution! The line
demarcating the difference between police and

The rise in such killings at the hands of police,
security forces or other agents of the state
against criminal suspects/detainees/political
prisoners or others is a remarkable parameter
for assessing the extent of erosion of due
process and principles of natural justice in a
democratic state. However, in the process of
seeing it as a parameter, the precursors that
made extrajudicial killings their logical end
also need to be looked at. Enforced
disappearances, prevalence of custodial
torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment, life-threatening prison and detention
centre conditions, arbitrary arrests and
detentions, frequent usage of draconian
legislations like UAPA, PSA, NSA, Sedition etc.,
denial of fair public trial, muzzling freedom of
expression of the press and suspension of the
freedom to peacefully assemble due to
imposition of Section 144, form the bedrock of
Indian criminal justice system. Disturbing
statistics such as a 2.2% conviction rate of cases
registered under the Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act between the years 2016-19
with the number of arrested and convicted
being 5922 and 132 respectively and
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chargesheets being filed only in 9% of the
cases, a 165% jump in the number of cases filed
under Sedition (a 151 year archaic law) since
2016 as confirmed by NCRB’s Crime in India
Report of 2019 and out of the 10,938 Indians
accused of sedition over the last decade, 65%
of them found themselves implicated post May
2014, only go on to prove how the high rate of
detention/incarceration
as
an
undertrial/pendency and low rate of conviction
is for the purposes of making process the
punishment and not to convict. The decay within
the criminal justice machinery can be realized
by reading the following account in the case of
Mangan Mian (State of Bihar v Deonath Singh,
1987)
“Late in the winter of 1979, as police officers
watched, a doctor inserted a needle into Patel
Sah’s eyes — to be clear, the kind used to
stitch jute bags, not a surgeon's tool. Then,
they carefully dropped acid into the wound, to
be sure. No-one paid much attention: Sah was
just one of 33 local men, alleged to have
participated in violent crime, who was
punished by blinding. Local judges ignored
the parade of blinded prisoners; jail
authorities pretended nothing was wrong. For
the most part, the public cheered: Lacking
witnesses,
prosecution
after
prosecution collapsed.”

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)
and International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) which make tall claims
about ‘everyone’ having the right to life, liberty
and security and that there shall be no arbitrary
deprivation of ‘anyone’s’ life fall flat in the face
of millions of civilian deaths (composed of
majorly lower class, lower caste or minority
religion) which go unaccounted for. For
example, data from 2017-2020 points out that
nearly 37% of those killed in encounter deaths
in UP were Muslims who otherwise constituted
19% of the state’s population. Similarly,
Resolution 1989/65 which recommends for
adherence to principles regarding effective
prevention and investigation of summary
executions remains only on paper and is
nowhere seen to be in practice. Amidst all of
this, it is not to say that the judicial process is a
legitimate one. It is equally worse as the
extrajudicial one except that it renders a slow
death to its victims. Stan Swamy’s murder
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happened while he was under judicial custody!
Statistics have gone to attest that majority of the
persons
filling
up
the
jails
as
undertrials/convicted or who had been
wrongfully
prosecuted
came
from
a
disadvantaged class/caste/race/ethnicity or
religious background.

MALFUNCTION IN THE ENFORCEMENT
MACHINERY
In May 2013, eight unarmed Adivasis,
including four minors were killed by
security forces in Edesmetta village of
Bijapur District in southern Chhattisgarh.
They were allegedly Maoists, an
accusation since questioned after a
judicial enquiry into the incident.
The committee, headed by Justice V K
Agarwal, a former Madhya Pradesh High
Court judge, submitted its report in
September 2021 and called the incident a
“mistake”, saying that security personnel
“may have opened fire in panic”. That
“panic” led to 44 rounds of gunfire against
eight unarmed Adivasis—a paramilitary
soldier was killed too, but that was likely
by friendly fire.
On December 6, 2019, the police shot
dead the four accused at Chatanpally in
Ranga Reddy district, reportedly when
they tried to 'escape from custody'. They
were suspected of kidnapping, gangraping and murdering a young veterinary
doctor.
On June 19 2020, Jayaraj and Bennix were
picked up for inquiry by the Tamil Nadu
Police for allegedly violating COVID-19
lockdown rules. They were sexually
assaulted and brutally tortured to the
extent of causing their death.
The Indian landscape is dotted with countless
horrendous
accounts
of
extrajudicial
executions by the police such as above – from
the villages of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana
to the streets of Mumbai and Ahmedabad, the
shooting rate of extrajudicial killings is a
constant threat to the lives of citizens. The
current situation is such that the encounters
have become an ‘all-India’ phenomenon. It has
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been rightly said that India is yet to make a
break from its colonial past where the Britishers
deployed repressive legal and extra legal
structure for dealing with nationalist struggle
for independence, civil disobedience, noncooperation and Quit India movement. The
Indian government is committing excesses in
the same vein with respect to Kashmir, NorthEast and various other states. The old adage
‘impunity breeds contempt for the law’ aptly puts
forth the disregard and scorn for the legal code
shown by the wielders of repressive political
power. A 2019 survey of police personnel
revealed how one in five police personnel felt
that killing criminals was better than legal trial
while three in four believed that it was justified
on the part of police to deploy violence towards
criminals. A 2018 survey of 15563 people
conducted across 22 Indian states and UTs by
Common Cause, Centre for Study of
Developing Societies and Status of Policing in
India Report (SPIR) 2018 came up with the
important statistic that one out of two people
condoned the use of violence by police.
Killings at the hands of police officials ought to
be recognized with higher culpability when
compared
with
the murder by an
individual as a
fiduciary
relationship
between
the
public
and
officials puts them
under
higher
moral obligation
to protect life and
liberty of the
masses.
However, forget
about
convictions, as a
matter of fact,
maximum cases
slip out because
of no FIRs being
filed,
shoddy
investigation,
hasty burial of
dead bodies for
preventing
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independent autopsies from being conducted
or wrongful advantage of the protections
provided under Criminal Procedure Code.
The case of Uttar Pradesh which is the
laboratory of fascism is a different spectacle
altogether. The state has been an active theatre
of excesses since few years. After the coming in
of the BJP in power, the police killings have
increased exponentially. Since March 2017, the
Police have shot at and injured at least 3302
alleged criminals with bullet wounds on their
legs while the death toll stands at 146.
Ironically, in all 146 cases, the Police brazenly
claimed that it acted out of self defense against
armed criminals in the course of retaliatory
firing. The government considers these killings
as its achievement, in fact the Chief Minister’s
twitter handle read, “430 encounters in six
months. 17 dreaded criminals killed.” The height
of shamelessness can be ascertained when the
CM unhesitatingly allows the state police to
‘knock down’ criminals if they did not mend
their ways, during an interview to a news
channel! Thus, in UP’s case, extrajudicial
executions form an inseparable part of the
criminal justice system without which
democracy
cannot
be
saved.
It
is
important
to
note the finding
of
media
reports as of
July 2020 with
respect
to
magisterial
inquiries
completed in 74
cases
where
deaths
had
occurred
by
police
firing,
that the police
were given a
clean chit in
all the cases.
Moreover,
in
around
61
cases, closure
reports
had
been filed by
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the police which were readily accepted by the
courts! To utter dismay, the police officers often
get rewarded for such murders thereby
creating an incentive for them to stage further
killings.
Extinguishing Law and Life - Police Killings
and Cover Up in Uttar Pradesh, a recent report
prepared through the collective effort of human
rights organizations, examined the death of 18
men (sample set) in 17 instances of extrajudicial
killings by UP Police which were investigated
by the NHRC. The report is a testament to both
substantive and procedural violations of the law
by investigative agencies as well as judicial
magistrates. Independent bodies such as NHRC
and oversight mechanisms such as magisterial
inquiries have proved to be a massive failure in
identification of violations of law. Instead they
have been caught red-handed routinely
condoning the unconstitutional procedures
resorted to by the Police. Some of the key
findings of the report are:
▪

In none of the 17 cases, FIRs had been
registered against the police. Instead, in
all 17 cases FIRs had been registered
against deceased victims under S. 307,
IPC.

▪

All the FIRs carry the same content and
sequence of events i.e. act of self defense
by police in a spontaneous shoot out
leading to the death of alleged criminals.

▪

The investigation gets conducted by a
police officer from the same police
station and often of the same rank as the
one in encounter team, thereby acting in
direct contravention to the landmark
PUCL judgment by Supreme Court and
NHRC Guidelines. It was only later that
the investigation was handed over to the
policeman from a different police station.

▪

Investigation so conducted was of a
shoddy nature as it took the police’s
version of self defense on face value
when self defence for murder was
something to be proved at the stage of
judicial trial. No inquiry was done on
proportionality and necessity of force.

▪

In 16 out of 17 cases, Closure Reports
were filed before Judicial Magistrates.
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All of them were accepted on the
grounds that victims were dead and the
accomplice had escaped the crime
scene. This process has been held to be
unconstitutional by High Courts and
NHRC.
The noteworthy part is the fact that despite
intervention of the Supreme Court of the land
through its judgments such as PUCL v State of
Maharashtra and Om Prakash & Ors. v State of
Jharkhand & Anr., it has hardly had a dent on the
rot within criminal justice machinery. Human
rights commissions on the other hand have
played a far worse role by being mere
spectators. The courts are equally culpable for
playing a passive role in allowing such killings
to happen unchecked. Concepts like right to
life and personal liberty, fair criminal trial, audi
alteram partem are nothing but hollow as these
are premised on the principle that an accused
is deemed innocent until proven guilty but in
reality, he is being held guilty and eliminated
through extralegal means.

CONCLUSION
Extrajudicial killings are not be perceived as
stray incidents but as a symptom of eroding
democratic, secular and liberal state. The law
enforcement machinery of the State is the
culprit but there is in reality no recourse for
putting the police official guilty of exercising
disproportionate and unnecessary power,
behind the bars. The limitations of the courts of
law have surfaced and they only go on to show
that it is ultimately the fascist ruling
dispensation where all the power vests and its
organs in the form of police/army, courts,
commissions will only be acting as per its
whims and fancies. Hence, unless the fascistcapitalist partnership is attacked, justice in the
real sense will never be realized. Lastly, when
looked from a bird’s eye perspective, stark rise
in levels of hunger, poverty, malnourishment,
unemployment, suicides by workers and
peasantry are equally crimes against humanity
and can very much be labelled as extra judicial
killings by the Indian state.
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STATEMENT

IMMEDIATELY RELEASE KASHMIRI HUMAN
RIGHTS DEFENDER KHURRAM PARVEZ
PEOPLE’S UNION FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES (PUCL)
23rd November 2021
People's Union for Civil Liberties - PUCL calls
for the immediate release of Kashmiri human
rights defender Khurram Parvez, who was
arrested on 22nd November 2021, by the
National Investigating Agency under various
provisions of the Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act and Indian Penal Code.
PUCL
condemns
the relentless use
of UAPA by Indian
Government
to
arrest, detain and
jail human rights
defenders for long
periods
without
any trial.
According to the
arrest memo, the
sections that have
been
invoked
against
Khurram
include 120B, 121
and 121A of IPC
(pertaining
to
waging war against
the Government)
and sections 17, 18,
18B, 38 and 40
(pertaining to terrorist activities and being
member of terrorist organization) of Unlawful
Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) Act, 1967.
In past few years Indian Government has
repeatedly targeted Khurram Parvez, raided his
office, home on multiple occasions and even
arrested and jailed him. In September 2016
immigration authorities had disallowed him
from boarding a flight to Geneva. Mr Khurram
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was then travelling to attend the thirty-third
session of the United Nations Human Rights
Council. He was later immediately detained
and arrested in Srinagar. Four days later, the
principal district and sessions judge of Srinagar
set aside his order of detention and ordered his
release.
But as soon as he was released, he was
rearrested, under
the Jammu and
Kashmir
Public
Safety Act, 1978—a
law,
applicable
only in Jammu and
Kashmir,
which
allows
an
individual to be
taken
into
preventive custody
for
two
years
without
any
charges or a trial.
Seventy six days
later, the Jammu
and Kashmir High
Court quashed his
detention
as
“illegal.” It also
noted
that
the
district magistrate
of Srinagar, had acted “arbitrarily” and the
“detaining authority has abused its powers.”
Once again in October 2020, Khurram and
JKCSS were targeted and raided by NIA. Being
unable to prove even before the High Court of
Jammu and Kashmir their case for arrest and
detention of Khurram Parvez, the Indian State
has used its ultimate weapon of invoking UAPA,
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a legislation which has very harsh bail
condition, which allows Government to jail the
arrested dissenters without trial for many years.
Khurram Parvez has been the coordinator of the
Jammu Kashmir Coalition of Civil Society
(JKCCS) and chairperson of the Asian
Federation
Against
Involuntary
Disappearances
(AFAD).
Parvez
is
a
Distinguished Scholar with the Political Conflict,
Gender, and People’s Rights Initiative at the
Center for Race and Gender at University of
California, Berkeley.
JKCCS has acted as the conscience of society
and published several reports on human rights
violations in Jammu and Kashmir over the
decades. The reports range from election
monitoring, impact of violence on children,
sexual violence, enforced disappearances,
torture, to environmental disasters.
Various
International
Human
rights
organizations, including United Nations Special
Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders, have
expressed concern over arrest of Parvez
Khurram and have urged for his immediate
release.
PUCL firmly believes that the present action is
one more attempt on part of the present
establishment to silence peaceful, non violent
dissenters. In the context of what has happened
in recent times concerning cases of Bhima
Koregaon, Delhi riots, Tripura violence, farmers
protest, the tool kit case, Siddique Kappan case
and various others across the country,
Khurram’s arrest is one more instance of a
brutalizing state machinery being used against
human rights defenders.
This is all the more significant in the context of
Jammu and Kashmir, where the Central
Government steamrolled the State’s autonomy
guaranteed under Article 370 of the
Constitution without taking into account the
democratic aspirations of the people of the State
and the converting of Jammu and Kashmir into a
union territory directly ruled from Delhi with
complete bulldozing of all human rights of the
ordinary people.
The population has been already subjected to
other massive violations including total
militarization, long internet shutdowns, use of
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draconian laws such as Public Safety Act, AFSPA
and UAPA. In this context it is very crucial that
alternate narratives of ground level reality be
brought before the world. This is precisely what
JKCCSS and Khurram were doing.
PUCL believes that the arrest of Khurram Parvez
is not just an attack on him or JKCCS but an effort
to stop any voices concerning human rights
violations from Jammu and Kashmir being
allowed to be heard in the larger world. It is also
an ominous illustration of the implications of the
doctrine of the national security adviser Ajit
Doval that civil society is the “new frontier of
war”. Such arrests will have a chilling effect on
any independent voice emerging from civil
society and a further indication of a government
mindset which is uninterested in any political
resolution.
Trust building between the people and the
government needs the government to respect
civil society not destroy it. This is the position of
international law as articulated in the UN
Declaration on human rights defenders, 1999.
This government’s action of arresting important
voices in civil society like Khurram
demonstrates the governments contempt for
international law which it has itself undertaken
to respect and will only further alienate the
people of Kashmir and make the political
solution to the Kashmir issue that much more
distant.
What emboldens the state in continuing to ride
roughshod over the rights of the people of
Jammu and Kashmir is the tragic failure of the
Supreme Court to hear the challenges to the
abrogation of Article 370 of the Constitution.
For all these reasons we call for the immediate
release of Parvez Khurram and denounce the
continuous use of draconian UAPA and other
legislations to silence the voices of human
rights defenders.
Ravi Kiran Jain
President, PUCL
Suresh Veeraraghavan
General Secretary, PUCL
Note: This photo is of K Parvez’s arrest in 2016.
Source: His Facebook Profile
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STATISTICS

NREGS WORKERS’ WAGES WORTH
THOUSANDS OF CRORES LIE PENDING
M. ASEEM
The very government which loses no time at all
to announce bail out packages giving
concessions of thousands and lakhs of crores
rupees for domestic and foreign capitalists
takes months to pay the wages of the poor
distressed
laborers
working in the National
Rural
Employment
Guarantee
Scheme
(NREGS).
The
very
government
which
refers to so many legal
provisions
whenever
even a small relief is
demanded for working
class, here cannot recall
the NREGS law which
provides that wages for
work done must be paid
within 15 days and
thereafter compensation
of 0.05% of the total
amount due must be paid for each day of delay.
It is noteworthy that the wage rate in NREGA is
extremely low and the minimum wage rates
announced by the Centre and the states
themselves are not adhered to in this scheme
and the wage rate is much less. It can very well
be understood that how much under distress
the workers working in this scheme are as they
get wages below subsistence level, else they
wouldn’t opt to work for wages if any other
employment was available. Withholding for
months the wages for the work done by such
poor labourers should be considered an
unforgivable crime.
Currently the states have a negative balance of
Rs 10,342 crores in the wage payment fund for
NREGS and there is a huge delay in payment of
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wages. Out of the work done between April and
September 2021, 7% wages, i.e., Rs 2850 crores
is still pending payment as the Central
Government has not yet given approval for
payment. In Andhra Pradesh, half the amount
has not been paid yet,
while in Uttarakhand 37%
and in Arunachal Pradesh
33% of the wage amount
is still overdue. However,
if we look at the quantum
of funds, the highest
amount is overdue in
West Bengal followed by
Tamil Nadu and Andhra
Pradesh.
In NREGA, the entire
responsibility
of
the
payment of wages is that
of
the
Central
Government, while 75%
of the amount for the
material used in the work is to be borne by the
Central and 25% by the State Government.
Owing to the Covid lockdown, a large number
of workers have become unemployed and
NREGS work is the last resort for them to
survive. While the appropriate response should
have been removal of cap of 100 days a year for
guaranteed work and immediate payment of
wages, this government is withholding the
wages for months forcing workers to starvation.
On the other hand, capitalists with assets worth
lakhs of crores have not only been given
exemption in paying taxes and fees in the
name of relief, they are also being given huge
amount worth of lakhs of crore rupees in the
name of economic incentive to bail them out of
the crisis.
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STATISTICS

MOST DEATHS BY SUICIDE IN 2020 WERE
AMONG DAILY WAGE WORKERS: NCRB
The National Crimes Records Bureau (NCRB) on
Thursday, October 28 released its report on
‘Accidental Deaths and Suicides in India’ (ASDI)
for 2020. While road accidents and related
deaths fell in the pandemic year, the number of
deaths by suicides rose by 10% from 2019,
taking the total figure to an all-time high of
1,53,052, the Hindustan Times reported.
The number of deaths by suicide per lakh
population in 2020 stands at 11.3%, up from
10.4% in 2019 and the highest since 2010
(11.4%).

DAILY WAGE WORKERS
In a year marked by a sudden call for lockdown
with four hours’ notice, leading to daily wage
workers, a very large portion of whom are
migrants, struggling to return home and then
earn an income, daily wage earners made up
the largest proportion of people who died by
suicide in the country in 2020 at 24.6%,
according to the ASDI report.
In absolute terms, 37,666 took their own lives
this year.
The NCRB only began including daily wage
workers as a discrete category in its report in
2014. Since then, their share in total deaths by
suicides in the country has doubled from 12%
(2014) to 24.6% in 2020.
Tamil Nadu was the state with the highest
number of deaths by suicides among daily
wage earners with 6,495, followed by Madhya
Pradesh
(4,945),
Maharashtra
(4,176),
Telangana (3,831) and Gujarat (2,745).

STUDENTS
The ASDI report classifies suicides, among
other categories, on the basis of profession.
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Deaths by suicides among students increased
from 10,335 in 2019 to 14,825 in 2020, a 21.20%
increase and the highest such year-on-year
percentage increase of all the occupation
categories.
The share of students in total deaths by suicide
in the country also increased from 7.4% last
year to 8.2% in 2020. This marks the highest
proportion of deaths by suicides among
students since 1995 which is the earliest year for
which this data is available, the Indian Express
reported.
This trend seems to confirm the anecdotal
understanding of the hardships students in
particular have faced due to the pandemic with
the consequent disruption of education and the
digital divide amongst students from various
backgrounds in the country.

SELF-EMPLOYED
Deaths by suicide in the ASDI category titled
‘self-employed’ increased by 7.67% from 2019
to
2020,
however,
this
impact
was
disproportionately distributed within the subcategories.
Deaths by suicide among vendors increased by
26.1% and those of tradesmen by 49.9%,
seemingly indicating that the adverse effects of
the pandemic were felt more harshly by small
businessmen.

OTHER OCCUPATIONS
After daily wage workers, the percentage share
in total deaths by suicide by occupation, in
decreasing order, went from ‘housewives’
(14.6%), ‘self-employed persons’ (11.3%),
‘professional/salaried
persons’
(9.7%),
‘farmers/cultivators’ (7%) and ‘retired persons’
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(1%). The ‘other’ category made up 13.4% of all
suicides.

CHILDREN
An average of 31 children in India died by
suicide every day in 2020.
The NCRB data highlighted that approximately
11,396 children died by suicide in 2020, which
is an 18 per cent rise from 2019's figure (9,613
deaths) and a 21 per cent increase from 2018's
(9,413 deaths).
The above-mentioned statistics also mentions
"family problems" as one of the key reasons for
these suicides attributing 4,006 deaths to it,
which is then closely followed by "love affair"
(1,337) and illness (1,327). The data also gave
reasons behind suicide by children includes
hero-worshipping or ideological causes,
bankruptcy, drug abuse, impotency or
infertility and unemployment.

BATUKESHWAR
DUTT
REMEMBERING THE
INDIAN REVOLUTIONARY
AND MEMBER OF HSRA
ON HIS 111TH BIRTHDAY

SUICIDES BY CAUSE
The ASDI report also lays out deaths by suicide
by their cause. According to the data, deaths by
suicide due to poverty increased by 69% from
2019 to 2020. The same increase for deaths by
suicide due to unemployment stood at 24%, that
of drug and alcohol addiction at 17%, illness at
16% and family problems at 14%.
A lack of employment opportunities as well as
the increased challenge of earning a livelihood
due to the onset of the pandemic could feasibly
have had a significant role in the high increases
seen in the first two of the above-mentioned
categories.
Deaths by suicide among students, ostensibly
due to performance in an examination declined
from 2019 to 2020 by 24%, suggesting that the
increase in deaths by suicide among students
was linked more to long-term future prospects
rather than exams, most of which were delayed
or cancelled due to the COVID-19 lockdown.
Inputs: The Wire
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18th November 1910 – 20th July 1965

Batukeshwar Dutt, born in
Khandahghosh of Bengal, was an
Indian revolutionary during the
Freedom Movement and also a
member of Hindustan Socialist
Republican Association (HSRA)
who, along with Bhagat Singh,
carried out the bomb explosion
in Central Legislative Assembly.
He breathed his last on 20th July
1965 in Delhi after a long illness.
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ACTIVITIES

PROTEST AGAINST REPRESSION OF VOICES OF DISSENT
(27 OCTOBER 2021, DELHI)
TH

On the 117th birth anniversary of revolutionary freedom fighter and Bhagat Singh’s HSRA member
Comrade Jatin Das (27 Oct 1904 – 13 Sep 1929), People Against State Repression (PASR), a joint platform
of progressive-revolutionary mass organisations in Delhi, organized a protest demonstration at Jantar
Mantar against state repression in which AIRSO, AISA, Bigul, DSU, KYS and IFTU (Sarwahara)
participated.
Demands:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Repeal UAPA, NSA, AFSPA and all Black Laws!
Release all Political Prisoners!
Stop Repression on People’s Struggles!
Repeal CAA-NRC-NPR!
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ACTIVITIES

MAZDOOR SAHYOG KENDRA UTTARAKHAND
ORGANIZES FIRST CONFERENCE
(21 NOVEMBER 2021, RUDRAPUR)
ST

MSK-U organized its first Conference with the call for militant, continuous and decisive working-class
struggle. Resolutions against labour codes, privatization, farm laws, oppression on working-class leaders and
political activists etc. were passed in it. A new Executive body with ten office bearers was constituted
comprising members of various trade unions.
Representatives of various workers’ organizations and political activists participated in the open session viz.
Balli Singh Cheema (BKU-Ugrahan Uttarakhand Secretary), Amit (MSK-Gurgaon), Somnath (Jan Sangharsh
Manch Haryana), Dinesh (IMK), Santosh (Mazdoor Patrika), Mohit (Desh-Videsh magazine), Ramniwas
(Provisional Committee, Maruti Suzuki Workers Union), Sandeep Rauzi (Workers Unity), PC Tiwari
(Uttarakhand Parivartan Party), Siddhant (IFTU-Sarwahara) etc.
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ACTIVITIES

CENTRAL CONVENTION ON FARMERS MOVEMENT
TO BE HELD IN PATNA
[ 30 DECEMBER 2021 | PATNA, BIHAR ]
TH

On the 12th memorial day of Comrade Sunil Pal, martyred revolutionary working-class
leader of West Bengal, and all our revolutionary martyrs,
Martyrs’ Day Rally – 29th Dec 2021
Central Convention – 30th Dec 2021, 10 am to 6 pm, IMA Hall
Topic: Farmers’ Movement after One Year and Challenges Ahead”
Organized by: PRC, CPI (ML)
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